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LAD! ASIOB IS

COAL STRIKE IS

GUEST OF HONOR

ALONG

Thirteen Senate Leaders Face
Bitter Battles to Retain Seats

III

L FAS

AT ft RECEPTION

IN

MARY RESIGNS

LEADERSHIP OF
OPERA COMPANY

HURT

OF DEMAND IS
CURTAILING OUTPUT

LACK

Can

Production

creased

Be

In-

-

if

Necessary;
Fields Are Not
Being Worked to Capacity
on

(By The Aimuflalfil frem.)
Washington, April 23. Lack of
demand, rather than strike conditions continues to Hold down bituminous coal production, according to latest figures assembled by
the United States geological survey.
On Thursday and Wednesday of
the output
last week, However,
jumped to above 11,000 carloads
Iter day, against 7,91V cars on Monday, the low point registered by the
ettect o Easier holidays.
For the week ended April 15, the
bituminous output of the country
was placed at a,t7&,00U tons, and
the survey report observed trial
"more coal could be produced it
the demand increased," since the
n
fields
lull capacity of
has not yet been brought out.
f
Men Out.
From the union standpoint, "the
strike is running along in a normal
fashion," tho United Mine Workers
declared In a statement today.
n
miners to
to get
as- join their organized craft were satveiled to be progressing most
0
isfactorily, wilh approximately
of tnem now out "and good
reason for the prediction that the
coming weeK wilt add 25,000 more."
Government agencies indicated
some activity last week In connection with the price situation,
lowing the inquiry by Secretary of
Labor Davis and Attorney General
Daugherty into local and, so far,
only slight advances of coal prices,
several operators of large noncame to
union coal properties
Washington yesterday and were
closeted in various conferences with
high, government officials. Silence
was maintained by all parties to
the discussion, but it is understood
that leaders in tho coal industry
have been told that any development of a "runaway market"
would alter overnight the "hands-of- f
policy maintained by the administration since April 1, after all
its efforts to induce operators and
miners to confer in advance of tho
walkout had proved futile.
Soft Coal Surplus.
Tho geological survey's
report
dealt largely with the existing soft
oal surplus which is held by industrial observers to be the price
controlling element at present.
About 4,000,000 Ions a week is being taken from the surplus, which
amounted to 3,000,000 tons when
the strike began, tho survey said.
Cars of coal on the tracks, but without buyers on April 15, numbered
28,743, a decline from April 1, when
the total was 31,373.
are not buying
"Consumers
enough to call out full production
of those mines which are ready- to
work," was tho survey's analysis
of the situation.
non-unio-

Nou-liiit-

Ef-tor- ts

non-unio-

80,-00-
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DEATH OF DAVIS MAY
HAVE BEEN EITHER AN
ACCIDENT OR SUICIDE
(By The Axuocliilrd

rr.)

San Francisco, Calif., April 23.- The death of George L. Davis,
weil known cailroad organizer of
the northwest, whose body was
found on the ocean beach near
Mussel Rock, south of here, yesterday, may not have been a murder
ns was at first supposed, but may
have been either an accident or
suicide, according to evidence adduced by the authorities. Constable S. A. Landinl of Colma
township, spent the entire day
investigating at the point where
the body was found.
The wounds on the body could
have been caused by either a
of accidental plunge from
the cliff under which It was
found, in the opinion of Mrs. E.
W. Laswell, coroner at Colma,
the little town ten miles east of
Mussell Rock to which the body
was taken. There was little or
nothing to Indicate murder, she
said, except that Davis' fists were
clenched, indicating the possibility of a struggle. His coat was
missing.
The inquest has been set for
Tuesday. No funeral arrangements
have been made.
-

- CRASHES
TO
EARTH; 2JMEN KILLED

AIRPLANE-

conference of women met
Lady Aster today at a receptionat
given by Mrs. John W. Garrett,first
whose suburban homo the
woman member of the house of
commons is a guest. Governor
ltitchie of Maryland, had a chat
with Lady Astor during the reception.
For everyone the lively viscountess had a bright greeting, or a
witty remark, and with many she
talked over the happy times when
she was a debutante beauty of Virginia. All came away smiling.
This morning Lady Astor rested
and worked on one of the speeches
she is to deliver.
"Which one?" she was asked.
"I don't know which one," she
replied.
Tonight she said her program
was to "clean my teeth, wash my
face and go to bed."
Tomorrow she expects to attend
some of the committee meetings
to the opening on
preliminary
the
Tuesday of the convention of VotNational League of Women
ers.
At the reception
Lady Astor
wore a lavender crepe de chine
dress, a necklace of pearls and a
black picture hat slanting at a
her right eye.
sharp anglo overentertained
a numThe Garretts
ber of guests for a house party
Lady
during the visit of Lord and
Astor and Dame Lyttleton, who acfrom
her
England.
companied

AT

Decide to Settle
By Private Negotiations
the Differences Between
Barthou and Wirth.

Germans

(By The Associated l'reaf.)

Genoa. Anrll 23 (by the Asso
elated Press). Another crisis in
the economic conference . was
passed tonight when the German
delegation announced after a long
session of its delegates and frewilh the
quent communications
Russians and Italians, that the
Germans would not reply to the
note of the ten powers today, stip
ulating that tho signatories "expressly reserve for their governments the right to declare null and
void any clause in the
treaty which may be recog
nized as contrary to tho existing
treaties.
The Germans also decided to set'
tie by private negotiations the dif
Terences between M. Barthou, head
of the French delegation, and the
Dr.
German chancellor,
Wirth,
which arose through M. Barthou's
written charge that the Germans
had made untruthful statements.
Premier Facta and Foreign Minister Sehanzer of the Italian delegation are believed to have been
responsible for this peaceful settlement of what threatened to be a
hopeless barrier to real progress in
the conferences on economic and
financial work.
A member of the German dele
gation said that the allies had their
"fan fare" in today's noto to satis
fy the French, and that the Germans had decided they would not
encourage a battle of notes but
would remain silent and let the
conference proceed with its useful
worn, in tne hope that the economic situation in Europe might bo
bettered.
Sunday has been rather a bad
day for the. Genoa conference.
Easter Sunday brought the signing
n
of the
treaty, which
created much dissatisfaction, and
came
note
the
from
the hisr
today
and little ententes and Portugal to
Germany, which for the moment
reopened the old wound that had
partly healed.
Kusso-Ger-m-

Russo-Germa-

HOSTILITIES

IN

IRELAND ARE TO

END, IS REPORT

I'rcnO

WEATHER

.........

KK

ECONOMIC MEET

Ifatboro, Pa., April 23. Two
men were burned to death at the
Warmlnister flying field late today,
when their airplane burst into
flumes at an nltitudo of about 750
feet and crashed to earth. The
victims were Charles Vandervere,
a former army pilot, and Perry L.
Schaefer of Philadelphia, a

LOCAL RF.PORT.
Conditions for the twenty:four
hours ended nt 0 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by tha university:
76
Highest temperature
48
Lowest
28
Range . .
02
Mean
(I n. m.
26
at
Humidity
3
Humidity nt 0 p. Jn
0
Precipitation.
17
Wind velocity
AVost
Direction of wind ,
.Clear
Character of day ,

fv?'BY

(b

THE

(Dy The Auoclnled Preu.)
London, April 21. An agreement has been renehed
between
the military leaders of the republican and Free Slate forces in Ireland, says a dispatch to the Westminster
Gazette
from
Dublin,
which will constitute tha basis for
peaceful arrangements In connection with the future polio of both
sides and profoundly
Influence
events in southern Ireland for the
better.
Tho correspondent calms authorI
ity for this announcement and says
he understands that in spito of the
arrived at, hostilities
agreement
FORECAST.
between the rival forces are to
Denver, Colo., April 23. New cease, although the political issue
Mexico: Monday and Tuesday, fair between the two
parties in not afwest, local thunder showers cast fected.
,
portion, cooler east portion.
Arizona: Monday and probably
Tuesday, fair; little chango In tem- J0FFRE SHAKES HANDS
perature.
WITH NEWSPAPER MEN
AwKicintiN.

(By The Aaaociutcd Trent.)

NO T HFH CRISIS

PASSED

(By Thv Amnrlnted FreM.)

Washington, April 23. Marshal
loffre greeted members of Washington's Fourth Estate today at an
informul reception at tho National
Press club. After shaking hands
with scores of newspaper men, he
made a brief address in which ho
stressed the important part played
fy the presM In International nf- fail's. Marshal Joffre will leave
the capital at noon tomorrow for
New York,

Gl

BATTLE

House of An Alleged Bootlegger Near Los Angeles
Is Raided By a Band of
100 Masked Men.

Non-organi-

(By Tbs

IS DEAD

2 OTHERS

For Every One the Viscountess Has a Bright Greeting or a Witty Remark;
Efforts to Get
Talks of Jlhildhood Days.
Men Into the Union Are
(By The Associated Pre.)
Baltimore, Md., April 23. Part
Progressing Satisfactorily
of
Baltimore
society and all of the
It is Claimed,
foreign delegates to the

'
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Single Copies 60
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VICE PRESIDENT

0 OTHERS AR E

(By The AMiirlnlrd

1
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Upper row, left to right: Senator.. James A. Reed, Missouri; Robert 51. La toilette, Wisconsin; Henry Cubot
Lodp, Massachusetts; Hiram Johnson, California. Middle row: Harry S. New, Indiana; Park TramBottom row: C. A,
mel!, Florida; Henry F. Ashurst. Arizona; P. J. McCumber, North Dakota.
Culberson, Texas; Frank B. Kellogg, Minnesota; Atlee Pomercne, Ohio, and Joseph L France,
(By Central Press.)
Washington, April 23. Thirteen
United States senators, many of
them known as leaders and firebrands of the senate, will face bitter opposition In their campaigns
for ronominatiott- - and
The fall elections are still a
long time off, but already spirited
campaigns are under way
primaryihirty-four
in the
states which will
elect United Htatea senators this
fall.
Many of the contests are of more
than passing interest as upon their
outcome depends the future of
men long in the public life of the
nation.
In Massachusetts political opponents of Senator Henry Cabot
Lodge are confident that thoy will
send a new face to the senate.

.

23. The
April
of gasoline in the
history of tho industry is now in
storage in the United States, ac-

Washington,

greatest reserve

to a statistical summary
by the bureau of mines,
which shows stocks totaling
0U0 gallons on hand March 1.
The figures indicate an increase of
112,800,000 gallons over the reserve of February 1. The previous
high figure set in May, 1321. Is
topped by 18,000,000 gallons. At
the present rato of increase in
storage, the bureau of mines points
out that the billion-gallo- n
point
may be reached in tho gasoline reserve before the seasonal decline
in stocks commences. The amount
of gasoline in storage March 1 is
138,000,000 gallons more than on
the same date a year ago. Production of gasoline during February
was 46,000,000 gallons less than
for January, but was 10,000,000
gallons more than for February a
year ago. Gasoline was produced
in February by 29(1 refineries, an
increase of four plants over the
number operating in January. Tofor
tal production
February
amounted to 398,233.146
gallons;
imports were 4, 979,625 gallons; exports were 38,1 69, .193 gallons; doto
mestic consumption amounted
201.759,440 gallons.
oils re
Stocks of lubricating
ported to the bureau of mines show
an increase of 15,opo,000 gallons
during the month of February.
The supply of these oils on hand
March 1, amounting to 260,000.000
gallons, is the greatest since June,
1921, and lacks but 2,000,000 gallons of the high point reached In
the storage of lubricating oils attained in May, 1921.
Stocks of kerosene on hand
March 1, were 332,330,245 gallons,
an Increase of 5,000.000 gallonR
of
Production
during February.
kerosene for tho month was
gallons; exports decreased
from 81,000,000 gallons in January
to 61,450,000 gallons in February.
Stocks of gns and fuel oils
amounted to 1,314,740,284 gallons.
cording

818,-50-
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15 CHICAGO VARSITY
ATHLETES TO ENTER
DRAKE RELAY MEET
(By The Aiwnrlnted

Trine.)

.
private life.
In Wisconsin the

Senator Robert M. La Follette

taken more or less as a matter

of
is
of

course.
of Senator
Park
Supporters
Trammell of Florida are predicteven though
ing his
William J. Bryan decides to oppose him.
Former senator Albert J.
Is after the seat of Senator
Harry s. New in Indiana and a
spirited fight is looked for.
Mrs. Peter oleson will oppose
Senator Frank B. Kellogg for re
Rev-erld-

election providing both are successful in the primaries. The outcome of the fight is being awaited
with interest throughout the central west.
Senators Reed and Hitchcock,
Missouri and Nebraska, also will
be In the race for
In Ohio, Senator Pomerene probably will have little opposition in
but tho
hiB fight for renomlnation,
result of tho November election
close.
be
probably will
Senator A. C. Culbertson, Texas,
ranking member of the senateseek-on
the democratic side, also is
His friends say
ing
his success is certain.
McCumber
Senators Ashurst,
and France completo the number
who will
senators
known
of better
wage campaigns this summer and
fall to retain their seats.

TOURISTS FROM U. $.; A RICH
FHIARCIAL HARVEST FORECAST

IN

S. INCREASES

just issued

r,

EUROPE IS READY TO RECEIVE

RESERVE SUPPLY

OF GASOLINE

Johnson, the California
faces a hot fight in
his campaign for renominatlon and
enemies are
election. Political
radical
banking on his
tendencies to send him back. to
Hiram

bitter-ende-

Des Moines. Iowa. April 23. Fif
teen University of Chicago athletes
will represent tho Maroon .institution In tho Drake relay race meet
here Friday and Saturday of this
week, according to the final entry
wired in today by A. A. Stagg, di
rector of athletics.

Estimates of the. Number of Visitors Range
From 50,000 to 200.000; Princess Mary and
Husband Have Gone to Housekeeping;
Radio Craze Sweeps Over England.
(BY THE ASSOC.'1ATEU PHESS.)
London, April 23 (by the Asso- government control over wireless
exerted. The big radio companciated Press).
Europe's spring is
ies will
instead of sell, apcleaning for the annual Invasion of paratus. rent,
Several broadcasting stathousands of American tourists is tions are to be erected
throughout
completed and England is ready for the British Isles and dally prothe May vanguard of
grams, including a domestic and
visitors. .Whether tourists will come continental news service, will be
in the expected hordes is a matter supplied.
of speculation.
Steamship agents
Society and titled people figure
are optimistic, but American offi
cials here believe that the combina- largely in a portion of the divorce
list
for the Easter term published
tion of the "hard times" in the
It contains 440 cases.
homeland and the desire to see today.
America first will curtail traveling Among the cross petitions asking
a decree of legal separation is one
abroad.
Tho estimates, however, range brought by Lady Du Cross and
from 50,000 to 200,000 American her husband, sir Arthur Du crosso,
M. P. Lady Du Crosse obtained a
tourists this season, and at a
of $1,000 apiece for the trip decree of restitution in April. 1921.
will be welcome as a material aid
Lady Spicer seeks a divorce from
Sir Howard Spicer. She obtained
in the much discussed rehabilita
tion of the financially distressed a decree of restitution last May.
The list contains many cases
Europe.
In previous years England has held over from the last term, inbeen too much a tourist transfer cluding
Rhondin's
Viscountess
point between New York and Paris suit for restitution
against Sir
and the continent, but because of Humphrey
Lady
Mackworth,
tho brighter London campaign it Huntington's divorce suit against
is hoped that the money spending Sir C. P. Huntington, Lady Helpcontingent will stay lunger In the er's suit for divorce against Lord
British Isle.
Belper. Lady Belper obtained a
The British federation has ap- decree of restitution in July. The
to
authorities
the
pealed
railway
suit of Major Stedley Neville distfor cheaper fares in order to meet ance cite
Marquess Conymlng-hathe serious competition of the conFosas
tinental resorts. England is un- ter Frazer petitions for Lady
restitution
usually anxious to welcome visitors, against Sir John Foster Frazer.
for her political household is inMaxwell Wlllshire. sues Sir
finitely better than in recent years, Lady
Gerard Maxwell Wlllshire for diand tho people from overseas will vorce
and Lady Helen Whltaker
no longer be able to ask such em- sues for
divorce against Sir Hugh
barrassing questions about Ireland, Whltaker.
Egypt and India as formerly.
Plans aro well advanced, says
Since Thursday, when they reLondon correspondent of tho
turned from a visit with tho king the
Yorkshire
Post, for another Britand queen at Windsor castle, Prin- ish round the
world flight, but the,
cess Mary and Viscount Lascelies
nave been housekeeping in tneir date of the start has not yet been
fixed.
An
experienced flier who
town house Just off Park Lano. It
was here that Colonel House was holds a civilian appointment at
who has been
quartered when he was a guest of the air ministry and
given all possible official aid, will
tha govern.jcnt.
.
tho
machine.
Mary has begun In earnest the pilot
A specially designed flying boat
duties of running a large London
house, but did not Bpend tho first of huge dimensions is to be used.
ovenlng at tho home fireside f"r, The crossing of the Atlnntlo will
with her husband, she occupied the be the first stage, starting from
royal box at Drury Lone theater. Lisbon and. taking in the Azores.
One of the first functions at Mary's Tho American continent will be
crossed at its narrowest point.
home will be a private house
Meteorological data will be collect
ed along the route, not only In or
America's- radio cn.zo lias hit der that the utmost
advantage
England, but is expected to lie must be taken of tho winds, but
handled differently here, where also to avoid Pacific fogs.
trans-Atlant-

min-jimu-

m

'

-

Los Angolcs, Calif., April ?3.
One man is dead and two others
wounded, one possibly fatally, as
the result of a raid at Inglewood,
a suburb, early today of tho house
of an alleged bootlegger by a band
of masked men estimated to have
numbered more than 100.
The dead and wounded are said
hv countv officials who are en
deavoring to fix the responsibility
for the raid to have been worn
peace officers and members of the
masked band.
Tho dead man Is Constable M. B.
Mosher of Inglewood. and the
wounded are his son, Walter Mosher, his deputy, and Leonard Rulgg,
a special deputy sheriff.
They were shot by Frank voern-e- r,
night marshal at Inglewood,
when he went to the aid of the
alleged bootlegger and his family.
The forces of tho district attorney's, the sheriff's and the coroner's offices have been combined to
investigate the entire affair an fix
tho responsibility.
According to the investigating
officials, the raid was on tho home
of Mathias Eldunyen. who, with
his brother, Fidel, was seized and
bound. Then they were threatened
with death by hanging and shooting and finally dragged from their
homo and carried six miles, where
they were left, tied.
Compelled to Stand Xudc.
Next, it is charged. Bemarda
and Mary Elduayen, 13 and lu
years of age, respectively, daughters of Fidel Elduayen, were compelled to stand nudo before the
raiders.
In addition, a neighboring family. Including six children, one of
whom was believed to be dying of
doublo pneumonia, was forced to
flee from their home and hide for
hours in a field.
of the Elduayen
AU inmates
home were asleep when the raiders
arrived. Violent hammerings at
the front and back doors aroused
them. Some of the raiders tore
open the front screen door and
forced an entrance.
Demand a Drink.
"I answered the knocking at the
back door," Mrs. Angela Elduayen,
wife of Fidel, told the investigating
officials today, "several masked
men, wearing hoods which covered
all of their faces except their eyes,
were, there.
They demanded
drink. Wo told them we did not
have anything to drink, but they
pushed open the door and in a
minute the house was filled with
twenty or thirty men. All wore
masks. Many flashed revolvers in
our faces."
(rubbed and Bound Two.
"They accused me of running a
still," said Fidel Elduayen. "They
demanded to know where it was.
Before we knew what it was all
about, they grabbed me and my
brother, Mathias, and bound us.
Then they ransacked the house.
They tore up everything. They
overturned the mattresses.
They
even went to my daughters' bed
room.
"The two girls wcro in their
night gowns. The masked men
yelled to them to dress at once.
Tho girls closed the door, but tho
men threw it open again.
They
made the girls take off their night
clothes and dress In front of them
with tho door open."
The wrists of Fidel Elduayen
still bore the marks of the ropes
with which they had been tied.
Throw Woman Against Door.
"After the men had torn up
everything," Fidel continued, "they
dragged us out. Three or four
handled me and several Mathiiis.
They threw my wife brutally
against the door. She pleaded to
be taken with' us, but they made
her go to the rear of the house.
"Just as we got outside and
were lined up by the front porch,
the shooting started.
"A little fellow, wearing a short
overcoat and a white mask, acted
as leader. He cried out: 'One two,
three, four.'
"That seemed toie a signal, and
the gang rushed together.
Saw 100 Masked Men.
"When we were taken outside,
we saw probably 100 masked men,
in addition to those who had entered.
"The leader yelled, 'A motorcycle cop and some fools are coming!'
"We were held by spme of th?
men while the shooting was going
on.
I looked at the automobiles
parked along the road, but the license plates were all covered. My
captors saw what I was doing and
made me look in another direction."
Put In Touring Car.
"Mathias; and I were put In a
large black touring car with Some
men who were not masked.
They took us to tho Inglewood
police station and tried to make
the officer there tako us prisoners,
but he'refused. Tho men told him
they were federal officers and ftad
raided somo bootleggers.
' .Next we were taken to the Re- dondo beach police station.
The
men trlea to make the officers
there take us as prisoners, but they
also refused.
"Before taking us to the stations
the ropes with which we had been
bound were removed and wo were
handcuffed.
"Our captors threatened to hang
us If we did not tell the location
of a still they kept talking about.
They said they would hang us to a
tree if we did not tell.
All we could sav was that we
had no still.
Then they stopped by the tracks
of the Pacific Electria railway and
said they would tie us on the tracks
and let us be killed it we did not
tell.
"Finally they left us five or Bix
miles from home, after threatening
to shoot us If we ever told anything
that happened."
Stole Snio Wino.
Mathias Elduayen told a similar
story.
They explained they had
a bonded winery in their barn and
had about bO gallons of wine in it.
They said the raiders stole about
0 gallons of the wine from the
winery and a gallon of liquor from
the house.
Marshal Woerner. who hot the
three officers, had responded to a
'.'.ofttliiuea on Pasu Two.;
-

.

l'rM.)
3.
Mary
tonight
her retirement ns director
general of the Chicago firnnd
Opera company, which she 1ms
held for the ptist year.
"T am an artist and I have
decided that my plate is with
the artists, not over them," she
declured in a stntement which
was taken as an Indication that
Hl'e would remain with the organization as a singer.
When Mr. Harold MoCor-mlc- k
bestowed the honor on
me, naming mo director general of tho Chicago Orvra company," the statement continued,
"it was understood that I would
hold the position for a year,
which mount the end of the
reign of grand opera In Chicago under Mr. and Mrs.
Chicago. April
Garden
announced

"Tho new rrvic organization,
through its president, Mr. Samuel. Insull, elected me again
general director which honor
now decline
my fighting
siiirlt tens ine to stay, but my
reason bids mo go.
"This
of
tower
artistic
strength, tho Chicago opera
company, is beginning Its now
life under the guidance of a
very worthy man, .Mr. Instill,
and thank God no one will he
able to 'put anything over' on
him. His tiiouKlits arts American, his decisions aro American anil that is what we. th
organization, have never had."

OF

H0TEJJ!

Hundred Guests Are
Routed From Their Beds
When Blaze Starts in New
Willard Ball Room,

Six

FOLLOWS MEETING OF
THE GRIDIRON CLUB

Cigarette or Cigar Stump
Cast Aside at the' Close
of the .Dinner Responsible,

1

EMERNOR

TO

GO ON STAND

IRDETS

IN

TRIAL

Frank Conley

Is Charged
Misappropriations
and Indebtedness of More

With

Than $300,000.
(By The Aiwtiriillrtl I'rrtm.)

Helena, Mont., April -- H. Samuel
firmer governor of
Montana, is expected to be called
as a witness for the state nt the
resumption of the Conley trial before Judge A. J. Horsky tomorrow,
according to plans formulated today by Attorney General Wellington D. Runkin and his associates.
Former Warden Frank Conley of
the Montana penitentiary is being
sued by the state for an accounting, misappropriations and indebtedness of more than $300,000 being
alleged.
Along just what line former Governor Stewart would be questioned
was not announced by Attorney
General Rankin's office. He may
be Interrogated in regard to any
one of the three causes of action
which already have boon brought
forward by tho state.
Georgo Johnson, Jr.. of Deer
Lodge, who testified yesterday ho
had used his name and received
slate warrants in the sale of county
produce to tho penitentiary, probably will resume the witness stand
tomorrow.
He was excused yesterday by the attorney general with
the understanding with Colonel C.
B. Nolan, chief counsel for the defense, that he was to be recalled
for further examination.
No one has ventured an estimate
as to how long the trial will continue. The state has
causes of
action on which to produce testimony. Tomorrow will be tho beginning of the third week of tho
trial and scores of witnesses are
yet to be examined. The defense
also is expected to put on counter
testimony in ettoh cause of action.
Unless somo unl'orsoen occurrence
halts the trial, it is expected to con
tinue until well into the hitter part
of next month or tho early part of
June.
V. Stewart,

S BALL PLAYERS

ARE HURT

IE

AUTO OVERTURNS

(By The

AHHocifilrtl

KLUX KLAN
ORDER IS ISSUED BY
OKLAHOMA GOVERNOR
U

(By The AuMirinted Tree.)
City, Okla., April 23.
general order directed specifically against the Ku Klux Klan,
and declaring that thoro Is no room
In the Oklahoma national guard

Oklahoma
A

for any officer or man who owes
an allegiance to any power, secret
organization or society that might
become arrayed against tho United
States or the state of Oklahoma
and Its laws wass issued here yesterday by former Governor J. B. A.
Robertson, and mado public

INJUNCTION

ASKED BY
TERRAZAS' ATTORNEYS

El Paso, Texas, April 23. Attor
neys representing General Luis
filed injunction proceedings
lato yesterday in Juarez seeking to
of his
prevent the
six million acre estate in Chihuahua. Hearing will bo held tomor
row.
A. J. McQuatters and an
American syndicate had aereed to
purchase the estate when the Mex
ican government declared it ex

Tcr-raza- s,

propriated.

Theory,

othfi-person- s

of

the Daughters

the American Revolution; John
Sousa,
Phillip
Olga
Petrova,
Adolph Zukor, Judge Robert W,
Bingham, publisher of the Louisville, K Courier Journal; Arthur
B. Krock, publisher of the Louisville, Ky., Times: Harry Chandler,
of the Los Angeles-Timespublisher
Edward A. Dickson, publisher of the Los Angeles Express.
As those and other guests made
hasty toilets, firemen from companies that had been summoned
from many parts of the city In- vaded the hotel by the scores to
begin their four hours' battle
with the flames. Meantime, hotel
attendants hurried from room to
room aiding in the removal ot
trunks and other luggage.
Laden Willi IJngcric.
Some of the women came down
with arms laden with sillt lingerie
which they dumped Into chairs in
the celebrated ''peacock alley" ami
in tho adjacent "blue room" whero
later they set up and packed their
wardrobe trunks.
One man arrived in the "alley" clutching tho
neck of a large bottle of a color
and shape well known in the
days. In the case of ou
woman guest a poodle dog peeped
out from the folds of a cape.
Thopo who had taken refuge lit
tho "blue room" found that it was
but poor shelter for within a short ,
time water had poured down the
stairways and across halls, damaging costly carpets In Its course, begun to seep through onto them.
Before that it had found its wav
,
into the elevator shafts and the
mail chutes, filling and overflow-- ,
ing the mail boxes on the main
floor.
Invading tho mezzanine the wi- - i
tor seeped through crevices an I
trickled down tho sides of the bug'
onyx columns in the main lobby,
The main dining room remain- cd dry, however, and as the firemen battled nine stories above,
scores of guests sat at breakfast,
laughing and chatting a though
nothing unusual bad happened.
While unofficial estimates of Ihf
tCouiinued on Paga Two.j
of

:

l're.)

Augusta, Ga., April 23. Five
members of the Augusta baseball
club of the South Atlantic league
were injured today when the automobile in which they were traveling to this city overturned Just
outside Greenville, S. C. Herman
Merritt, "farmed out" to Augusta
by tho Detroit Americans, was reported to have received injuries
which may prove fatal. The other
four were not seriously hurt.
ANTI-K-

Is One

(By The AiiBodntoil Preu.)
Vito
Washington,
April 23.
President Coolidgo, several members of the senate and house of
and many
representatives
prominent in public, business and social life, were among
000 guests of the New Willard
hotel who were routed from their
bods at an early hour this morning by a ftre which swept the to,i
floor of the
grey stona
.structure at Pennsylvania avenuu
and Fourteenth street.
The blazo had its origin in tha
ball room on the tenth floor,
whore a few hours before President Harding. Mr. Coolidge, members of Hie cabinet, senators and
representatives, foreign dlploma't
and others had sat around the
banquet board as guests of tin.
Gridiron club, at its annual spring
dinner and frolic.
Water Causes Damage.
Tho fire was confined to that
floor and the roof above, but
tons of water poured into thu
flumes seeped through
to tha
floors below, causing much damage.
There was some confusion and
excitement us hotel attaches, policemen and firemen pounded on
doors and tho telephone operator
on duty called room after room,
but all those in the hotel got out
of their apartments to the corridors and lobbies in safety.
How the fire started may never
be determined, but one theory is
that a cigarette or cigar stumn
cast aside at the close of the
gridiron dinner found a lodging
place beneath a rug or in a fold
of heavy drapery.
It was 6:4f
when a passing policeman noticed
smoke coming from the tenth
floor windows,
Coolidgo Is Awakened.
Several fire companies were on
the scene in a few minutes. Tha
clutter of their gongs woke Vii a
President Coolidge, who, upon go- ing to a window, saw the apparatus drav ing u.t across the stre.
He called Mrs. Coolidge, remarked
that there was a firo in the neighborhood and suggested that thev
go out to see it. While thev were
dressing' they learned that tnu
fire was In the hotel.
Di'spcnd to I,obby.
Leovlng their apartment on the
third floor they descended to tha
lobby, and Mis. Coolidge was sent
to the homo of the vice president's secretary. Edward T. Clark.
Mr. Coolidge remained at tb.j
hotel, where he was again Joineil
in tho afternoon by Mrs. Coolidge.
He was the secontl successive viva
president of the United States to
have an experience in a fire ut
the New Willard. a blaze having
routed the vice president and Mis.
Marshall late one night nearly
four years ago.
Brigadier General C. E. Sawyer,
personal physician to Presid nt
Harding, and Mrs. Sawyer, were
awakened by hotel attendants and
later found shelter at the Whito
House.
Other Prominent Guests.
Other prominent guests in. tha
hotel included General Charles G.
Dawes, director of the budget;'
General T. Coleman Dupont, senator from Delaware and one of
the owners of the hotel; Senators
and Rawson.
McNary, Oregon.
Iowa; Representatives Husted ami
Snyder of New York; C. C.
chairman of the interstate
commerce commission; John T.
Adams of Iowa, chairman of tho
national
committee.-- '
republican
Mrs. George Maynard Miner, president-general

Merritt, Farmed Out By Detroit, May Be Fatally Injured; Injuries of Others
Are Not Serious.
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BUSHNELL'S CARTOON MOVIES OF NEWS EVENTS IN EIGHT REELS.
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Berlin Reports More Than
55,000 Burglaries Last
Year; New Methods Insure Complete Immunity.

tAlTJTTtft
SPECPL

r7S,

non-essentia-

(By 'Jh') AH'lntr4 I'reas.)
Berlin, April 23 (by the Asso-

ciated Press). "Wilson's fourteen
proposed trade
jiolnis" was Hip nn
applicant tha
innrk under which
to register an
soiiR-liother day
nrtlcle of merchandise with the imperial patent office. Tha application was denied on the ground that
mich a parody of former President
Wilson's famous pence program
was "politically objectionable."
Moreover, the patent office, In a
statement to the applicant, elabthe
orately set forth the history of"The
fourteen points, declaring:
enemy, hy deliberately Ignoring
thein, baselv deceived Germany
iind brought the country to the
of ruin."
' brink statement concluded: 'The
The
mere mention of Wilson's fourteen
to
points brings a blush of shame
the cheek i f every honest Ameriand
abhorrence
arouses
can and
indignation In all true Germans."
Dr. Albert Elnstrtn, discoverer
of the theory of relativity, returned
from Paris full of appreciation of
the friendly reception he received
French
there. He said none of the
scientists attempted to assume an
attitude of victor and that they
were fully nsreed that a continu-une- n
of artificial repression of international scientific relations was
most undesirable.
The question of war guilt was
still troubling many minds, said C.
Kinstcln, but a frank exchange of
views between leading scientists of
pood will and open minds should
annrnori in hi'iriuinur the remaining
divergencies of opinion,
' The rights - the child are above
rethose of parents, who must nonounce their effete patriarchal
tions regarding parental authority
and enter wholeheartedly into the
life and studies of their offsprings,
with and complementof
ing, not curbing, the labors
This
is one of the tenets
teachers.
promulgated by the social democratic teachers congress which
met at Hamburg.
The congress unanimously adopted a resolution providing that
teachers must Instill socialistic
ideas in the Juvenile mind and show
universal and firm front against reactionary tendencies. The congress
railed upon tho government to Introduce immediate legislation pro-Of
viding for further secularization
state schools.
The question, which has become
during the
bitterly controversial
past few months, Is becoming more
Cathollo
the
and
clergy arc
acute,
endeavoring to repeal what they
call a fresh onslaught against denominational teaching.
The extraordinary increase in
the number of daring warehouse
burglaries recently has led to thes.
adoption of Ingenious
Whole business blocks
in Berlin by Joint arrangements
have placed all their tenants in
the care of special squads of night
watchmen, with an elaborate system of army signals keeping the
watchmen in continual communication with each other.
Jt is claimed that these new
memoas insure complete immunity
from burglary. Nobody can leave
his premises unexpectedly or surreptitiously whether over the roof
or through the wall, bo complete
are the signaling devices. LnBt
year there were 65,000 burglaries
in Berlin as compared with 600
twenty years ago.
The city's B0. 000 streets are divided into ninety precincts, and
each is patrolled every night by
four squads of patrolmen, but owing to the great distances to un-be
covered no building has been
der continuous control. The cost
of the new safety service is relatively high but It is considered the
risk warrants the outlay, which is
Hhared by all the firms occupying
the some block.
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When buying Certain-tee- d

ls.

products, the public is not forced
to pay, in these economical days, for
waste in needless items. The sixty
different shades of paint often found
in a single store, are replaced by two
dozen at Certain-tee- d
dealers, and
ample selection is allowed. Both dealer
and customer profit by the saving effected in cutting out unnecessary stocks.
Our tremendous output, wasteless' distribution and relentless elimination of
frills enable you to purchase highest
quality at a price you can afford to pay.
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The picturesque town of
in the northern Parse
mountains is holding the mllllnary
celebration of Its founding tomorrow. Quedlinburg has been
throughout German history and legend and Is known particularly as the birthplace of the
famous German poet and savant.
Frldrich Gottlieb Klopstock, in
Qued-linbur- g,

1724.

The cathedral there contains the
tomb of Henry the Fowler, founder of the old German empire.
Goslar, another famous Parse
mountain town will celebrate the
mllllnary of its founding this

Summer Session
June

10

July 26

Six Weeks

State University of
New Mexico

David S. Hill, Ph. D., LL.D
President
Lynn B. Mitchell, Ph.D.,
Dean of Summer Session

Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Altitude, 5,000 feet

COURSES in EDUCATION,
ARCHAEOLOGY, CHEMI8-THENGLISH, HISTORY,
ECOHOME
HYGIENE,
NOMICS,
LATIN, MATHEMATICS, MUSIC, PHYSICS,
EDUCATION.
PHYSICAL
PSYCHOLOGY, SPANISH.
FACULTY includes men and
women with credentials of
graduate training in leading
universities.
RECREATION
Popular
lectures. Visits to mounanIndian
villages,
tains,
ient ruins may be made.
swimming pool.
Sleep under blanket every
night of summer.
Bulletin upon request addressed to the Registrar.
General Fees, f 12.50 for Session. $20.00 for
of state.
Board and room on campus,
25.00 to $30.00 per month.
are for
Accommodations
limited number only. Remit
flva dollars for advance reservation.
for vacation
Opportunity
study and recreation in the
great "Well Country." Intended for teachers, college
students and adults seeking
rs

ts

Address Registrar,

New Mexico,
ty of New
Mexico.

UniversiAlbuquer-qu-
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SKETCHED F?OM RPAirNS BY
TflOMRS MRST

IS DEAD,
2 OTHERS HURT
IN GUN BATTLE

MAN

1

(Continued

from Page One.)

call for help from T. Shltara, a Japanese neighbor of the Elduayens.
Woerner went to tho scene on a
motorcycle driven by Clyde Van
Atta.
"We drove until we were hailed
by some masked men," said Van
Atta. "One said he was an officer
and we could not go on. Woerner
immediately let him have It. The
man fell. I tore off his mask. It
was Constable Mosher.
Two More Men Fall,
The shooting became heavy. Two
more men fell. When the gang
opened fire, Woerner dropped flat
to the ground and continued firing.

"We found the other two who
fell were Walter Mosher and Leon-an- d
Rulgg The gang fir ily cried
out to Mosher that It uad had
enough shooting."
Investigating officials declared
Walter Mosher declined to explain
how he and his father had been
among the alleged rtlders.
Kldor Mealier Dies.
The elder Mosher died In a hospital about six hours after the
shooting.
"I hnd taken my family to
canyon," Rulgg told the Investigators as he lay in a hospital.
"I had gone back to Inglewood and
had intended to go to Los Angeles
to a lodge meeting. I met Constable Mosher. He said there was
something doing and deputized me
to go with him. We had scarcely
home
arrived at the Elduayen
when Marshal Woerner appeared
The shooting
on a mntorcyle.
started. That's all I know. I wore
no mask."
Mrs. C. Harms, nurse at the
home, said somebody knocked
at the Shltara door while the trouble was In progress at the Elduayen house. Shltara refused to
open the door, thinking the callers
were robbers.
Fleo in Night Clothes.
"He telephoned for Constable
Mosher but was unable to get
him," said Mrs. Harms. "We did
not know then, of course, that the
constahlo was with the masked
men from whom we wanted protection. Finally we got Marshal
Woerner. By that time the shooting started. Some of the band had
come our way. We fled from the
house in our night clothes, taking
the six children with us. The baby
is dying from double pneumonia.
After we finally went to the house
from the field where we took
refuge, we had to call a doctor for
some of the other children."
Important Clues.
The Investigating officials said
they had obtained Important clues
to the identification of some of the
members of the band of raiders.
At least two persons had seen some
of them unmasked and could Identify them, It was said.
"Tho police officers, one at Inglewood and the other at Redondo
Beach, today told how the night
raiders became alarmed after three
of their number had been shot
down and attempted to get the officers to take their two captives,
the Elduayen brothers, off their
hands.
"They told me they were federal
officers, but I might take their
prisoners and get credit for their
arrests," said Marshal C. II. White
of Inglewood.' "I told them I got
all the credit I wanted for my own
arrests and they had better take
the men to the county Jail."
At Redondo Reach, Chief of Police Henry said his night assistant,
Charles Beebe, was on duty when
at least four men, who said they
were deputy constables and who
displayed badges of that office,
asked permission to turn over a
"bootlegging case."
"I refused to take charge of the f
case," said Henry, "but told them
they could use tho jail, but thought
It better If they would take their
men to the county jail at Los Angeles. They did not like either
plan, but they left."
Rhl-ta-

As

where

for color, you
In

handbags

ra

room window and Mrs. Black
rushed by him Into tho room and
rescued the oldest child, but by
that time the flames were so fierce
that the other child could not be
rescued. In less than fifteen minute the house was in ruins. The
(Continued from Page One.)
child that wns rescued was quite
damage by fire and wnter ranged badly burned abotit the head and
from $100,000 to $300,000. Frank face, and the mother also was
.1. Might,
managing director of the burned about the face.
hotel, said the loss could not be
determined at present.
I M. Boomer of New Yorl', CEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE
president of tho company operatIS FATALT0 MINISTER
ing the hotel, said that except so
fnr as the use of the ball room was
Carreapanilrnre to Tile Jonrnnl.)
concerned, the fire would in no (Speclnl
Fanta Fe, April 23. Stricken
way interfere with the operation with a cerebral
hemorrhage while
of the hotel.
nn address to the ScotTho new Wlllard was built In delivering
at their thirty-nint- h
Masons
tish Klto
1901 on the Bite of the famous
reunion, about 6 o'clock SatwlWe irom before civil war
urday evening, liev. C. M. Collins
days many of the nation's promi- of
Fe, collapsed and die
nent people hnd been entertained. twoSanta
Mr. Collins had
It was owned by tho Willard fam- been hours later.
of the
pastor
ily of Virginia nnd tho present church for only a shortPresbyterian
tlmo, comstructure Is the property of Joseph
here from Denton, Te, Ha
E. Willard. of Richmond, former ing
Is survived oy a wife, son and. Wo
ambassador to Spain.
daughters.
The deceased was 63 years Of
age. A native of Illinois, he reSMALL CHILD LOSES
ceived his academlo training' at
ITS LIFE WHEN HOME Lincoln college, III., his theologl-ca- l
at Memphis, Tenn,. He
IS BURNED AT MALAGA was training
located at Denton when war
was declared. Engaging In Y. M.
Carlsbad, N. M., April 23. Firo C. A. work, he went overseas with
which destroyed tho home of E. M. tho A. K. V. He was a member of
Black at Malaga, N. M., last the Knights Templar, Shrine and
caused the death Scottish Rite, at Dallas, and beWednesday nl-of a baby five months old and the longed to the Fort Worth presbyserious burning of another baby tery. Funernl arrangements have
IS months old. The mother also not yet been made.
was painfully burned while enStreet lnbnrers In Japan have an
children.
deavoring to rescue
Mrs. Black hnd put tho babies easy time of It. They swing their
to Bleen in ihn lirwlrnnm atiH utnrt. picks to the necompanlment of a
ed a fire In the klti hen stove. She song, and the slowest man is
tnen went out to reed the chickens chosen for tho work of getting tho
and when she returned to the pace.
house in a short time she discovered it WflS fin flrn JTnr nrnnm.
The distinction of having the
attracted her husband, who tried widest streets of any city In Amerto enter the house, but the flames ica is claimed for the city of
drove him back. Ho broke a bed

VICE PRESIDENT AND
OTHERS DRIVEN OUT
OF HOTEL BY FIRE
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GROCERIES FLOAT OUT STORE WINDOWS;
FAMILIES MADE HOMELESS BY FLOOD
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leather, In hats of scarlet silk
or crepe with sash ends knotted Upper photo nhows grocery store afloat In flood. Middle photo show
residence section inundated, and lower picture shows the business
at the right side, or with their
flooded.

diadem brims or draped crowns
covered with crushed scarlet roses.
There's red In narrow leather belts
on blue serge dresses and In the
heels or pipings of dainty little
patent-leathsandals. It is the
successful evening color of the
for
tho
silk crepes and
soring
Georgettes.
er

LINOLEUMS

(Special Correspondence lo The Journal.)
Las Cruces, N. M., April 23.

Farm bureau day will be officially
observed in Las Cruces and at the
State college, May 5, at a joint cel
ebration by the Dona Ana county
farm bureau, the student body at
the New Mexico College of Agricul
ture and Mechanic Arts, and the
Las Cruces Chamber of Commerce.
A. B. Fall, secretary of the In
terior, who is now at his Three
Hlvers, N. M., ranch hume, it is ex
pected, will bo the principal spenk- er. Addresses will also be delivl,
ered by H. J. Hagermnn of
former governor of New Mex
ico and now president of the New
Mexico Taxpayers association; Brig.
Gen. Robert L. Howze of Fort
Bliss, and Dr. H. L. Kent, president
of the New Mexico College of Agriculture nnd Mechanic Arts. Judge
Albert S. J. Eylar of La Mesa, president ef the farm bureau, will preside. The exercises will take place
In the afternoon at State college.
The parade in Las Cruces In the
mornlgn, to be staged In connection with the Kollege Kaetus
and the march past by the
N. M. A. and cadet battalion, will
be reviewed by General Howze. A
committee of representatives of the
farm bureau, chamber of commerce
and the State college will award the
primes for the best floats.
Following tha farm bureau celebration there will be a series cf
track and field games, a
and a military display. The
n
evening program Includes the
of Miss Ituth Roger of Las
Cruces as the Queen of Mav, the
May pol dance, and the carnival
ball at State college;
E. J. Stern, chairman of the better relations committee of the
Chamber of Commerce, announces
that the stores and offices in
Cruces will close at noon on Farm
Bureau day. The buildings In the
principal streets will be profusely
decorated, and people of the town
will Join In making the celebration
event on the
the
Ros-wel-

coro-natio-

ls

(Special
rl c .liri nri. i
Raton, N. M., April 23. The
Raton Country club has now
plans for Its projected
course and the erection of Its club
house. The land selected lies north
of the Gardiner road and extends
from the town of Gardiner to the
north end of the picturesque canyon back of the Triplette farm.
The lines followed in laying out
tne ron course were designed to
g
furnish the
possibilities by an expert in course con
struction.
The plans for the club house
provide ample room for the accommodation and entertainment of the
members, with quarters for a caretaker. The construction material
will be of hollow tile, stuccoed and
tinted in harmony with the
Two well built tennis courts will
give space sufficient for the members who are devotees of the more
strenuous game and the golf fiends,
will find difficulties enough to test
their skill on one of the sportiest
courses in tne country. The lovely
landscape will be a potent attraction for plcnlo parties and make
splendid week-en- d
playground for
the children.
Laborers are now busy breaking the first ground, and It will not
bi long before there will be some
tangible evidence of the good Intentions of the organizers.

section

FEEI.S LIKE A NEW WOMAN
"I aras a sufferer from kidney
trouble for several years," writes
Mrs. Arthur Demulle, R. p. r3. 1,
Grasmere, N, H., "and suffered so
much I felt completely lame all
over. Since I jave ben taking
Foley Kidney Pills I am not so
lame. My back ached. all the time
and my eyes were all a blur. Now
I can see fine and foci like a dif
ferent woman. Since 1 have taken
two bottles of Foley Kidney Pills J
Ann't hflVA that tfreri feellnff t mn

Five hundred families are homeless and fifteen thousand seres of
farm lands have been inundated for days as a result of flood conditions
in Peoria, 111., and surrounding districts. Flood waters invaded the
business district for the first time in seventy-eigh- t
years. Sam Wood- do my own work now." They brine
ruff, a wealthy grocer, was in Florida when notified his store was in quick
results. Sole everywhere.
he
On
arrival
found
stock
his
bis
of
danger.
floating out the
part
the
of
l.indowi
building..
Journal Want Ads Bring Results.
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Antiseptic Powder
to be dissolved in
Water as Needed.
or
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ot

ulceration

private correspondence with women, which proves Its superiority.
Women who have been cured say it
Is "worth Its weight In gold." At
druggists, 60c. large box, or by mall.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.
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nose,

U.at caused by feminine
Ills it ..as no equal. For ten years
the Lydls K. Ptnkham Medlcln. Co.
has recommended Paxtine in their

PAINT
PLASTER

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION

Albuquerque
Lumber Go.

A soluble

As a medicinal
for
antiseptic
IniinhAft til tmatlnfl nolni-Inflnm.

C. H. CARNES

LUMBER

The most ueonomlcal, cleanslnp and
germicidal of all antiseptics Is
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Gallup
Lump
SPLIT RED CEDAR

$11.00

Aztec Fuel Co.
Phone 251
L.

JOE MILLER, Pres.

TELL IT THROUGH THE CLASSIFIED

This Is R ed Star Weather
that the weather is growing
warmer you begin to notice the excessive heat in your kitchen during
Working in a too warm
kitchen dissipates your energies and
wastes costly fuel.
Now
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ASPHALT SHINGLES

GROUND BEING BROKEN
FOR NEW CLUB HOUSE OF
RATON COUNTRY CLUB
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ASPHALT ROOFINGS

BE HELD ATLAS
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CertainXy
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(Lb

meal-time-
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I That's why the sale of Red Star Va
por Oil Stoves has picked up in tho
last few weeks. People have found
that the Red Star operates like a city
gas rangewill compete with a coal
range in cooking and bakingand
because it burns from 10 to 23 hours
on one gallon

of kerosene

is

ex-

tremely economical to run.
A style for every need at the new
tower prices of $30.00
up.

Kaabe & Mauser

First and Copper.
Phone 305
"If It's Hardware. We Have It"

'

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
COLLECTOR GIVES HIS HOME AND ART
WORKS, WORTH MILLIONS, TO PUBLIC

TARIFF BILL IS

II'

EASY IN EAST

Only Protects But in
Fact Prohibits and Keeps

Not

Out Foreign Goods

Alto- -

gether, Claims.

(B7 The AanorlRted rreui.)
Washington, April 23. Characterizing the administration tariff
bill as "an economic monstrosity
without precedent or prototype,"
Benalor Walsh of Massachusetts, a
democratic member of the senate
finance committee, declared In a
statement tonight that the republican party "has at least presented
to the country a tariff bill that
does not merely protect, but in fact
prohibits and keeps out foreign
goods altogether."
'Trotection as a principle has
under this bill been completely
abandoned," Senator Walsh said.
"The underlying purpose of the
bill seems to be the handing out
of special favors and subsidies to
those groups who are able to ex
erciso either sinister political lnflu
ence upon legislators, or pernicious
forms of economic pressure. It Is
plain that certain schedules wera
dictated by powerful trusts which
hold in the palm of their hands a
large part of American business
and control the production and the
price fixing of many of our most
essential commodities.
"Other schedules, it Is well
known, were dictated by vote seeking politicians who proposo to entrench themselves in power by attempting to bestow the blessings
of protection upon the farmer,
with the implied assurance that a
mirage of high tariff rates will
create over night millionaire colonies, rivaling Wall street, in the
agricultural section of the middle
and western states."

DIVINE AND SWILLUM
TO BATTLE FOR THE
:
ROSENWALD TROPHY
Grover Divine and Joe Swillum
will battle on the Country
club
golf course next Sunday for the
permanent possession of the
cup, which has been held
by eight local players, all of whom
have participated in the tournament which started two weeks ago
and has now narrowed down to the
'
finals.
In the play yesterday Divine beat
Gloml and Swillum defeated Leo
Murphy.

LONGSHORE WORK IS
ON OPEN SHOP BASIS
(By The Associated

Portland, ore., April

Pre.)
23. Union

loading cargo on
longshoremen
several vessels here quit work at
noon today, following notices served by the Waterfront Employers'
association yesterday, that open
prevail
shop conditions would
here.
hereafter In longshore-worwere
t The strikers
replaced with
n
men following today's
walkout.
non-unio-

One thousand yards of thread
are required to make a handkerchief of average size.

pgr

rif ty

Save the Life of YourlTooth

BY FREDERIC J. HASKIX.
23. There
April
Washington,
are a great many ways of making
money without working for it and
without giving anything real for
the money received. There the
time worn gold bricit schemes and
other hoary old tricks o the past
of which, however, the public generally never appears to become
aware, because they go on and on
turning in rich harvests of gold to
the crooked promoters and manip-

WftLSH DEGLARES

;

MAKING MONEY
WITHOUT WORK

Enamel
Wash"

Don't Scratch or Scour Teeth

Gritty, soapless tooth pastes may show quick results.
If you scour away your skin, nature can replace it. But
even Nature will not replace tooth enamel once it has been
worn away by gritty, soapless tooth pastes.
The most effective and trustworthy method of keeping your
y
teeth bright and smiling is the use of a gentle, "washing'''
dental cream.

ulators.

Washington, rather than New
York, probably furnishes the best
field for this kind of dishonest
work of a high grade if that term
can rightly be applied to it. In
the unpublished history of Washington for the past 30 or 40 years,
if it could be written, are some
non-grittamazing and often some amusing
incidents of this sort.
One source of revenue has
sprung from the fact thatmenoften
of
there come to congress
else
little
who have
wealth
One of
to
commend
them.
these men and he did not come
from
very
from the backwoods, but
"JVashcs and Polishes Doesn't Scratch
Scour
close to Broadway and Forty-se- c
ond street 'was so gullible tnat nc
paid a good round sum to unscrupT IS A DOUBLE ACTION DENTIFRICE:
ulous men he met to "buy" th.j
maintain the riyht mouth conditions."
influence of certain Washington
Xeedless to say, the
newspapers.
(1) Looses clinging particles.
Correct in Practice. Today scientific
newspapers did not know that their
friendship was being sold on the
them
Washes
know that harsh drugs and
dentists
(2)
away.
streets of Washington, and If they
chemicals harm mouth tissues. Colgate's
exhibited any good will toward this
particular man, it was by saying
Ribbon Dental Cream does not contain
Sensible in Theory. You can't beat
nothing about him.
them. Authorities agree that a dentifrice
common sense when backed by modern
Henry E. Huntington, insert, and the Gainsborough masterpiece, "Blue
Another and in this one memBoy,' which is included in his art collection.
bers of congress figure as well
should do only one thing clean teeth
science. Healthy saliva is practically
of
is to secure the Introduction
Henry E. Huntington is to give to the public his art collection, in- some resolution or bill proposing
thoroughly. Colgate's docs this. No
Colgate's
cluding Gainsborough's famous "Blue Boy" and several other noted drastic actions or laws of some
false claims are made that Colgate's
Ribbon Dental Cream is mildly alkaline,
his
some
of
and
which
the
and
contains
Bomncys
library
kind. Then the alarm Is Bounded,
Gainsborough
most precious manuscripts and first editions in existence. Enough nnd money often rolls into the cofpossesses any other virtue, but it does
practically neutral, and cleanses without
to
of
The
the
collection
with
intact.
of the originator of the
the
will
fers
keep
gift
go
money
gift
balance.
Avoid
nature's
possess this one in the highest degree,
disturbing
his estate, near Pasadena, and all the treasures within its gates, valued scheme, who organizes a society to
and in a higher degree than any other
dentifrices that are strongly alkaline or
at several millions, is comparable with the gift of Henry C. Frick of fend off the awful threat contained in the piece of proposed
kind of dentifrice.
New York, who bequeathed his Fifth avenue home and all his art treasacid. Colgate's helps to
appreciably
legislation. It can be assumed that
ures to the public.
the congressman is innocent of du
plicity in tills matter. Memberrelations to the great European ships in tho society are sold, probat a dollar apiece.
ably
and American powers aro known
There is another case of a conAnswers to Questions.
in international politics as the
Colgate's deans teeth
siderable amount of money being
Far Eastern question.
no dentifrice does
out
of
made
a
apdiplomatic
Q. What In he difference between
pointment. When this occurred
I. M, C.
tubecosts
A
more.
(Any reader can get the an- a farceA nnd a comedy?
LARQE
A.
farce is a dramatic piece of this particular diplomatic post was
swer to any question by writing
to
ono
seemed
No
more?
differgoing
begging.
and
the
a
why
broad
character
pay
Infor25c
The Albuquerque Journal
There was a general immation Bureau, Frederic J. llas-ki- ence between it and comedy prop- want it. that
because of conditions
not of kind. pression
Director, Washington, D. 0. er is ono of degreeis and
to excite mirth, existing then, no one could acault
This offer applieb strictly to In- The aim of both
with much credit and glory
The Bureau cannot but while the comedy does so by himself
formation.
faithful adherence in the position.
give advice on legal, medical, and comparatively
Sure
asThin;; Gambling.
to
naturo
and truth, the farce
financial matters. It does not atIn this situation, the man who
sumes a much greater license, and
tempt to settle domestic troubles,
ultimately made money out of the
nor to undertake exhaustive ' re- may make use. of any extravagance
to
deal
wife of a cersearch on any subject. Write your or improbability that may serve its tain suggestedman the
that he seek the
wealthy
question plainly and briefly. Give purpose.
Then the manipulay. To what degree Is farm labor appointment.
full name and address and enclose
tor gave careful directions how to
r.T3-vt-c
two cents in stamps for return In this eountrj more efficient to- ( proceed.
must be civen.
Dinners
50 years ago?
40
or
was
it
than
sent
day
All
direct
are
postage.
replies
with a carefully selected guest list.
A. W. G.
to the inquirer.)
A. Comparisons in the statistics No mention must be made of the
of crops show that in the last half vacant post in the diplomatic
Q. What size balloon would It
the American farmer's po- corps. All of this was done. In
take filled with hydrogen to lift century
the meantime, this manipulator,
tential efficiency has been increasa weight of 20 pounds? K. It.
ed 2.000 per cent by the saving In who really did have certain standA. The Air Service says that lnhor
and time. For example, a ing and influence here, had ascerIt would take 285 cubic feet of
of grain may be sown to- tained beyond doubt that the post
quantity
temwould go to anybody who so much
pure hydrogen at standard
in 33 minutes that formerly
day
20
to
lift
and
pressure
perature
required 10 hours and 38 minutes as Intimated that he would acpounds. A balloon large enough and a Job of harvesting done in 1 cept it.
to hold this amount of hydrogen hour that would have taken 46
the dinners meant
Naturally,
would have to be 8 4 feet in hours and 40 minutes in the old nothing. That was Just to make
diameter.
the thing look hard, and as if In
days.
. When was tlin Vedrrnl
Q. Who holds tlio record for
Trade fluences were at work under the
most home runs In ono baseball Commission established? V. J. W. surface to obtain the Job. At the
tion. The man who gave out this required to present the same to the and contains eighty acres of land
game? C. IV. T.
A. The Federal Trade Comnils-- I proper time the appointment was same capacity, and the newspaper
in the manner and now being cultivated, and has a
A. Daubert of
the Evelyth slon w as treated by congress by made. By prior arrangement not with which he had been connect- information is nationally known undersigned
house thereon,
within the time prescribed by law. good new
with the man appointed, but with ed soon let him go. But in the and generally resected.
club, M. I. R. L. established a the act of September 26, 1914'.
Said sale being made In comlike
the
EDXA CHAMBKKIjIN,
The
didn't
his wife the manipulator of this
new record when he made five
accumulated sound ofreporter
had
he
order
an
of court en
with
meantime
he
and
Executrix.
wliilo
the
pliance
talc,
home runs In five times at bat
thing was paid r sum rumored to a nice little nest egg, enough to was
tered herein to satisfy certain ln
Dated April 20. 1922.
debating with himself ,in the
be no less than $2,000.
In a game played July 16, 1921.
a
to
start
perfectly hotel lobby, he saw one of his
debtedness and Judgment rendered
All of these things most of permit him
Q. Wlm t Is the chemical comNOTICK Ol' SAM-- OF KFAb
In which ho is confreres
herein and designated in said final
'rom a metropolitan
them at any rate are quite with- honest business
STAR FURNITURE CO.
AT I ;.
EST
position of n genuine blue while
be
to
nicely.
of foreclosure
Ho
found
doing
hotel.
tho
entering
judgment and
in the law. No criminal statute Is reported
diamond? K. O.
the daily
To return to
out this man had pone straight In the District t'ourt: County of and order of sale, amounting in the
TO GIVE AWAY $60
fractured by the operations. It Is
A. The Geological Purvey pays
New
of
Mexico.
Slate
a
few
r.enialiilo,
related
paragraphs to the man ho had :ust left. Evi
incident
aggregate, at tho date of sale, to
e
just "slick" work.
dia
No.
trytt a genuine
ELECTRIC CLEANER
the sum of $1,153.00. which
above was trilling compared to dently it was by tppontment. lie
cera
There
is
instance
the
of
carbon.
vs.
oi
is
mond
II. L.
composea
another became more suspicious. An hour E. O. Voder, 1'lalntiff,
and represents the amount
tain event that was to occur in a the "clean up" madeIn bymuch
tho
Q. Where and what Is the
Muudy and Blanche Moudy,
of the judgment, together with Inman in Washington
another newspaperman
There Is a rug on the sidecountry In which same
o
tho
ono
Portal of Peace? P. V. II.
A
certain
to
terest Jo date of sa', and for cost
came, evidently
way.
keep an
walk in front of tlio Star
the American government has been
A. The Portal of Peace Is a
Notice is hereby given that, by of this sale,
with the same man.
113 West
American republics was anxiously
at
to
forced
company
a
take
interept.
brotherly
in
the Gold Avenue. It was placed Disorders were feared. It was felt awaiting formal and favorable
massive concreto structure
E. B. GARCIA,
The consequence was that the virtue of a decree of foreclosure,
form of a gateway. It is located
towiso young man from the press order of sale and appointment if
department
Special Master.
that only the United States could action by the state matter
early this morning Elecconrendcr-vin
said
at Blaine, Washington, and was there
master
to
hand'o the special
assoclatiin refused
important
gether with a Torrington will guard against this. One faction of on an that
entitled
above
court
in
dedicated September S, 1921, it.
the
XOTICU
OF
ADMINISTRATOR.
district
by
of
or
Quito
0.1
both
republic.
story. However,
tric Vacuum (leaner. It
the politicians In this country had cerning
honor of the peace between the
that the the other men used it, the stock cause 011 the 27th di.y of February, In the Matter of the Estate of
a private representative in Wash- chance, this man learned
renin I n on the sidewalk In front
made was depressed
United Slates and Canada, which
had
fully
Ermenegildo Gradi, Deceased.
0 p. in. Satby 1922. the undersigned special masstate
until
considerably
of
tlio
store
department
out
an
obscure
He
ington.
sought
had lasted for more than 100
Notice is hereby gi.'en that Anday
mind to this course, but the rumor Wall Street is highly ter will, on the twenty-nint- h
its
up
to
man
evening.
but
influential
urday
supposedly
of Slay. 1!22. at tho front door of tonio Domenlci, Administrator o
years without a break. The meEach evening at 6, the rujr help him. This man did have a that action would not bomanimme susceptible to rumors and pretot sumably the crowd on tlio "in- the court house of Bernalillo coun the estate of Ermenegildo Gradi,
morial, which cost $40,000. stands will he vacuum
cleaned by the wide acquaintance, and was able to diate. Accordingly, this
100 yards from the international
01
side" who had gone short of this ty, New Mexico, at the Hour or JU deceased, has filed in the Probata
Torrington for ten minutes, and ascertain quickly that tho Ameri- - in touch with tno presiaeni
o'clock in the forenoon of said day, Court of Bernalillo
boundary where the 40th paralcounty, New
stock made a killing.
the
removed from the
can
the
dirt
its
had
mado
up
government
lel meets Boundary Bay.
sell at public auction, to the high- Mexico, his final report a:: such Adeleuner base nnd placed in a mind months before to take the through the proper channels, and
ministrator and the court has apQ. What is the "Far Kaslcrn
scaled eontnluer.
desired action. This man had to made a deal with that govern a CUT T11IS OUT IT IS WOKT1I est bidder, for rash, the following
would get
real estate ami property suuaiea in pointed Thursday, the twenty-fi- f tl
Question?" K. 1. S.
How inucli dirt will 1k; taken
MOXEV.
make the job look hard, of course, ment whereby sumlie of
state
of
it
of
A. The complex problems inthe
Bernalillo,
money
considerable
county
day of May, 1022, as the day fori
from tlio rug during the six and mado daily reports of fancied
Cut out this slip, enclose with 5c
:
In
volved in the rise of Japan and
hearing objections, if any there be,
ten minute periods?
to
the representative was said to bo $100,000 for
and mail it to Foley & Co., 2835 Now Mexico,
developments
northeast
to the approval of eald final report
Tho west half of the
adminis- Sheffield Avo.. Chicago, III., writthe awakening of China and their
Whoever guesses nearest will of the
country. In fluencing the American
of
south
half
the
action,
and the discharge of said Admirn
and
free the the fullness of time, the thing for tration to take tho desired
receive
absolutely
ing your name and address clearly. he northwest
of Sec- jstrator.
bcautirul $00 machine that did which he had been engaged natur- Then this man sat tight, sending
You will receive in return a trial
Witness my hand and the seal ot
to give the package containing Foley's Honey tion thirty-fiv- e
(35) of Township
the cleaning. It's iin open conally transpired, and he collected occasional cablegrams
CZECHOSLOVAK
something and Tar Compound for coughs, eleven (11) North of Range six 16) said Probate Court this twenty
test free to all except emhis fee that is, he got half of it. impression of doing
acres.
V.
M..
M.
N.
of
10
the
first day of April, 1922.
PREMIER PEACE
Some hitch developed, and It was and waited until this large plum colds and croup: Foley Kidney Pills East
ployes of the Star Furniture
FRED CROI-LOTof an his frenzied efforts to get tho rest dropped Into his lap, which It did for pains In sides and back; rheu- This being the land and home- (Seal)
. It's' a part
Company.
MAKER AT GENOA educational campaign designed that
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
transaction to tho in a few weeks alter tno arrange- matism, backuche. kidney and blad- stead patented by Harley L. Moudy,
the
brought
to show more people how efattention of a few people, at least. ment was completed.
der ailments; and Foley Cathartic
Another trick which has been Tablets, a wholesome and thorficient llio Torrington really Is,
There is a well remembered
in
time
to
time
from
In
tho
case of a newspaperman in Wash- turned
nnd It gives everyone
oughly cleansing cathartic for condone by outsiders, stipation,
state a chance to win tho ington who abused the confidences Washington isnames
biliousness, headaches,
in
are high
and sluggish bowels. Sold
and privileges which all of them men whose
$60 electric Torringfinancial world.
ton.'
a great many the business and falao
enjoy.
Naturally,
"news" to
In
The dirt will he weighed Satnewspapermen
Washington That of planting
Mcoften are the possessors of in- influence the stock market, and
LEGAL NOTICE
urday night by W. 1. Jour-mil
Dowell urn!' Don Illgglus,
formation In confidence which cleaning up on the consequent
would be of great value to cer- depression or inflation of particm In thei:.YF.CLTKlVS NOTICK.
and Herald advertising
was aone
To Taos (I toad 1) mn)
To Albuquerque (Head Cp)
Probate Court of Bernalillo
tain corporations If they could ular stocks, onceof it tho
men, it ml tho winner anmembers
Leave ,. 7:30a.m... . Albuquerque
County, New Mexico.
...Arrive . T:(J0p.m,
nounced in this paper Sunday
it in advance of general this way: Ono
learn
In
.
the Matter of tho Estate of
10:30 a.m
Santa Fe .....Leave ,. 4:00 p.m.
of the Washington
Arrive
morning.
publication. A congressional in- of the staff
asso..
DeLewis
...
,.
the
Leave
12:30
of
Fe
one
Santa
press
p.m..
Henry Chamberlin,
.....Arrive ,. 12:45 p.m.
There if only one condition
vestigation brought out this man's bureau of
ceased.
Arrive . 2:00 p. in
Arrive
for, and tho
Espanola
ll:lS.m.
to the contest and that Is that connections. He is drawing down, ciations was sent him
Notice Is hereby given that the
that the
6:00 p.m.. , . . . Taos
Arrive
Leave
7:30 a.m.
In retaining fees from big cor- information given
nil guesses must bo submitted
fiold
rich
on
certain
the twentieth
In a
undersigned was,
on blanks furnished by tho
porations, a sum In the neighbor-ex- oil wells
and
of
bo
$4.50;
yielding
1922,
$11.50.
would
exhausted,
day
duly appointed
April,
Star Furniture Company. For hood of $30,000 a year, an
in a short Executrix of the estate of Lewis
cellent Income for any news nothing but salt water confidential
convenience
they have been
Albuquerque Headquarters, Ringling Brothers
was
the
This
time.
Chamberlin,
of
deceased, by
Henry
in
front
stand
a
on
man.
paper
placed
Store. Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
the Probate Court ot Bernalillo
Cigar
report of experts who had examHie Etore. Publicity Ruined His Job.
as
of ined tho field, the reporter was county, and having
qualified
Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
Santa
the
light
throwing
Naturally,
In
before
Get your guess
that under such Executrix, all persons having
publicity on this man's efforts told. He was also told
Phone 222.
made him of no further use to no circumstances was he to di- claims against the estate ot said
p, m. Saturday, April 28.
these corporations, at least In the vulge the source o his Informa decedent are hereby notified and
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It's the fellow who in- -.
vests his money safely
and wisely who collects
the interest.
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Premier Bene.
of CzechoPremier Bene
slovakia, with Premier ' Lloyd
George of Britain, is assomlnx the
role of peace maker at the Genoa
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By Gene Byrnes
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During

the summer the place is deserted.
Magnified by the crystal ampli
fier, the footsteps of a fly as it
crawls on the celling are as noisy
d
aa those of an
horse on
""
cobbled street.
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to Taos,

Trade Mark Reglstertd V. 8. Patent Office)

On the Gulf of Aden is a spot
bt barren sand where a city springs
up every winter and almost disappears In the summer. This place
A market is
is called Berbera.
hold there every winter and during
of
the height
trading it becomoB a
city of rude huts and tents with a
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State
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Fare to Santa Fe,
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OF
DEPOSIT
It & safe investment
this
because
bank
stands behind it, and a
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It starts you on the road
to prosperity.
and "easy street" is
the end of the road.
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STRAIGHT ARE

MEN
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Home Once More Lures Vets
as Baseball Gets Under Way
'ffFv

Zachnry, p
xtjpslin
Courtney, p.

1

, . . 1

XJtMilan

Totals .

. .

1

I)

33

0

6 24 21

New York.
Witt, rf. .. .
Fewster, If.
Baker, 3b. .
McMilan, cf,
Pipp, lb. ..
Ward, 2 b. .
Scott, ss. . ,
Schang, c. .
Hoyt, p. . . .

...

A B. K.
2
3

2

ir.ro.
1
1

30 3 8 27 10 1
Totals
Batted for Zachnry in seventh.
xx Batted for Lamotte in ninth.
By innings:
000 000 000 0
"Washington
100 020 0003
New York
Two-lia- s
hits Pipp,
Summary:
Judge. Stolen bases Harris, McMilan.
Sacrifices Fewster, McMilan. Double plays Fewster and
Lamotte,
Harris and
Schang;
Judge. Left on bases New York,
8; Washington, 10. Bases on balls
Off Zachary, 1; off Hoyt, 3: off
Courtney, 2. Struck out By Hovt,
5.
Hits Off Zachnry, 7 in 6; off
Courtney, 1 in 2. Hit by pitcher
By Hoyt (Smith). Losing pitcher
Zachary.
x

Dotrolt, 4; Cleveland, 8.
Detroit,
April 23. Cleveland
outhit Detroit today but tho Tigers
bunched their safeties more op
portunely and defeated the Indians
for the third consecutive time. The
score was 4 to S. Score
Cleveland.
AB. R. H. TO. A. H.
Jamleson, If ... 4 0 3 0 0
2b 6 1 0 3 4
Stephenson.
4
Speaker, cf

Itclnnis, lb

Sewell, ss . ,
Gardner, 3b
Woodruff, rf
O'Neill, o ..
Coveleskie, p
xGraney
xxQuisto .......

......

4
3
4
3

without
Neighbors complained
success. The home of one objector was bombed one dark night.
A year ago Judge Kenesaw
Mountain Landis did what police
had been unable to do and closed
pistol Inn by injunction for flagrant violation of the prohibition

W

Ty Cobb, at right, as the public know him, and, at left, as Mrs. Ty Cobb
and their interesting family knof him best. In the group, left to
right, top row, arq: Miss Shirley Cobb, Mrs. Cobb, with Jimmy on
her lap. and Ty, with Beverly on his knee. Below: Ilirschall, left,
and Ty Junior.
BY NORMAN E. BROWN.
of his fame. The strain to a
While the score of rookies get- son 01 uonn a temperament per
was
ting their first trials in the big severe and had begun to tell on
fuare
Into
the
leagues
him. Kven now Cobb is torn be
looking
ture with hopeful glances and tween the call of his wife and
hoping that the season Just start- family of youngsters and his de
ed is marking tho beginning of a sire to lead a championship team
long career for them, the veteconn is a lover of children. He
rans of tho game the men who is
daddy of five, including Ty Jr.,
have trekked along in the big who
hopes some day to ha a star
show for years have a different liko his
father. When the
view of it.
me rails rop tho spring Tigers
trainTo many of them onlv the lure nit
ing trip or a swing around the
of the sport holds thorn in it. The American
circuit
Cobb
league
yearly training period and the must leave this
family behind for
long road Jaunts which keep three or four weeks.
them away from their families
And Cobb has made manv
for weeks at a time have grow n
and road trips since lie
monotonous.
Their years in the spring
went to the plate the
first time in
limelight and their salaries have a big lenguo
at Detroit,
placed them in a position to quit August 30, 1905.gameIn
passing, it
the game and enter a business might be
reeRll Hint
to
which will give them more time Tyrus got interesting
a
double In
wim their growing children and three times smashing
day against
their wives. The call of the home the Yankees. upHe that
collected the hit
hits many before their lees and
first inninfc off Jack Ches-br- o
arms begin to warn them the end in the
and
drove
in
two
runs. Matty
13 near.
Molntyre and Chris Lindsay were
New Duly Called Him.
two men who scored.
the
Bill
Had not tTie Tiger owners nolnt- - Armour was
bossinsr the Tigers
ed out to Ty Cobb the need for then.
his services as manager two years
Ills Tlrst Appearance.
ago when Hughlo Jennings reCobb has been a membor of
signed it is probable that Cobb the Tigers ever since
that event- would have been lost to tho game u,
12 years
uujr m uua.
for hottn,.
in two or three seasons.
he was the chamnlnn
Cobb had reached the pinnacle the league. He is
the brainiest

DEFEAT

3

and most brilliant player the game
nas produced,
lie has excelled
lor years in hitting, base run
mng and other departments of
tne game, lame has become an
old story to him.
.inia is
second year as
He assumed the du
manager.
ties December 18. 1920. He fnced
the task of building up a new
learn,
ins greatest problem lay
in collecting a pitching
staff
sometning Jennings failed to produce in recent vears.
Experts agree that
has done well. There is no doubt
co uis
aonity as a manager,
"c as a wen uecome as great a
pilot
player. But there's the
oiu can or nome to resist.

runs Meusel, Smith. Stolen base
TWO MORE VICTIMS OF
Myers. Sacrifice Meusel,
Double play Oron, Rawllngs Kelly.
and EXPLOSION AT DOWNEY
Kelly. Left on bases Now
York,
Brooklyn, 7. Base on balls-- Off
Nehf, 2; Smith, 3. Struck out
By Nehf, e; Smith, 1. Hits
Off Smith, 10 In 7 innings; off
Shrlver, 2 in 2. Hit by pitcher
By Nehf (Orane.) Losing pitcher
Smith.
9;

SUPER

S,

3

laws.

The Union League club bought
the place and started a boys' club.
Street gamins of all nationalities
were enrolled and as a vehicle for
their transition into better Americans the club decided to stage
Shakespearean plays.
The other day the new drama
league of the "valley" presented
"As You Like It." Frank Bacon,
star of "Llghtnln'." an Invited
guest, said "your Rosalind is the
moBt beautiful I ever saw. It was
wonderful."
After the show Bacon met the
Rosalind," who answers ln every
day life to the name of Sammy
All the parts were taken
Now they are planning
by boys.
to present Shakespearean reperln
toire
city parks this summer.

Los Angeles, Calif., April 23.

two more victims of the explosion of a gasoline tank and a
S
Totals ........36
11 24 12 1
gasoline tank wagon at Downey,
x Batted for Coveleskie
in
near here last Friday, died today.
ninth.
This
makes the total death list
III FINAL GAM E
xx Batted for Sewell in ninth.
seven.
Detroit,
Fred Robinson, IB, school boy,
Pittsburgh, 11; Chicago, 3.
AB. R. II. PO. A. E
Chicago, April 23. Pittshniirh died in a Los Angeles hosplti
1
Haney, 5b .
and
i
Herbert Hughan, 16. school
Smith Puts Brooklyn in the went on a batting rampage today
0 6
Cutshaw, 2b ...
and pounded Chicago's pitchers boy' ln a Il0sPita at Downey. Vhe
1
1
Veach, If
condition
of Gus Reiman was rein the Second By ior
Lead
nits, winning the first
1
0
Heilmann, rf ..
critical.
Several
others
game of the series 14 to 3. Carl- ported
13
Blue, lb
a
Home
Run
were
still
in danger, it was said.
son was wild, but the locals could
Clouting
1
Fothergill, cf . .
not
hit
him
With Two Men on Bases.
effectively. Score:
Rigney, bs.....
rittsbnrgli.
3
Bassler, c , . .. ,
7--

1

a

Plllette, p
Oldham, p

Totals
By Innings:
Cleveland

Detroit

(By Tbe AworljicJ

0
0

..
30

4

7 27 21

1

010 000 002
000 102 10x

3

A B.

I'rrM.)

Brooklyn, April 23. The New
York Giants made the series three
out of four today bv defeating
Brooklyn 7 to 3. Smith sent tho
Dodgers into tho lead in the second
inning by driving a homer over the
lenco with two men on tho hasps
but could not hold his advantage.
Nehf pitched great ball at the beginning, Score:
New York.
AB. R. If. PO. A. E.
1
Bancroft, ss. .
4
.
.
2b.
0 4
Rawllngs,
5
(iroh, 31i
5
2
Young, rf

4

hits
Summary:
Veach, sewell, speaker, Heilmann,
Jamleson, Haney. Stolen base
Blue. Sacrifice Cutshaw. Double
plays pillette to Bassler to Blue;
Cutshaw to Blue. I,cft on base!!
Detroit, 5; Cleveland, 11. Bases on
balls Off Pillette, 6; Coveleskie
2. Hits Off Pillette, 11 in 8 3
innings; off Oldham, none in
4
1
Meusel, If
struck out By Pillette, Kelly,
innings,
lb.
11
1; Coveleskie, 1.
Shinners, cf.
4
Snyder, c. . .
St. TOiilw, 4; Chicago, 3,
. . .
0
St. Ixuis, April 23. A home run Nehf, p.
by Tobin, first man at bat in the
Totals . .
7 12 27 14
38
tenth Inning, gave St. Louis a four
Brooklyn.
to three victory over Chicago here
AB.
R.H.PO,
today and an even break in the se- High. 3b
0
ries. Williams of St. Louis and
1
2b..
Mostll of Chicago clouted the ball Johnston,
B. Griffith rf..
for circuit drives, this being Wi- Wheat. If
lliams fourth home run in two sucMyers, cf
cessive days.
lb
Score by innings:
R H E Schmandt,
Crane, ss
6
Chicago ..010 002 000
1
c
4
Miller,
St. Louis .010 001 100 1 4 8 1
2
Batteries: Hodge and Schalk; Smith, p
0
Shrlver, p . . . . 0
Van Gilder and Severeid.
1
Whltted
0
Jnnvrin
1
0
1
Neis
0
Two-bas-

e

....

O

.

03

Maranville, ss.
Carey, cf
Bigbee, If ,
Tierney, 2b
Traynor, 3b
Moran, rf
Grimm, lb
Gooch, c .
Carlson, p

R. H. PO.A. E.

6
6

...........

Brooklyn
Boston ...-........- Cincinnati

.........

4
3
2
1

............
.. ........

W. L.
8
8
6
4

4
4
8

2

Total

46 14 22 27

Chicago.
AB. R.

niatz, cr
Hollocher, ss
Kelleher, 8b .
Grimes, lb ..
Oolvin, lb . . .
Callaghan, rf
Miller, If
Krug, 2 b
Hartnett, c
J ones, p
Freeman, p
Kaufman, n r,
Barber
Stueland, p

7

.

3

Where Tbejr Play.
Detroit at St. Louis.
Chicago at Cleveland.
Boston at Washington.
Philadelphia at New York.

FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT ADi

i'ishnian,
and While, of
tho A. C.'s,
wielded
sucks
through tho
game, niakiiii,- - the wore
possible.
Hatterics:
and
Lawrence.
Whips Shepherd and
Jfarnfi wishing games with
among these.
?i
Gainer's terrific hitting was the tne A. c.'s should
with
main factor In the Cards' victory Lawrence, 204 .southnegotiate
Third street.
over me
in their initial
battle.
Browns. ;!; seals, 10.
Gainer Is a comeback. He was .Duke City Browns defeated the
Seals
called through when the Red Sox
yesterday at Washington park
sent him to the minors in 1918. by a score of 23 to 10.
Old Town stars defeated the Car
Last year, with the Milwaukee A.
A. team he hit .340 in 1S5 games Dept. Apps. yesterday at the Fourstreet fluid by a score of 27
and fielded so well in the out- teenth
field that Manager Rickey of tho to i in seven innings. The Mars
Cards signed him. An injury to took J., hits. The gumo wns stop-pe- n
due to the
y
score.
Jack Pournier this spring put Del
The .Stars will open their season
on first. Now he's booked to stay
W"'h Ji'11'"' l'luinK at that
there a while.
fit"
Gainer is thirty-six- .
He won his Hatterles vesterd.nv! n
a n
baseball rep at first for the Tig- Chaves
and Tcnorio: Ai.ns.--iHo- ers from 1911 to J815. Then the mero and
Costalcs.
Red Sox got him at the waiver
price. In the world'j series of
Tigers, c; Nationals, 3.
1916 he starred, winning one
Albuiiuerouo Tiirnm rie
game with a timely Duke City Nationals, r, to a' fn
hit.
game of baseb.iU played at Santa
Barbara yesterday, p. Marguez of
ASSOCIATION.
ijsomrEiw
tho Tigers and 1). Romero
of the
E; New Orleans, 6.
mike City nine starred at bat. each
. iue JlocK,
6; Nashville, 3.
poling a home run.
Law-

he.-iv-

,.

(;.'s-j-jsh-man

11. PO,
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Two-bas-

St. Louis, 6; Cincinnati, S.
Cincinnati. Anril 2. St riula
hit Gillespie hard, made great use
of sacrifices and easily won 6 to 3.
North was wild in the eighth and
was relieved by I'feffer after forcing in two runs.
Hornsby, with
four bases on balls and a sacrifice,
did not have a legal time at bat.
Score by innings:
R, H. E.
St. Louis ... 100 010 211 fl )3 1
Cincinnati ..000 000 030 3 5 1
Harterles:
Pfeffer and
Ainsmith; Gillespie, Scott and
WESTKRN LKAGIE.

St. Joseph, 8; Moux City, 7.
Tulsa, 4. Des Moines, 13.

Wichita-Omah-

postponed; rain,

a,

Oklahoma

t!

known quantities when the
same amount of money will
buy a Kelly - Springfield?
The name is a guarantee of
Service and Safety, and

It costs no more to buy
a Kelly!
CORD

(FABRIC
Black

--

Tread

Kant-Sli- p

30x3
30x3 12
31x4
32x4
33x4
34x4

City-Denv-

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.

Indianapolis,

Columbus,

(1;

TUBES

Kant-Sli- p

I

SIZES

Block-and-Butt-

or Grooved Tread

$12.90
14.90
24.00
27.50
28.50
29.75

$18.95
29.80
32.75
33.75
34.95

Red

$2.15
2.70
3.3S
3.45
3.60
3.70

Other Sizes Reduced Proportionately

E. E. BUSS

Sixth and Central.

Phone

"They are not so well acquainted
with the men and place moro confidence in promises and representations. The city acts as a great

selected because they

are courteous and be
cause they clean up

carefully after delivering your Coal.

wammmamamamm

You can KNOW

"Here Come the Elephants"
YOU remember how you used to be on the job
and early to see the circus parade? Remember how you thrilled as the lions, tigers, and the big,
lumbering elephants passed in review? How the horses,
the blare of the bands, the antics of the clowns, and the
glitter of it all inspired you with a fervid determination
to see the real show the big performance in the tent?,
You didn't realize it then, but you were getting a lot put'
of an attractive advertisement.
Perliaps you 'don't realize it now, but o'tKer advertisement, just as attractive, just as interesting and far more
.valuable to you, parade daily before you in the columns
v
of this paper,
'!;c.-iTKe merchants an'd makers of everything you want or
need, here 'display before you their most attractive
wares. It is truly "the greatest show on earth."
The whole purpose of any advertisement is to excite
your curiosity, gain your interest, arouse your desire; to
tell you something you don't know; to remind you of
something you have forgotten; to convince you of some""
thing over which you have been hesitating.
In shorf, the purpose of an advertisement is, In one way
'
or another, to make you happier.

DO

:::

wet grounds.
1; Kansas City, 0,
St. Paul, 5 (14

lun-awa-

t

WKy experiment witH un-

fS

Our drivers are

afternoon,
tirduy
rence

"Country girls are more gullible
than their city sisters," according
to Judge Arnold Heap, of the Chicago morals court. About 65 per
cent of the girls brought before him
are from the country, he says,

DON'T DISREGARD A COLD
Foley's Honey and Tar will check
a cold If taken in time, and will
also stop a cough of long standi-p- -.
It promptly gives relief, soothes
and heals. Mrs. Geneva Robinson,
88 N.
Swan St.. Albany, N. V.,
writes: "Foley's Honey and Tar is
the best cough medicine I ever
used. Two bottles broke a most
stubborn lingering cough."
It
loosen phlegm and mucus, cases
hoarseness, stops tickling throat,
helps "flu" and grip coughs. 8old
everywhere,

...

what kind of a driver
will deliver your
Coal if you

Phone 333 for it.
GIBSON-FA-

W

Phone 333

4
4
5
6
8

.800
.600
.600
.600
.500
.444
.333
.200

Where They Play.
at Cincinnati,
Pittsburgh at Chicago,
Brooklyn at Boston.
New York at Philadelphia.
St. Louis

YOUR KITE

Two-bas-

A. Cm li, at Wliips.
Ihe A. C m defeated
the Whips
score
a
of 4 tu 1 in t,
by
m

fao-to- ry

4

Pet.

Yesterday's Results.
New York, 8; Washington, 0.
Detroit, 4; Cleveland, 8,
St. Louis, 4; Chicago, 3.
Only three scheduled.

LiMil Tttftl

39
Totals
3
9 27 10
Cut out Me pictui on all foui
2
Batted for Kaufman ln sixth. sides. Then carefully fold dotted
line 1 Its ntlre length. Then dotBy Innings:
082 012 01014 ted line 2, and so on. Fold each
Pittsburgh
001 020 000
Chicago
3 section
underneath
accurately
e
Summary:
hits Tier When completed turn over and
ney,
find
a
2;
Grimm,
you'll
i;
Carlsoa,
surprising tesult. Save
Grimes, Miller. Stolen
the pictures.
bases
Traynor, Maranville. Sacrifices
Carlson. Double play Statz to
COAST LEAGVE.
Krug. Left on baes Pittsburgh,
Vernon,
Seattle,
Totals
34
3
7 27 19
3 11;
14. Base on balls
Salt Lake,
Los Angeles,
Ratted for Smith in seventh. Off Chicago,
2; Kaufmann, 3;
Freeman,
Portland,
Oakland,
Batted for Crane in ninth.
San Francisco,
Carlson, 6. Struck out By Jones,
Sacramento
Batted for Shriver In ninth. 1: Carlson, 6;
0.
Kaufman, 2. Hits
By innlngf:
Off Jones, 5 in 1 3 innings; off
New York
012 004 0007 Freeman, 2 in none
innings; off
Brooklyn
030 000 0003 Kaufmann,
10 in 4
3
Innings;
e
Summary:
oft Stueland, 5 in 3 Innings. Loshits
Bancroft, Meusel, Shinners. Home ing pitcher Jones.

City Ball Dope

Wonders of Indiana's famous
sand dunes, which skirt the shore
of Lake Michigan southeast of Chicago, ore described by Dr. Elliott
R. Downing, of the University of
Chicago in "A Naturalist on the
Great Lakes Region," Just published by the University press.
A movement is on foot ln Indi
ana to set aside several thousand
acres of the dune as a state park
to preserve the only desert ln the
eastern half of the country from
the inroads of steel mills and
towns.
Dr. Downing'
explanation of
how the giant sand hills are form
ed is one of the most Interesting
yet advanced.
'A wagon crossed a low area
near the lake west of Mineral
Springs in the spring of 1912," he
says. "The ruts left In the moist
sand facilitated the lodgment of
poplar seeds and the next year a
double row of seedlings was found.
In two years a dune was formed
around them, and now it Is shoulder high."

2
2

Yesterday's Results.
New York, 7; Brooklyn, t.
Pittsburgh, 14; Chicago, 8.
St. Louis, 6; Cincinnati, t.
Only three scheduled.

A F1SHIN'
UJODM
TA

--

extra-

.......

Pittsburgh
Philadelphia

.......

ISNT

4-- 5.

-Inning

7

American League.

Pot.

.778 New York .
.700 Cleveland .
.600 St. Louis .
.600 Philadelphia.......
.671 Boston
.333 Chicago
.
.286 Detroit
.100 Washington

IT ODD

4;

Men Aside, Ilooklcs.
While youngsters were starring
ln many of the opening struggles
in ine Dig leagues some of the
veterans or the Bport refused to be
out of the limelight.
crowded
Btuffy Melnnls of the Indians and
xei uainer ot tne cardinals were

New York
Chicago .
St. Louis .

7

Moving Picture Funnies

2.

!

W.

ed.

IS

0
1

National League.

river, ln the upper peninsula of
Michigan.
Not a single log was driven down
the
has
river this year. The upper penInn
Pistol
ciated Press.)
turned into a boys' club and home insula's waning timber supply can
all be moved by train.
of the higher drama.
Eighteen months ago Pistol Inn
sadance
wildest
hall
and
was the
There are
different types
loon in the middle west and the of buoys used forty
at sea, each of which
acknowledged center of the "val- has a meaning of its own.
ley" that No Man's Land of the
near southwest side, where policemen travel In pairs by day and
squads and platoons by night.
Nightly roaring revolvers added
to the gory famo of which It boast-

0
0
0
0

2
2

,

BOYS

THE DOPE COLUMN

(Br The AmoclBted Press.)
Chicago, April 23 (by the Asso-

four-gam-

.

CLUB

i
4

magnet, attracting them from the
drudgery and Inconvenience of the
farm and small town,
"Tho girl who comes to the city
to Improve herself Intellectually
has a better chance of staying good
than the one who comes here to
make a living. Her muslo, or education, or dancing, whatever study
sh Is pursuing, occupies her during
the day and fills her mind at night.
A good education is the greatest
protection a girl may have."

Forest lands on the shores of
Pistol Inn, Famous Chicago Lake
Michigan once the greatest
producer in the world-h- ave
Resort, Closed By Landis, timberpractically
passed into memIs Used as Headquarters ory. In the spring of 1887, 35 years
ago, five hundred million feet of
for UpliftWork.
logs came down the Menominee

5

(liv Th Auorlatrd I're...)
New York, April 23. The New
York Vnnkoes mi.de a clean sweep
e
of their
series with
Washington, winning the last game
3
to
0.
Hoyt pitched his
today
third straight victory. A great
throw to the plate by Fewster prevented Washington from scoring in
the first inning when the visitors
tilled the bases with no one out.
Score:
Washington.
AH. 11. It. PO. A. E.
0
4
1 15
0
0
Judge, lb
7
4
2
2
0
0
Harris, lib
I)
1 0
3
0
0
Smith, It
4
0
0 0
u
Rice, cf
4
3
0
0
0
Brower, rf
Peck In pau pi i, ss. 4 0
Lamotte, 31). ... 3 0
c, .

1
1

SAOQIi USED

'

Hoyt Twirls His Third Con
secutive Victory: Few- ster's Peg Prevents Washington From Scoring.

tlhorrity,

DANGE

L

april 24, 1922.

READ THE ADVERTISEMENTS AND SEE

IF THAT ISN'T SO?

.
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rApprll 24, 1922.
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BRILLIANT COLORS ARE DECREED FOR MILADY'S SUMMER GARB

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

Social Calendar

By liAtTRA A. KIRBLMAN.
A

HOMK-MAD- E

BKITKH THAN 1TDGE.

The most frequently made candy
in the average home is Fudge.
For, fudge la easily made and seldom a failure.
out now I have discovered a
candy that is as delicious, and Just
as easily and certainly made as
fudge. This candy is called "Soft
Caramel Candy" and I advise all
to try it and see
If they don't like it even better
than their old favorite.
To Mako Soft Caramel Candy,
you will require one cup of granulated sugar, three heaping tablespoons of butter, one cup of corn
syrup, one can of condensed milk,
and a pinch of salt, l'ut the sugar,
syrup and condensed milk into a
frying pan and mix these three ingredients well; then add the pinch
of salt and the butter.
Placo the frying pan on the
range and stir constantly till the
candy begins to boil up. Then,
timing yourself strictly, stir it for
20 minutes as it continues to boil.
Every few minutes, toward the end
Of this
period, it Is best
to test it by dropping a little of
the hot mixture into a cup of cold
water, in order to see whether it
forms a solid mass the minute it
strikes the water (also feel it with
your finger and taste it, to determine the degree of hardness). It
is Just possible that not all of the
20 minutes will bo required, if the
fire is a very hot one and the
fudge-advocat-

OFFICERS

MEETJpiL

Ifl you are not sure that the
"psychological moment" has arrived to remove the pan from the
range, it is best to take it off anyway after 15 or 18 minutes of
rapid boiling, and beat it hard with
the spoon for a few minutes. The
"psychological moment" has arrived when the candy is about
ready to harden, yet is still not too
hard to pour from the pan. Often
one can sea it beginning to harden
on the sides of the pan and this
warning should always be heeded.
The next step is to pour the
canny from the frying pun into a
buttered cake pan which you have
placed in a cool place. The right
size cake pan to use for this recipe
is a square one measuring about
eight by eight inches.
Do not mark off the candy into
squares. For, this kind of candy
Is broken, like peanut brittle. Tet,
though it is quite hard to the
touch, it is nevertheless soft when
eaten like any caramel candy.
Children who like "chewy" candles (and what child does not?)
will pronounce this kind of candy
better than any other that Mother
makes. To break it, use a small
hammer.
Answer to "A Constant Reader:"
I am sorry that I cannot give you
the address you desire. I do not
know of such a rug firm.
Answer to "Hopeful:" I should
think that some large stamp-and- coln firm would buy the old, coins.
Write to such a firm.

11

Second Annual Conference
of New Mexico Association Will Be Held at the

Parlors.

The New Mexico Health Officers'
association will hold its second an
nual convention here April 27 at
the chamber of commerce. The
session will be held Jointly with
the State Public Health Nurses' association. It is expected that all
members will leave for Gallup on
the morning of April 28 to attend
the annual meeting of the State
Medical society.
The program for the health officers' conference follows:
Morning Session.
(Joint session with State Public
Health Nurses' association.)
At Chamber of Commerce Rooms.
9:u0 Address -- o welconw ir.
A. U. Khortle, secretary, state board
of public welfare.
9:15
President's address
"School Medical Inspection in Luna
Dr.
S. D. Swope, Luna
County,"
county health officer,
8:45
Discussion.
10:00 "Instruction of mldwlves
in San Miguel county," Miss Louise
Wills, San Miguel county public
health nurse.
10:30 Discussion.
10:45 "The value of tho public
health nurse to the county health
department," Margaret Tupper, K.
N., chief, divisions of child hygiene
and public health nursing, state ou
reau of public health.
11:15 Discussion.
11:30 Discussion of venereal dl
sease control in New Mexico und
exhibition of wax models of syph
illtlo lesions prepared at the army
medical museum, Washington, V,

greater, the first method will bg
found to be more satisfactory.
It is, of course, essential that
both the motor and freezer bi
firmly mounted so that sufficient
tension can be ohtalned on tht
belt.

Pot-luc-

a JflWMh

14
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v
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v

MOTOR IN HOME
SIMPLIFIES ICE
CREAMJFREEZING
Almost every home has hidden
somewhere in the basement, "back
room," garrntt, or elsewhere, an
ice cream freezer which is pressed
Into service only on special occasions. The delights of home made
ice cream would be oftener enjoyed
were it not for the hard work and
time required to make it. The illustrations show two methods by
which the freezer may he operated
by an eleclrlo motor, with scarcely
any work and
ry little time.
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NORMAL UNIVERSITY
GRADUATES ARE BEING
SOUGHT AS TEACHERS

ji'hp&r

i'V

1

(Sperlnl Corrrapumltncs to Tim Journal.)
Kast Las Vegas, N. M., April
23. The
annual "teacher-huntin- g

CHICAGO A brilliant summer
season" has begun.
Every is ordained. Fashion has decreed
week end brings to Las Vegas
several superintendent and school that golf links, motor 'anes, parks,
board members from various parts beaches,
boulevards
and city
oi tne state to corner with mem streets shall be gladdened as never
bors of tho graduating class of
the New Mexico Normal univer- before.
Women's frocks are to be a riot
sity. Indications are that all the
graduates will have the opportu- of bright, vivid tones. Plain weaves
nity, before commencement, May and solid colors will predominate
25, of securing employment
for for sport clothes, with a popularity
next fall. The demand will con- undreamed
of six months ago.
tinue to the close of the summer They will be found everywhere,1
session on July 27, when many
New Mexico teachers, having attained their degrees by summer
work, will secure much better
positions than they have heretoELECTRICAL NOTES
fore held.
Commenting on the demand for
teachers. President Jonathan II.
A simple and inexpensive elecWagner of the normal said:
"There is no profession that the tric milker has been put On the
young man or young woman can market. Power is furnished by ei- motor for individual
up that offers more certain Lhcr a
lt
than that of tho farm lighting plants or
employment
In New Mexico the de- motor lor use with public supply.
teacher.
uses
mand for trained teachers
about half as
at This milker
tfooa salaries was never so great. much electricity as an electric iron.
There will never be an overpro
An Italian inventor has found a
duction of good teachers.
Th
normal now has more requests way to keen himself warm when
for teachers than ever before, mil souring above the clouds in his
all of our graduates and many of airplane. He has perfected an elecour undergraduates will have nn trically heated garment, woven of
difficulty in fiiiding employment resistant wires which are coated
with fireproof insulating materials
at good wages."
such a3 silk or asbestos. There is
a thermostat control und a barometer arrangement so that more
SOLDIER BURIED IN
heat is provided as higher altitudes
NATIONAL CEMETERY are reached,

tk
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A new electrical Juice extractor
to The .TmirDul.)
Fe, April 23. Phillip B. exactly fits in with the present re
A.
E.
Montoya, private,
P., the quirements of every dispenser of
last of New Mexico's heroic dead drinks, for It comes Just at a time
to be interred in the national when fruit drinks are in more decemetery here, was laid to rest mand than ever, and it makes pos
C.
yesterday afternoon with full mil- sible the serving of such drinks
1 2 : 00
Adjournment.
with the mixing
itary honors. The funeral was without interfering other
Afternoon Session.
fountain
serving of
At state public health laboratory, from St. Francis cathedral, Mon- and
drinks.
y Montoya post of the Amchemistry building, University of toya
erican legion furnishing the honor
New Mexico.
It has been found necessary to
2:00 "Typhoid Fever Control,'' guard. The Santa Fe band, in install
towers of light for the guidDr. 11. M. Schwartz, Santa l'e coun- uniform, escorted the procession ance of men in the
air as well as
from the cathedral. The funernl
ty health officer.
was largely attenled by Santa Fe on the seas and according to a
2:30 Discussion.
to
New York
the
special dispatch
2:45
Demonstration of labora- citizens.
Times, two huge towers are undei
tory methods Myrtle Greenfield,
construction in irance, one near
chief, division of the state public
Dijon and another near Paris.
health laboratory, state bureau of
"With
the continual development of
public health, and Flora Chess, ascommercial aviation," the cable
sistant.
reads, "improvement In facilities
3:30
Discussion,
for night flying has become more
"Vital Statistics In New
4:00
There are
and more necessary.
Mexico What They Show," Harchief
several reasons for this,
old F. Gray, chief, division of sanies
is
the
fact
which
that,
among
and
sanitation,
tary engineering
pecially during the winter montns,
state bureau of public health.
faatmosphere conditions are most
4:45 Discussion.
vorable at night.
5 00 Adjournment.
6:00 Banquet at the Alvarado.
"Hello, A. T. Q. Brooklyn. George
Lee
hotel for these attending confernearlng Stronrtsburg, Pa., on way
ence and their guests $2.00 per
-to Ecranton. I forgot to send check
plate.
to Williams and to ask Bill to get
Evening: Session.
line on shipment of new car. Write
At Alvarado hotel, small dining
me at Chicago how things go." Such
room.
a
wireless telephone message may
was
I
on
frant
my
setting
steps
7:80 "Plans for work." Dr. G. S.
take place between a man
Luckett, director of public health. waiting for something to hannln normally
aboard
train traveling at 60 miles
and Sid Hunt came erround 'with an houra and
8:00
Discussion.
his home a hundred
8:30 Round-tabl- e
discussion of his fox terrier Teddy, saying, Hay miles
if the radio procedure
health officers' problems.
Benny, Teddys got a grate new initiatedaway, Lackawanna
officials is
by
9:30 Election of officers and trick.
If it nlnt eny better than his old followed tiy other railroads.
special business.
10:00 Adjournment.
tricks theres nuthing very
BY HAND OR
1:10 a. m. Take train for Gal- about it, 1 sed sourcastic, andgrate
Sid' SEWING
lup and the annual meeting of the sod, O Is that so, you dont say so,
NO LONGER
BY
FOOT
State Medical society.
well I Jest bet you enything you
wunt to bet that Teddy can reed
IN HOME
NECESSARY
your thawts, HI bet you a hundcrd ,
MONTEZUMA BAPTIST
dollers, 1 bet you a cent.
sewing machine motor which
All rite, I bet you, put up or hasThebeen
COLLEGE WILL OPEN
especially developed by
shut up. I sed,
Westlnghouse company, has
IN SEPTEMBER, 1922
I aint got a cent with me, sed the
filled
the
heart of many a fond
Sid.
mother or wife with Joy. Indus
wicn neither had I, so wo bet I tries
Spclnl Correspondence to The Joornal.)
have been quick to adopt the
Las Vegas, N. M., Aprl 23.
would owe him a cent if
g
labor and
advantages
Montezuma Baptist college will couia reeu my tnawts and he Teddy
would of electricity, and the little "seW'
open at Las Vegaa Hot Springs In owe me one if Teddy couldent, Sid motor"
as
it Is called, has many of
September of this year with a saying, AH rite, wat are you think- the same advantages available In
strong faculty, according to a bul- ing about, wisper to me so Teddy
the home. Surely, the home is the
'
letin Just Issued by President J. H. cant heer you.
first place where comfort and conAnd he leened his ear over and venience
Cook. In addition to a two-yeshould be established.
will i wisperea. im
college course, Montezuma
it'll be a From an economy consideration the
offer work. In the secondary school fine day tomorro tninklng
if it dont rain.
from the seventh to the twelfth
Wats Benny thinking about,
grades, inclusive, and In the ele- Teddy? sed Sid. And he leened his
mentary school from the first to ear over to Teddy and Teddy stuck
the seventh grades, Inclusive. It his nose in it like a dog and sid
will thus be possible for families says, He says youre thinking it'll
having children of various ages to be a fine dav tomorro If if Hunt
come to the campus and send all rain, you owe me a cent.
Youre crazy, liko fun, like heck,
the youngsters to Montezuma. It
will be possible for boys and girls no sir, I sed, and enyways that
'
to begin in the first grade and work wasent wat I was thinking of enyup to bachelor and even master's ways, I just told you that to make
degrees, all in the same school. A it harder.
Well then wat was you
department of religious education
and a department of fine and prac- of, lets try it agen, sed Sid,thinking
and I
tical arts also will be maintained, sed, Nuthing doing, no sir.
Stltchlna Time Saved.
with the best Instruction available.
And we had a long argewmnnt little
for Itself
The physical side of education about wich eno owed the other one over ana over. will pay
Many women who
will be stressed, and athletics will a cent, me saying he did and him
not
only simnle
formerly bought
be followed to a large extent saying I did. Wich I dont, tho dresses,
but also elaborate gowns,
Students must pass a physical ex- proof being he'll never get It.
nave touna sewing so easy with
amination for entrance. The bulthis little motor
they now
A basket of blossoms as big as make much of their that
letin states that, faculty and studown clothing at
ents will bo required to abstain an ordinary house was constructed
tho cost, and without!
from the use of tobacco, and from to advertiso a flower show held' re- auy physical rnttguo.
.... .t..
dancUigand card playing. . Whole- - cently In London.
at-- 1
.with the little

shattering

Gorgeous
precedent.
toned frocks, middies, smocks and
one-pie-

slip-on-

hitherto

s,

SF

for the .motor.

some recreation In the mountains
and athletic fields, the bulletin
states, will furnish ample amusement for the spare hours of the

STATE HEALTH

C. of C.

Luncheon for visiting Shtincrs'
ladies at Alvarado at 12:15 p. m.
Dinner of Business and Professional Woman's club at Y. W. C. A.
at 6:15 p. m.
k
slipper at the Broadway Christian church at 6:30 p. m.

CANDY THAT IS candy boiling very briskly.

erable diameter Is attached to the
freezer.
It hns, however, been
found that a wheel of from two to
three feet in diameter, on small
freezers, will "be suitable If the
motor Is direct connected.
For
larger freezers, where the load is

strict-

ly sport apparel, will bo adapted
for more general wear.
Unique combinations will prevail. A eharminj? frock of one
solid color, with its ripplihj? side
panels, may be piped in a Rharply
contrasting tone. This will be the
season's necessary new touch
the recognizable stamp of 11)22.
"What caused the unusual de-i

tached to the sewing machine, the
needle fairly flies, and 1,000
stitches a minute con be obtained
without any exertion.
Tho motor Is exceedingly simple
to operate as It Is started and slop,
ped by means of a very slmplo foot
lever which is placed underneath
the machine. The needlo can be
mado to go Just as slowly as when
tho machine is operated by the foot
pedal.

SHE IS LEADER OF
DEMOCRATIC WOMEN

mand?" repeated an official of
Marshall Field & Company, large
producers. "That is hard to answer. It may have had its incentive at the big winter resorts. It
seems to have been spontaneous.
Merchants are buying sports material as never before.
Linno
cloth, popular for this wear, in the
has
been
past
produced only in
white. Demand this year has resulted in the production of colored
Linno Cloth in fourteen tones. Those
in greatest demand are flame, gold,
Indian, orange, leather and other
unusual sport shades. Despite the
carnival of color there is a tentoward graceful drapery,
dency
with plaits, folds and panels. Many
girls of an artistic turn will
fashion their own sport clothes
this year, and who knows what
new styles will grow out of the
lad ;
Sombreness is dead a thine of
the dim past. It is to be a bril
liait summer.
HELPED

Large Wheel Reduces Speed
The first method shown makes
uso of some old bicycle parts. The
discarded rear wheel Is mounted on
a stand as shown. It is suggested
that a bolt be used for a bearing
and that the wheel should be driven
loose on tho bolt. This method removes tho necessity for providing
bearing surfaces on ench side of
the frame. Tho sprocket gears are
connected by a chain, and a round
or flat helt may be used for the
motor drive.

choose from.

And WRICLEY'S
d
new
pepper,
mint gum, is also a great
treat for your sweet tooth.
sugar-coate-

All are from the Wrigley
factories where perfection
is the rule.
f
.

HER MOTHER

In these days of "flu," coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough,
it is well to know that every year
there are used more bottles of
Foley's Honey and Tar than of any
other cough medicine. Mrs. S. L.
Hunt. 615 W. th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio, writes: "Foley's Honey and
Tar relieved ma of a hacking
In
the throat,
cough, tickling
wheezing and paina In the chest. It
Ms helping my mother wondeiully."
mat's wny druggists recommend
Foley's. Cold everywhere.

Juicy Fruit, Peppermint
and Spearmint are certainly
three delightful flavors to

Motor Connected Directly to Freeze
The second method shown is
more simplo than the first, the motor being direct connected to the
freezer. Instead of an old bicycle
wheel an old sewing machine wheel
or simply a wooden wheel, may be
used on tho freezer. Tlie difference between the two methods is
that in the latter case the freezer
will be driven faster than in the
former, unless a wheel of consld- -

wrappers
Good for
valuable
premiums
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Mrs. Emily Newell Blair.
Mrs. Emily Newell Blair of Jop-liMo., has recently been chosen
to lead the democratic women1 of
America. As the newly appointed
resident committeewoman of the
democratic
national committee,.
Mrs Blair will represent the viewpoint of womeit at the headquarters In Washington. Sho has long
been active in political lifo having
served as national committee-woma- n
from Missouri, elected by
the state central committee, and
as
of the League of
Women Voters In that state.
While her husband was In
France during the war, Mrs. Blair
served at Washington with the
press department of tho Women's
Committee
Council of National
Defense, She wrote the official
history of that committee published by the government.
Mrs. Blair Is a graduate of the
TJniversity of Missouri and ef
Goucher college, Baltimore.
In Finland, proposals of marriage are always made through a
third person, called tho "talman,"
to whom the happy people give a

present, which usually takes the
unromantio form of a shirt, when
his delicate mediation proves successful and ends in a wedding.

f

'

Every man or woman who is so fortunate
as to have a mother still living should not
fail to remember her on "MOTHER'S
DAY," Sunday, May Fourteenth.
A SUGGESTION: Flowers, a letter, a
telegram, or a
visit to your mother, are splendid means by which to
carry out the beautiful spirit of the day. In the past,
however, many have gone still farther; remembering
that their mothers no longer possess the strength or endurance of youth, and yet still have the burdens of housekeeping to support, these sons and daughters have sent

Hoovers to relieve their mothers of the cleaning
'drudgery for the rest of their days. We commend
the suggestion to others. For certainly there is no
gift of finer sentiment than this. And The Hoover is
the best of all electric cleaners, for it alone beats as it'
sweeps, as it cleans, and so prolongs the life of rugs.'
We Can Arrange Terms.

HEST COLDS
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over throat and chert
Apply
-- cover
with hot flnnn- -i
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IT BEATS....

Million Jan Vied YccHy

Rely on Cuticura

To Clear Away
Skin Troubles iiII
I

noptooiBm,0!Dtnwnttotn()tha,Ttl('ntopoir
dor, ilfe. SamplM of Oiltew.
Ipt. X, Haifa, Huh. j

AS IT SWEEPS

Albuquerque Gas
"At Your Service"

&

AS IT CLEANS

Electric Company
Phone 93
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Crabbscrawlings
THIS POLICY.
It the old gang's ills are chronic,
Jump on Carl,
If they're new and need a tonic.
Jump on Carl.
Don't uphold its jackass acts,
Never get down to brass tacks,
Simply spill a few wise cracks-Ju- mp
on Carl.

Book Corner About Writers and New Volumes
--

Elizabeth Asquith has arranged
"Caravans by Night," by Harry Hervey.
with her American publishers for
a new volume of stories said to be (Tha Century Company.)
of
The
Tukajl
similar to "I've Only Myself to
Maharajah
Blame." She is now on her way Rao of Indore lost his peaMar-got,
his
and
mother.
with
cock
her
turban
pearl
back home
network
and
who is to have before long a scarf
Inspiring
volume of her Impressions of the of pearls interact with magnificent
United States.
diamonds, on the night of June 14.
It was a stupendous feat of dar"In "Watched by Wild Animals," ing thievery, but that same night
Enos Mills' study of his friends of the treasuries of India were looted
the Rockies, the famous nature and the finest Jewels, worth milguide shows that when you go into lions of pounds, vanished almost
the' forests to observe wild ani- without a trace.
But only a few nights later, Mamals, you will discover that they
are much more intent on watch- jor Arnold Trent's dearest friend,
Mills
Mr.
his
per- Dicky Manlove, was found murgives
ing you.
sonal experiences with wild crea- dered near the ruins of an old

If you find the going's tough,
Jump on Curl.
If the gang is getting rough.
Jump on Carl.
If a member of the crew
Does some things he should nit do,
"What the hell is that to you"
Jump on Carl.
Election's

coming pretty soon,
Jump on Carl.
Get the roller in good tune,
Jump on Carl.
Fire the boiler get her hot,
Then defend the old gang not.
Simply belch a lot of rot!
Jump on Carl.

tures from chipmunks to mountain
lions and grizzly bears.
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For Little Ones
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THE JEWELS OF INDIA CAUSE
MUCH TROUBLE.

"The First Person Singular" is
O O O
one in a million. It's the antitheefwas
And
Holloman,
any
furthermore,
Judge
PHILLIPS,
sis of anonymity and the nome of
fort made to get Bill Hart or Tom Mix to assist the egoism, and, additionally It's the
k
before the. Guv called out the
at
sher'f
Gallup
title of William Rose Benet's new
of
.A news dispatch states that O. L. Phillips
riders?
book, which will also be ready on
O O
O
Raton Is willing now to accept the position as
April 27. Benet has written a
Remember how we used to laugh when Germany mystery
story in which a charmchairman of the republican state committee. Mr. would
gel out a white book absolving herself from ing woman is the mystery now,
Phillips declined this position a couple of months responsibility
for starting the war? "Me und Gott" don't say the book isnfc true to
ago, giving pressure of private business as his tactics holds forth in McKinley county, too.
life. She's a novelist and she's tryo
o
reason.
to reform herself of being the
ing
of
Grandma Gadabout
thoroughly
kind of a novelist she is. Mr.
Probably private business was not the real rea- fringed skirts, but she saysapproves
tick- Benet's book has a
see
she
how
can't
plot and some
son. The chaotic condition of the party was more lish women are going to be able to wear them with
captivating characters.
nearly the moving cause of Mr. Phillips' refusal. rolled stockings.
O O o
impossible task of piecHe dreaded the
There Is a report from Germany,
CMVERSITY HEIGHTS DOINGS.
the
"The New York Times," that
after
back
purty
the
together
republican
ing
Romances are budding beautifully these warm says
a
the crown princo will publish
bungling "busts'' of the present state
days, but they aren't the only green things to be book this year. In fact, If the first
seen on the Heights,
book is successful, it is said that
In spite of Col. Alphabet's announcement that he has material for a number of
The hand of Senator Bursum can be seen in the
should
delivered
be
filled
with
old
air
tires
Heights'
crown
The
collected.
present indication by Mr. Phillips of his wllllngless at 1516 K Gold, not a tire was delivered. Investi- books first
book will deal with
prince's
to serve. Bursum is trying to prevent complete dis- gation reveals that the tires were taken on further his
memoirs from birth to the outhot air by the real estate birds, break of the world war. The secintegration, although ho probably anticipates a de- east and refilled with o
o
o
ond book covers thf period from
feat this year.
If the Indian School can't defeat the Varsity at
world war to Wlerlngen. VolSenator Phillips is a very capable man. He is football next fall, revenge may be had in a debating the
ume ITI will cover everything since
d
and decent. His se- match.
young, energetic,
then and remlniscently before.
o o o
lection, from a personal standpoint, is beyond critiA NEW SAW FOR THE OLD MILL.
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle has becism.
In the morn-lnjust 'bout sun-u- blow-lngun with great success a tour of
The public will view with some suspicion his
One may hear those whls-tic- s
fifteen American lectures on spirwith
In the morn-inJust 'bout sun-uclose business and personal relationship
itualism and psychical research.
snor-inWhen one should be sleep-lncannot
control
Phillips.
He arrived In New York from LivSpringer
Springer.
Charles,
slum-be- r,
dis-pHow
all
the
they
The objecerpool on April 9, and gave the
wlth-ou- t
Nobody but Phillips controls Phillips.
num-bc- r,
And earn cur-se- s
first of three New York addresses
In the morn-lntion, if one is made, will bo that his menial projust 'bout sun-uon April 12. Ho will speak, twice
cesses have been molded and his economic views
in Chicago and expects .to be on
o o o
He
this side about three months. Rlr
established, under the tutelage of Springer.
You
first
class
have
haven't
"a
that
noticed,
you,
Arthur's lectures refer frequently
may be expected to think somewhat too much in colored woman" is advertising for work In the Jour- to
the Rev. O. Viile Owen's "The
terms of big business. Perhaps to say that ho hat nal want ads?
Life
Beyond the Veil," publication
o
o
o
much
upon
been trained to place the emphasis too
of which, in four volumes, was
RUSSIAN
NEAR
EAST
TEA.
RELIEF
Inst year. Naturally the
property rights would be near the facts.
This col, has made some very definite sugges- completed
chief source for thoso interepted
His intentions will tions to the committee in cnarge
Mr. Phillips is
of the Near
is found In Sir Ar
the
lectures
by
Relief tea to be given at the Elks' Club thur's
be good and his capacities great. But the obstacles
own volumes: "The New
on
ballroom
sugthe
afternoon
of
6th.
the
If
May
insurmountalmost
surmount
are
Revelation." "The Vital Message, "
he attempts to
gestions are accepted, an announcement of them and., most lately. "The Wanderings
able.
will be made in this col. a week from today. If the of a
Spiritualist."
Tjt Mr Vliiulnn IraiI the wav. If he can nolnt suggestions are not accepted, the announcement will
out the possibility of ft redeemed republican party be made anyway.
has written
Phyllis Rottnme
o o o
d
repubho will be able to hold many
The Kincrfisher," and with this
Bone dry continues to be the bone of contena
rise will
of
novel
repoor
hoy's
some
long
cannot
do
powerful
licans with him. If he
tion, and un honest bootlegger remains the noblest certainly cease to be the novelist
constructive work, the party is doomed.
work of Volstead.
of a small family circle writing for
o o o
What ever the course of the Journal may be,
small audience.
do we know why they call It, or them, a
we express our admiration for "Phil" and hope that the Neycther
Tours.
Koshare
he may so guide his career that he may be entitled
o o o
"An afternpon newspaper" in an article regardto achieve the successes to which his excellent mind
a
the
ing
purty at
Country Club last Wednesday,
and personal character entitle him.
plugged in
ADD LADIES DAY
WET
and four wimmen indignantly inform us that so
DECENCY.
far as they were concerned, the party was not wet,
By Howard B. Guru
much to their regret.
The Gallup Herald is positively indecent in some
o o o
Copyright. 1921. by McClure
QUIT KIDDING YOURSELF, 2000!
of its . expressions., Gregory rage owns it and it if
Newspaper Syndicate.
J,
Backward, turn backward, O Time, in your whirl;
ri'U.
(a
,1,.
Inll.n.l
l.n
a. yui&ni
no
,b
uuu.nu,
j
vy
inm,
operaieu
Hack to the
of the old fashioned girl,
WIGGILY AND THE
VNCLE
neither surprised nor offended by what it says about I am weary ofdays
looking at powder and paint
TINKLE CLOCK.
it. Polecats and rattlesnakes function according to Which makes the young flappers look like what
they ainl;
their natures. It is idle to criticize their conduct.
"What's the matter, Nurse Jane?
am tired of bobbed hair, rolled stockings, and
The surprise comes in the fact that anybody in I
What's the matter?" asked Uncle
friends,
Gallup will admit the contaminating and polluting I disilko these dresses that are short at both ends. Wiggtly one morning, as he camo
little periodical to their homes. How-- a man or Backward, turn backward, O Time, in your whirl; down stairs in the hollow stump
woman with a daughter could be willing that her Let mo gaze once more on the old fashioned girl. bungalow and looked at his musk-ra- t
2000 B. C.
innocent eyes should be offended, or her pure bou!
lady housekeeper.
(An aside to "Brother'' of the composing room;
"Why, I don t see anything the
seared, by the foulness of two or three editorial ex- Fix the indentations on the above to suit yourself.)
replied Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy.
matter,"
O O u
pressions last week, passes our understanding.
"I have your breakfast on the taUNSOLVED MYSTERIES.
Even the postal authorities should be offended.
and aged anecdote told in the ble, and as soon as you eat the
Why does a
Last week's issue was not entitled, under the law pulpit always getpunk
a snicker from the congregation? carrot pancakes with lettuce mar
malade on them, you may go out
o o o
governing obscene matter, to pass through the
The only thing you can be sure of in a woman and have an adventure."
malls. We would direct the attention of United
"Yes, thank you, that part is all
of her.
States District Attorney Craig to the obscenity con- is that you can not beO sure
right," said the bunny gentleman.
O O
tained on the editorial page of that paper last week.
Now that Lillian Russell has reported, can't we 'But I am late I I asked you to
could start out
call me early, so
Public sentiment is not interested in any attacks send Evelyn Nesblt Thaw and Eva Tanguay some and
look for an adventure before
on the editor of the Journal. Neither is the editor place?
or
Pox
the
Woozle Wolt
the
Fuzzy
O
O O
of the Journal. But public sentiment should stamp .MtTHUU WAS BUSY THE SECOND NIGHT began searching for me."
"Oh, I'm so sorry!" exclaimed
out promptly any paper which prints things so obMAKING OUT THAT PROGRAM FOR THE
Nurse Jane. "I forgot all about
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE DINNER,
scene and vulgar that they are unfit for the family
Sir: As I have not resided In Albuquerque very calling you. My alarm clock is
circle.
long, I shall be glad to have you inform me, if you broken, or I might have
can, what rules, if any, are followed in the matter
"Then I shall get a new tinkle
of street lighting.
RIGHT-O- .
Frinstance, one night not long
call It, an alarm
ago when 1 went home there was not a cloud In the clock, or, as you
moon and Arthur Prager'a electric clock," spoke Uncle Wiggily. "With
and
the
sky
The Journal favors an adjusted compensation lights were engaged in a
race for the a new tinkio ciock, ringing a ocn
men. It should be given as a right honor of casting the most light on this mundane
for
The next night when I went home, the sky
and in a spirit of justice. It should not smack of sphere.
was overcast with clouds, the moon's face waa not
political bribery nor be enacted through political visible, and the electric
lights were A. W. O. L.
compulsion.
EATON B. GOING.
O O O
Senator Borah of Idaho was right when he chalThe Royal Order of Flappers has been started in
lenged the American Legion officers of that state,
and has for its motto, "Down with Refor threatening him with Political annihilation be- Chicago
formers."
to
to
club
a bonus. To attempt
cause he is opposed
Hurrah for the order! Up with the motto!
O O
O
something out of congress through fear or political
The
deacons of the Mt. Olive Baptist church
expediency is not right. The bill should pass on gave a chicken
dinner at the church parlors. All
its merits or not at all. The legion may very prop- the ladies were invited. The men served
in first
is
issue
see
the
for
but
that
class
action,
presjed
style, having manicured their nails and washed
erly
their
hands.
8outhwest
Review.
un
American.
threats are unwise, unbecoming and
Our colored citizens seem to be taking "cleanmen
The Journal cannot believe that
up week" very seriously.
generally favor coercion or intimidation in this matO 0 o
TOTHEB FROM WHICH.
ter. If they do, they are making a terrible and
My girl went tripping down the street
Irretrievable blunder. They cannot afford to array
A vision fair to see,
the balance of the American public against them In
Her skirts were short, her ankles neat,
order that it may protect itself from being "shaken
And she looked good to me.
down."
To overtake my girl I ran
mec
Reason and justice are with the
One block and then another,
Oui rushed Old Dog Percival.
In this matter. They should use no other weapon.
Alas, 'twas not my gentle Ann,
'Twas someone else, her mother.
whenever I want it, I can get up
ANGEL PAT.
as early aa I please."
WHAT RUSSIA MIST DO.
O O O
"Well, get your breakfast and
A KIDDLE, AND MAYBE A PRIZE.
then go see about the clock," said
We are privileged to print some verse that has the muskrat lady, practical like.
The first requirement of Russia at Genoa that
So Uncle Wiggily ate the carrot
an orderly civilized government the distinction of having been rejected by several
she
so the author, relinquishing hope of pancakes, helping himself to a teabased on principles of justice is reaffirmation of magazines,
ever getting it published as verse, thought perhaps spoon
full of maple sugar sauce,
the conditions laid down by Secretary Hughes for It might make a better riddle and asked our and then he hopped over tho fields
Into the family of nations. opinion.
and through the woods to find an
Russia'
He said eur
wouldn't make any differ adventure.
Systematic murder for political purposes must encc, and that heopinion
was only using that as an open
"But first I had better got tho
cease. This means the abolition of the secret courts Ing to lead up to the request
that we publish the new tinkle clock," said the bunny
out
death sentences whole- thing and Invito the customers to guess what he to himself, twinkling his pink nose.
that have been handing
"I may have such a quiet advensale at Lenlne'a dictation, and the establishment o.' was trying to get at. So, wo are printing it.
can get any sense out of it, we'd like to ture that I shall fall asleep. Then
VHtular public tribunals, independent of the sovietj, haveIt you version,
There may be a prize offered, the tinkle clock would waken me."
your
where the principle of equal Justice for all sliaM but that can't be decided until the answers are
So Uncle Wiggily went to the six
store and there he
and seven-ceprevail. There must also be protection for the all In.
be
will
one
la
The
offered,
it
probably
prize,
bought an alram clock, or, as he
property as well aa the persons of foreigners resi- some more
verse from the same pen, provided it called it,' a "tinkler."
dent in Russia,
has not corroded by that time. We think this stuff
"How does it work?" he asked
The position Lloyd George has taken at Genoa must have been written with a stub, as it is sc-- J the little mousle girl clerk who
with regard to Russia and caused the conference blunt, and has none of the fine lines of the waited on him.
"You Just wind it up by this
to embody in definite demands leaves nothing to be spencerian, or even the falcon variety. The verse:
thing in the back," she said. "Set
desired. It should not have been necessary to force
the little hand to go off whenever
Burning needlessly
the present Russian government to be honest.
at my breast
you want to get up, and the tinkle
or it may be my throat
clock does the rest."
Even though void of a conscience, it should have
I feel a power.
"Very good thank you," said
realized that honesty Is the best policy. The bolUncle Wiggily. "Please wind It up
shevik government's credit will be worthless until
Thumbs waved frantically
for me."
fail to save me.
The mousle girl did this, and
it recognizes and arranges for payment of past
with the tinkle clock under his
It must be my throat, for
paw Uncle Wiggily hopped along
once more to have an adventure.
I cannot sing
He was Just passing the Woodland
KENSINGTON PHILIPS.
rerhaps Adam's temper, when he tried to spade
Fire House, where the Water Bugs
ie' Garden of Eden, had something to do with his
we
were waiting for an alarm to come
has
kid
been
think
the
Personally,
poor
downfall,
, vt- j,.
in, when, all of a sudden, a bell
smoking too mucn.
well-nig-
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temple. Trent found clutched In
one of Manlove's hands an oval of
red coral bearing the queerly carvGod. It
ed design of a three-eye- d
related to Tibet and Trent was destined to follow that clue into unexplored lands and sequestered cities.
There Is In the novel "Caravans
by Night" much of the romance
and mystery of the far-of- f
lands.
The author has conjured up unforgettable Images. The reader is
made 'to scent a faint odor that is
unmistakably of the orient.
Early in the book, one encounMiss
ters the lovely brown-eye- d
Dana Charterls of the Bayou
near New Orleans and the
members of a Louisiana family
"whose name was as old as the
state Itself." She went to India to
meet her brother, who was a police officer in Rangoon.
Then the reader has a chance to
meet a "pretty viper," Sarojlnl
Nanjee. "half white, quarter Rajput and the rest devil," who would
call herself the "Swaying Cobra"
and say "I dance for those I love.
1
I have only venom for those
hate. Sarojlnl was an Indian exponent of the double cross. Sir
Francis Duncraigle, director of
central Intelligence, calls her a
"hell-cat,- "
but to Chambra
Lai,
she is "heaven-born.- "
This unusual woman boasted to
Sir Francis that she could do what
his department could not, that
she could recover the stolen Jewels. Even Euan Kerth, the "lion
of the department," could not do
that. And she asks for her assistant not Kerth but Major Arnold
Trent, who Is a physician and a
She leads
very honorable man.
Trent a very merry chase over the
to
orient only
find, as Trent did,
that Kerth is a "downy bird" after
all.
The writer has a host of positive
virtues which far outweigh both In
number and Importance" his failings. Tho hook is ns colorful as
ll
a peacock's tail. There is a
performance in Calcutta, the
Shwe Dneon In "sleepy gilded
Burma with Its quaint kyoungs
and pagodas, its air of vain decay."
There is the court of the Joss
house, the sharply etched Katchin
Ben-ga-

began
ling!"

"ding - a - ling a
--

ringing,

"Hurry!" cried the Chief Water
"There goes the fire alarm!
Some poor animal's house is
ablaze! We must spray water on
and put it out!
Hurry, Water
Bug.

Bugs!"
"Walt a minute! Walt a minute!"
cried Uncle Wiggily, as the Fire
Land
cf
Animal
Department
started to rush out. "That. Isn't
any alarm!"
"What is it?" asked the Chief.
"It's just the new tinkle clock I
bought," said Uncle Wiggily. "The
bell rang Just as I reached here,
I'm sorry to cause you any trouble."
"Oh, that's all right," said the
Chief Water Bug. "We like to go
to fires, to put them out, when
there's any to put out. But it's
Just as well there isn't any, for It
isn't any fun for a poor animal to
have his house burned."
"That's right,", agreed Uncle
Wiggily, and he hopped on a little
farther to find an adventure. And,
Just as he came In front of the
Woodland Police Station, a bell

rang again

"tlnkle-tlnkle-tlnk- !"

Out rushed Old Dog Percival,
the Chief of Police.
"Quick, Police Dogs!" he harked.
"Some burglars may be trying to
get In Uncle Wigglly's bungalow.
Hurry and arrest them."
'Wait! Wait a minute!" cried
Mr. Longears, his pink nose twinkling very fast. "That isn't a burg-la- r
alarm. It's only my tinkle
clock. I declare that mousle girl
clerk must have wound It up
wrong, for it goes off at the wrong
time all the while."
'Oh, only an alarm clock?" ask
ed Old Dog Percival in disappointed tones.
That's all only my tinkle
clock," explained the bunny. He
hopped on a little farther, still
looking for an adventure, and, all
of a sudden, out from the bushes
jumped the Fuzzy Fox.
"Ah, ha! Now for some ear nib
bles!" howled the Fox.
He was Just going to bite Uncle
Wiggily when suddenly the tinkle
clock began ringing again.
"Dear me!" barked the Fot.
There goes my sleeping bell!
Time for me to go to sleep!" And
he curled up and went to sleep,
So he couldn't bite the bunny.
This is very queer." said Uncle
Wiggily, as he hopped away. "I
have an alarm clock to wake me
up, and the Fox must have one to
tell him when it's time to go to
sleep. Well, I'm glad of that, for
It saved my ears. My funny tinkle
clock la all right!"
Then the bunny hopped home.
and never again was he late In get
So evting up to go aaventuring.
erything came out all right, and
if the telephone doesn't talk to the
phonograph in the middle of the
night, and wake up the rag doll
when she's sleeping with the gold
flsn, I'll ten you next about Uncle
Wiggily's lettuce.
Tn

vrv

folvst

in

,

wl.A.a

duty it is to keep it ventilated by
fanning their wings.

LEGAL NOTICE
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Frank H. Solberg, Deceased,
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned was. on the sixth day
April, lzz, duly appointed Admin
istrator of the estate of Frank H.
Solberg, deceased, by the Probate
Court of Bernalillo
county, and
having qualified aa such Admlnistrator. all persona having claims
against the estate of said decedent
are hereby notified and required to
present the same to the undersigned in the manner and within the
time prescribed by law,
STATE TRUST AND SAVINGS
Administrator,
BANK,
Dated. April 6, 1822.

m

CLASS IFfflEP
FOR RENT
Kfci.sr
tut.
41

BOOKS RECEIVED.

rive-roo-

Dwellings

west Marquette.
KENT
Stucco house, four rooms
The following new books have FOR
and
bath; good repair. Phone 1803-been received for review in the
FOll
ItENT
Furnished
corner:
Journal book
porchPhone 21S0-"Adrlenne
Toner," by Anna FOR RENT sleeping
One'
"
house, large
Douglas Sedgewick.
Houghton
yard with fruit treea
901 Soutli
Mifflin.
Fourth.
Burt.
Newlin
"Q," by Katherine
FOH "ENT Five-roohouse
modern
Houghton Mifflin.
with sleeping porch; no children. 415
"Saint Teresa," by Harry 8yd-n- o.'um nigii.
Harrison.
Houghton Mifflin. FUH KENT Four-roomodern coltaKe,
furnished; adult; large yard. gurage.
"If," by Lord Dunsany. Doran. Phone
1089-"The First Person Singular,"
I OK KEN T Houses, an Kinds; furnished
William Rose Benet. Doran.
and unfurnished. MoMllllon & Wood,
"The Critic and the Drama." by Tleilltors.
EOS West Hold.
George Jean Nathan Knopf,
FOll KENT Unfurnished housu, four
rooms, two large porches, modern, close
In.
325 Soulta First.
rafts beneath the Myltkylna, and FOR Inquire
RENT
Furnished bungalow ivltli
the city of sleeping porch;
finally Shlngtse-lunpall
701
the Falcon, with its wilderness of West New York, phoneconveniences.
14GL'-narrow streets and Its dazzling FUit KENT Five-roomodern buuga-lowhitewashed houses "some roofed
furnished; highlands, close to cur
with blue tiles and others with line. Apply Tin Knst Central.
FOK KENT Four-rooburnished gold."
modern house,
front and hack porch, fully furnished,
The book Is overwritten in places. The glory of his Indian days close In. Apply 600 East Conl.
and nights apparently) cause the LIST your vacant housea wan the City
Realty Co.. for prompt and efficient
author concern lest they fail to service.
207 West Gold, phone ii7.
sparkle sufficiently from the print- Foil KENT A modern furnished
cottage.
ed page. We find:
"Sunlight
two rooms
glassed sleeplug povch,
floated through the window in a on car line. and
Apply K'lS South Edith.
cloud of gold." "Sunset, like the FOK KENT New. attractively furnished
four-roowings of a giant golden moth,
house, with sleeping porch;
quivered in the sky and beat no children. 210 North Maple, phone

against the city." "The moonlight,
the casement,
floating
through
crusted the floor with a band of

1730-J- .

FOll ItENT

Nicely furnished bungalow,
sleeping porch; gfis, hot
water, electric; will rent reasonable, 801
pearl."
South Edith.
The author does not drag in unRENT Furnished house on Univeressential details of persons. Once FOR
sity Heights; four rooms, sleeping
their importance to the story ends, porch,
bath and garage.
Inquire 224
they are abruptly dropped from South Edith.
the narrative to make way for the FOR RENT May 1st, modern three
more pleasing fabric of hla mysrooms, two ginssed-l- n
sleeping porch-e- l.
608 East Pacific.
Inquire at 809
tery story.
The book, for a first novel, Is ex- South Walter. Three-looFOR
RENT
house,
large
cellent and its entertainment value,
rooms; In town; water' paid; IIS a
from any angle it may be consid- month.
1300 North
Second.
Inqutr
Is
C.
P. A.
ered,
very high.
Phone 908-Foil KENT Furnished house, four rooms
and sleeping porch, modern, 62 Houth
HI
Call at 701
South High, phone
lam-W- .
after 6 p. m.
Foil KENT Attractive new modem
bungalow, unfurnished, Areola heat; on
Harvard and Silver. Inquire E08ft South
High, phona 9U7-glassed-i-

n

TUCUMCARI

Mrs. Fred Braun was hostess to Foil KENT Modern
unfurmembers of the Bay View club at
nished cottage, with glassed-isleepa very interesting meeting on Wed ing porch and one large porch. Inquire
nesday afternoon at the Braun AM East Santa Fe,
new houses
The FOR RENT Three
home in South Tucumcarl.
and sleeping porch; furnished; fl.OOt
club has followed the study of
ach
them.
room
7, First
Boyer,
gets
American citizenship throughout National
Bank building.
the year a study that has proven
RENT Modern
house,
particularly interesting at this time. FOR
unfurnished, located at 216 West Roma,
The subject for Wednesday was Rent
reasonable. Inquire at 217 West
"The Judicial Branch of the Gov- Roma, or 610 North Third.
ernment." Attorney R. A. Pren- FOR KENT Small new modern cottage.
tice and Senator A. L, Zlnn were
furnished, with glassed-isleeping
four-roo-

n

five-roo-

n

requested to be present and to address the ladies on the subject of
Btudy. Attorney Prentice very ably
handled the subject of "Courts;"
Senator Zlnn, "Political Parties,
Their
Origin and Formation.
touching other subjects in the
course of his address, more espe
cially civic interests.
Mesdames A. D. and M. B. Gol- denberg were hostesses to members
of the Crochet club und a tew
special guests on Tuesday afternoon
of this week at the uoldenDerg
home in West Tucumcari.
Mrs. C. C. Clark will entertain
members of the Mar tea Bridge club
on Saturday afternoon.
Postponement of the N. O. N
meeting was made cn account of
the serious illness of M. H. Koch,
father of Misses Edna and Merle
Koch, two of the members.
A sacred concert will be given
on next Sunday evening by the
choir at the First Church of Christ.
W. H. Stephens, here in the interest of the Orphans' Home at Albuquerque, delivered a lecture at
the First Baptist church on Wednesday evening, subject, "My Tripn
to Palestine," illustrated with
elides,
Mrs. Irene Woodard and Barney
Kearns were married on Wednes
day In this city.
SIR Nahm, J. Buster Brown, Unas.
J. Day, F. E. Olney, T. C. Anthony
and wife, E. A. and k, u. Tnomp-soF. V. Blood, W. B. and Mrs.
Estes, F. M. Degoda, R. R. Devine,
C. W. Johnston, Donald Stewart,
and commanager of Gross-Kell- y
pany; Dave Conway, W. N. Rosenthal, J. Stern, F. C. Bape, D. W.
Condon, V. K. Jones, A. C. Erb,
Renby Taylor and Bill Phillips were
Las Vegas "Good Roads Boosters"
coming to the city Wednesday. After a banquet served at the Merchants' at 7 o'clock, a good roads'
meeting was held at .the Elks'
home.
P. C. Blackburn, district manager of the Masonic Protective association, was registered at the
Vorenberg Wednesday, from Albuquerque.
Mrs. Thomas J. Splller, Cuervo,
Mrs. J. T. Lewis. Cuervo, R. M. De
Oliverla and W. W. Wentworth,
Santa Rosa, were among Wednesday's arrivals at the Elk hotel.
Mrs. Lewis and Mrs. Splller came
up to attend the banquet in honor
of the grand matron of Eastern
Star, Mrs. F. S. Hind.
H. Kirch and W. R. Wright of
El Paso, auditors for the E. P. &
S. W. railway, were in the city Monday on official business,
Howard Miller of Trigg ranch
came in Saturday to meet Mrs. D.
Clark and daughter, Wlnne, who
were returning from Amarlllo.
Harry Pelts, internal revenue department, arrived from Albuquerque Sunday,
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Bmyer returned Wednesday evening from a
business trip to El Paso.
Mrs. M. McQuald left Tuesday
for a business trip to Mora county.
Jess Graham has accepted a po
sition with the E. P. & S. W. railway in El Paso and will move the
family there in the near future.
Alex Street left weanesaay even
ing for Chicago.
The W. M. U. ladles met in Joint
session in the church this week to
conduct examinations on the course
of study Just completed.
Herman Scheele, who has been
seriously ill for the past two weeks,
Is reported to be improving.
stere-optica-

n,

LEGAL NOTICE
VfkMI VIVTU ATI I H 'S N T I CEl
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Gomlclndo Gonzales, Deceased.
Vntinn in hereby alven that the
undersigned waa, on the thirtieth
day of March. 1922, duly appointee,
Administrator of the estate of Gomlclndo Gonzales deceased, by the
Drnhita rinnrt of Bernalillo county.
and having qualified aa such Ad
navnm
ministrator, all persona
claims against the estate of aald
ana
are
nouriea
decedent
hereby
the same to the
.uoImj tn nrfkupnt
undersigned in the manner and
within the time prescribed ny law.
IGNACIO TAFOYA.
,
Administrator.
Dated March 80. 1922.

porch; also front and back screened
porches. 410 East Santa Fe.
FOR RENT Modern
bungalow, four
large rooms, glassed sleeping porch,
furnished;
completely
paved atreet,
Fourth ward, phone 1647-.Three-rooRENT
FOR
furnished cottage, bath and sleeping porch. Phone
381-call for keys at 1524 East Central, between nine and twelve.
For. KENT On letLe u x months, a
four-roomodem bungalow, located In
the Third Ward, 136 per month. City
Realty Co.. 207 West Oold, phone 67.
FOR RENT Five rooms and sleeping
porch, 70 South High, J30; modern
four rooms, gas and coal range, 416 West
Granite, 135. J. A. Hammond, 824 East
Silver.
FOR RENT House, No. 302 South Broad
way, consisting of four large rooms and
porches; house is party furnished; rent
on lease $31.80.
City ;;ealty Co., 207
West Gold, photie G7.
FOR RENT Five-roohouse at 418
West Atlantic; large airy rooms and
Ideal
location
railroad emfor
big yard;
ployes; rent 131.80. City Realty Co., 20J
West Gold, phone 67,
TENTS

FOR

RENT

WE WIM, furnish the lot and two 12x14
tents at $5 a month; will rent ona tent,
without lot for 12.50 a month. Real
Estate E x c hange. 409 West Copper.
FOR RENT Two new houses,
three
rooms,
bath, large closet and large
screened front porch; will furnish
f
dpslred. Good location on South Walter.
1200
South Edith, or phone
Inquire
907-FOR RENT
bungalow,

brick
Attractive four-roosleepfurnished, glassed-iing porch and two screened porches, full
basement, furnace heat, stationary wash
tubs, hot and cold water: highlands, one
block from car Una. 202 North Sycamore,
owner next door.
FOR RENT
Home of four rooms; large
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch; delightful
furnishings throughout; use of phone-grap- h,
electric sweeper and washer; will
lease for six months to party giving satisfactory references. Apply 817 North
Seventh.
FOR RENT
In Santa Fe. from middle
uf June to middle of September, completely furnished, modern, nine-roohouse, five bed rooms, beautiful grounds,
flowers and fruit trees, one and one-ha- lf
block from plaza, best location in city.
Address Box 954. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
FOR RENT One of most modern homes
In city; close In. extra sood locatton;
beautifully furnished, hot water beat,
garage, tlx rooms, sleeping porch; lovely
front porch, piano and Edison Included
In furniture.
New bungalow, located on
Eaat Central; owner going east, will leas
to desirable parties.
Apply 718 Bast
Central.
FOR RENT
modern
unfurnished house, lowlands, $60;
five-roounfurnished light, water, gas
and bath, lowlands, $30;
close
In, lights, water and bath, partially furnished, $36, lowlands;
frame,
new, highlands, $12.60; three-rooadobe,
highlands, $9. Real Estata Exchange,
409 West Copper.

CARPENTERING
WANTED
Carpentering. Phone 1678-PETT1FORD
THE ODD JOB MAN.
or work. Phone 173-J- .
Kinds
aii
CONTRACTORS, carpenters, house build.
Ing and repair work, at lowest prices.
muiia inm-w- .
wairavrn at nan

paper banging tnj cuisom-lnfnall wo k quaranteed,
U W
tuuih Bdtth, phone H44-J- .

PAINTING,

Rootni

FOR RENT

t
rjrojidway.

furnished lioute. Fun it E.

Furnished rooms.

oOs

South

modern.

KENT
Front bed room,
4
Went Mitrquette,
FOR Kli.NJ
Furnished room.
FOH

-i
boutn.
Seventh, phone 7211-2U
RENT
Furnished rooms.
Phone 1M7-J- .
South Waller.
no
FUK.M.HHED modern rooms;
aick; nu
414 West Sliver.
children
FOK KtiNT
Three furnisiied housekeep919 North Fourth.
ing rooms.
Two rooms for light
FOH KENT
West Iron; no sick.
FOll IIKN'T Furnisiied rooms for light
houeelleplnff. Ro: South Second.
FuK ItENT Neatly furnisiied sleeping
317 Houth Third.
room, close In.
FOR KENT
Furnisiied frout room, pn-va- le
entrance. 307 South Walter.
FOR KENT
Furnipltod room, adjolnlng
4I3 North Fifth.
bath. I'hone 1;5!-,FOH I' ION l two ruriusneu rooms ror
1727
West Central.
light bMisekeeplng.
FOR HUNT Two large fi'unt rooms, unfurnished; like new. 12i South Edith.
ROOM and sleepina
porch, adjultilns
hath 301 South Edith, phono 1340-FOR KENT
desirable
front room,
Very
lavatory, 611 West Coal, phone 1102-FOR RENT Light housekeeping room,
114
West Gold.
suited for couple.
rooms and sleeping
FOR KENT Two
704
porch, furnished or unfurnished.

FOR

West
FOR

Cal.

RENT

rooms for
Santa Fe.

Three modern furnished
housekeeping. 423 West

rirsl-clas- s
FOR KENT
one block from new

North sixth.

furnished room,
hotel,

$15.

SOS

Nice large south front room.

FOR KENT

lurriisiifn, sieaia neat,

Call 2359-FOR RKNT

UBiu

auu yuvuv.

Bed rooms, neatly furnished; gentlemen employed only. 806 West
Coal avenue;
FOR RENT eteam heated aleeplna
rooms.
216 ta
Albuquerque Hotel,
North Second.
FOR KENT On room with sleeping
porch, furnished fur housekeeping. 100
North Edith.
Two
or thre furnished
FOR RENT
rooms for light housekeeping; no tick.
417 West Sliver.
Two furnished rooms and
FOR KENT
sleeping porch fur two; no children,
110 South Walnut.
FOTl RENT Furnished, light housekeeping room, for ladles only; $10 montb.
405 South Edith.'
FOK RENT Nlca room, elojs In, for
gentlemen employed; no sick need apply. 319 North Fifth.
FOH RENT
furnished
Nicely
room,
modern home, prlvato entrance to batb;
cloee in. 415 South Third.
FOR RENT Furnished front room, bath
adjoining; private entrance; garage,
1007 North Second.
$15.
FOR RENT Beautifully furnished room
In modern home.
Apply Mrs. Fred
Hamm, 623 North Second.
IMPERIAL ROOMS ""ice, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater, 21 1H West central.
FOR RENT South Bleeping porch with
dressing, room; also front bedroom,
batli, phone. 414 West Oold.
FOR RENT Rooms, furnished tor light
housekeeping; no sick or children. b08
North Fourth. Phone 1239-FOR RENT Two
clean housekeeping
rooms, also sleeping rooms, convenleut
to shops close In. 409 West Iron.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished large room
In modern home,
close In; employed
Phone 1815-people preferred.
FOR RENT Well furnished room, adjoining bath; for gentleman employed.
423 South Third.
Phone 1751-FOR RENT Desirable rooms, newly
good location; prices reason
able. 830 North Fifth, phone 1944-room
ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping
and
housekeeping apartments, by tha nay,
week ur month. 6024 West Central.
FOR RENT
Two housekeeping
rooins
with glassed sleeping porch, gas, bath;
no children; reasonable. 710 South A mo.
FOR RENT One large room, pantry and
closet, completely furnished for house616 West
keeping; modern conveniences,
Coal.
FOR RENT

Furnished rooms for light
housekeeping; extra led room, garage,
lights, water and ph ns furnished. 710
West Lead.
FOR
furniblud
KENT Two
nicely
rooms, for couple;
and
gaa
rang
running water, close In on ground floor.
408 West Lead.
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished for
l.gl housekeeping; us of bath and
209 North Edith; phona 1926-p on.
Also garage.
FOll RENT To marrua coupl or ladle.
three nicely furnished front room, for
housekeeping, with torch, block from
car line; no sick. Phon 2161-- J.
FOR RENT Excluslv.,
wall furnished
room, with large sleeping porch, hot
water heat and bath; centrally located;
garag It desired. Pbrn 1744-til
West Coal.
FOR RENT Dandy front room for light
housekeeping, newly painted and pa
pered; also sleeping porch with room.
Phone, gaa bath; wU peopl, bo children. 416 West Gold.
PLEASANT home for healthseekers, near
Sierra Madr foothills. Horn cooking.
tray service
Pamphlet upon request.
Mrs. W. A. Clements,
438 West Palm
avenue. Monrovia, cant.

FOR SALE
FOH

BALE

New

Rouses

house;
owner leaving city. 114 North High.
I
phona 1988-FOR SALE Four-roohouse and
creened porch, large lot. 728 Eaat
Call 1968-Iron; bargain.
FOR SALE By owner,
mod
ern rram nous, brick gaiaga.
81 f
S .th Walter, phon
1703-FOR SALE
Three fin nomea, East CenEast
Sliver and University
tral,
Height. J. A. Hammond. 824 East Silver.
Five-rooFOH SALE
pressed brick
house, modern, hardwood fluora. front
and back porch, garage, clos In. phone
1949-R- .
three-roo-

FOH SALE
House, five room and bath,
Kood location, priced to sell: owner
leaving city, Phon 1933.R. 401 West
Lead.
FOR SALE
By owner, suburban bom.
four room
and aleeptug porch, city

water, fruit treea, grap arbor. Fnat
office box 213, city.
$loo down and $20 a montb ar th
bouse building, reasonab.e; Investigate
term on a brand new shingle bunga
o
low prices; estimates free.
Phone
low; two large rooms and sleeping porch,
2310-J. F. Kluken. 212 Yale street.
price $960. Phon 410.
1 WANT you toi Investigate my low
prices FOR SALE By owner, modern
on any kind of a building proposition
house,
mi back porch, ceilar
front
you have In view. A. K. Palmer, Bunga-lo1117
and garage.
Kent avenu. on
Builder, box 41. city. Phone 1768-block west Robinson narlt.
BUILDING,
alterations, repairing, large FOR SALE By owner, 718 Wet Coil.
Jobs or small ; work by contract or by
room
..sin biuccu,
and nam, i
tha day) reasonable prices; work guar- large
porchea, nwly decorated, vacant.
anteed; estimates frco. Call E. E. John- Term If derlred.
1805-Phone
son. 175.1-16 John.
$3,630 buys brand new modern home;
.
lieV
WANTED Board
coinpieiea. un- WA.Vi ED Board on faun by middle' coin, room 7, Firstjust
National Bank bldg.
aged man; not over ten miles out. Ad. fcOR SALE New t.omea by uwner; on
dress W. J., pare Journal.
824 West Gold; on
110 North Maple;
four-rooC10)
on
FOR SALE OR TRADE
North Maple; term. Call 821 Weal 811- 949-1ver,
pnone
WILL TRADE by 1918 Wlllys-Knlgh- t,
FOR SALE Four
room
good condition, for city lot; atata lobrick house.
With bfllh hull, .In tlMh. I
.A
cation. Address Bog 243, Albuquerque,
floor, glasscd-l- n
sleeping
porch, two
screen
lot,
FOR SALE Three mules, wagon and seventy-on- e porches, i.arage, larg
foot front. Jnqulr of owner.
harness; would trad for lata model - '
o"um .ihiil1.
Ford runabout
W. J. Saunders, Paja- rltn, N. M
Owens,
WK

6C8

rr

rmn

inn

a..,.,....,,

.

LEGAL NOTICE

AUMIMSTR.VTOlt'S NOTICE
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Agnes B. Flynn. Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the thirtieth
day of March, 1822. duly appointed
Administrator
of the estate of
Agnes B. Flynn, deceased, by the
frooato court or Bernalillo county
end having qualified as such Ad
""WILir"SACRIFlCE"PLAYER
all persons having
ministrator,
PIANO.
claims against the estate of said
sacriwill
For quick turnover
decedent are hereby notified and
fice price. Player in our posses- required to present the same to the
sion In Albuquerque and must be undersigned tn the manner and
moved at once. Easy payments. within the time prescribed by law.
Write quick for particulars to
W. J. FLYNN.
the Denver Music Co., Denver,
Administrator.
Dated March 31, 1922.
Colo,

AUCTION SALE"

BILLY WlLLTAJrTUEAlH
Vvncn you need an auctioneer, call
Billy Williams, roaldenc
phona 1699-J- .
I sell livestock, merchandise,
furnltur.
or anything to be sold at auction.
Nothing too large or small to glva my Pr-son- al

attention;

satisfaction guaranteed.

FOR RENT Suit office rooms. Ovsr
'loldi'n Rule Store,
FOR RENT Office rooms.
ilUl, Wesl
.
rrmni, ,,vr WOOlWOrtn .
foil RENT Office moms, Luna Strieker
bulldlr
Korher A Bin Department

DRESSMAKING
'
jr.

"""I f"""
IM,

null, n HfUflWIiy,

rLUATlNU, ftocoraiMn, sld
KI
Hinll

Seventh,

firrl

Crane

"..

Aiuimot

pn. TTT'

and
fihoae

bustla

fcl..

lit.

BRINGING UP FATHER.

KOLUMN

KINGSBURY
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lOOK, A DATOT.
Located close to good echool,
on paved street, ona acie of
atlobo
fine soil, four-roohouse, screened front and back
adoba
Rood
shad?,
porch,
chicken house ,adoba barn,
chicken house, adope
barn,
$3,000 for quick aale. with
extra good terms; $50.00 rash
balance
will
easy
handle,
monthly payments. If Interested In a real good buy call us
at once.

SUVS
LOOK JK5S-MM FELL? OUT OF
SrVIISOOW AN' I
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We buy, soil, exchange, lease,
rent real estate, large or small.
Residence or business property,
anywhere in or around Albuquerque. "Service" Is our motto and we mean It. We want
to serve all and especially iho
newcomer to our city. Como in
let's serve J'ou today.

I

'

'

'

JW.

;i

jWTHgt,UDlE? J

Idff'm)

HOUSES

'.,

I

OX GOOD CORNER LOT
furTwo houses, completely
nished, Walks, shade and a
location.
Only $3,000
good

t"y"lKfuFfA-rw"8wict-

cash.

wood

front
back
front
Only

THIRD WARD.
rooms, modern, furnace
feaplace, built-i- n
large clothes closets, gas
water
to
hot
connected
for summer use, hardfloors,
large cement
large screened
porch,
porch, walks, shade, east
and located close in.
$5,600, extra good terms.

5

t
t

3
3
2

2
7
5

4

FOlff SALE
fine location.

.$50.00

brick, modern, suitafamilies; Highlands, close
in.
acre of land, just
$3,000 Three-fourt- h
outside city limits, near Fourth street
four-roosrood
house, outbuildroad;
ings, shade and fruit trees; easy terms.
whlt stucco bunga$5. GOt
low, new. oak floors, basement, furnace, lawn, sidewalks, garaei Luna
Boulevard district.

$3.&00

A. FLEHSCIE1,

room modern frame, corner
lot, large garage, cheap at $2,900;
$500 cash, balance like rent.
Brick Btore, corner lot, best site
in Highlands, $3,000; $1,000 cash,
balance 8 per cent.
to Loan on Business
$10,000
property.

Six

A. C.

PLANT

2416-R2-

JIULSES AND SIX LOTS
IN FOURTH WARD, $4,500.
One
adobe stucco
house, one four-roohouse,
houses comparatively new, lot
150x142, fruit trees, good well
and pump house, $1,000 will
handle this. See us without
delay, this is a bargain.
DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
309 V. Gold.
Phono 670.

n

'J'nree-rnu1'OR HUNT
apartment,
1011 North Klrt.
modern.
Two roomi and Heaping
FOR RENT
porch, modern. Thone 2128-Ji'OK RENT
with sleeping
Apartment
207 North Fifth.
porch, cloae in.
new four-rooATTRACTIVE
furnlaued
apartment; vacant May 1, (Id Soutb
High.
Two rurnietiea ruoma, rot
FOR RENT
light huuiekeeplng ; aJult,; no "Ick
724 Pr,uth Brcond.
Modern
furnished apartFOR RENT
ments, ateam heat. Averlll apartmenta.
;ng(4 North Second
furii'Olt KENT Two and three-rooAlnished housekeeping apartmenta.
North Second.
Hotel, 816
buquerque
ENT
FOR-RBtasm heated aparTmenl,
In Park View court, toil East Silver.
Call J. A. Hammond, phona 1B??-FUR RENT One furnished and ona unfurnished apartment, hot water. 1316
West Roma.
Apply apartment 1, or call
490-Two-rooFOR RENT
apartment and
sleeping porch, modern, unfurnished;
Phone
water paid. 410 Nort . Slilh.

J142-.-

Two rooms and sleeping
FOR RENT
porch, or three rooms; furnished for

It desired.

Franklin & Co,

'

:

J,

Realtors.

rhone 057.

224 West Gold.

A

TREES

University Heights Realty
Company.
HEADQUARTERS FOR LOT3
Now is the time to buy lots In
the University Heights addition
a
$10.00
down and
$10
month will secure lor you ono
of the few remali.inrf choice
lots thin are left.

University Heights Realty
Company.
Phones
Comer Yale
00.1 J
ami Central
FOR RENT
room furnished
Clean three

cement block bungalow, with
all modern conveniences. Glassedsleeping porch. Newly
decorated.
619 EAST SILVER

611

Two-roofurnished apartment; hot and cold water, lights and

431 Vs
reasonable.
rent
phona paid;
Houth Broadway,
One larga and ona small
FUR RENT
completely for
apartment, furnished
Crane Apartmenta, 111
houaekeeplng.
814.
North Seventh, phona
modern furFOR. RlfiNT Three-roonished apartment; private bath, glassed
wood
hard
floors, sta
sleeping porch,
3 1 32
West Central, phone 8 68 J
rooms
Two
and panFOR RBNT
large

try, nicely furnished for housekeeping:
neat and clean; modern conveniences;
desirable location. 616 West Coal.
One housekeeping apart-msFOR RENT
ot three rooms and bath, completely furnished; also furnishedSU3suit ot
South
two rooms and bath.
Apply
Fourth.
RENT
Furnished
FOR
apartmenta, convenient to aanatorlums; four rooms,
gas; on East
glassed-l- n
porchea,
sleeping
Central car Una. Call 1321 Bast Central,
or sea McMllllon ft Wood, phona 848.
The
APARTMENTS
WAHHINUTON
and finest located
largest
In the state, at 1008 West Central. 8mall
furnished apartment now vacant; fulUln-formatiat apartment No, 1. J. D.
'
Eski- FOR RENT Furnished front apartment.
two rooms and kltohenette, bath ad-

porch; thoroughly
joining; large front
clean; close In; no sick or children. 124
South Arno.

TwoneYto loan
V
TO LOAN Oh wat-be- s,
rounds, guns and everything valuaols
Mr. B. Marcua. tU South First.
MONET TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
and
.lewelry: liberal, reliable, con
fidential. Oottlleb Jewelry Co., 106 N. 1st.
MONK TO LOAN From 11,000 up; can
make fond rlaed loan on olnsa-l- n busiMcMllllon ft Wood, 804
ness property.
West UOUl.
npnii'n
V.Nirtmr.MTIAL loans on Jewelry, dla- monds. watches, Liberty bonds, pianos,

it LINE

Rothman'a,
automobllea; lowest rates.
Bonded to the state.
117 Houth First.

Board & Room

WANTED
Lady desires board, room and
porohl describe fully! stute price. AdJournal.
dress 'Xady," car
...

Nice brick residence, garage,
Just top of the hill. No. 1402
East Silver avenue. Reasonable
for lease of one or two years.
CIIAS. G. S5APF & CO.

211

V.

Gold.

Ten lots on North Fourth Btreet
pavement. Just above Mountain
road. Eight lots ' facing Fifth
street, same block. Vine land,
Both ditch and city water, can
connect with sewer. Also ten lots,
choice location in Fourth ward.
None of these have been on market and will sell quickly, so get
yours NOW. Ten per cent down,
easy payments on balance.

ssp

brick, furnace, fireplace,
hardwood floors, built-ifeatures,
garage on a lot worth tl.500;
nice lawn, all for $6,700, part
terms.
R. McCI,rGHAX, REALTOR.
204 W. Gold.
Phono 442.J.

Rix-roo-

n

A3 Long As

It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load
A

and up, $10 down and
$5.00 per month. AVe will help
finance you a little home on
these lots. It will be cheaper
than your present rent and you
will soon own your own home.
Bold fourteen lots last week,
got your locations now.

Wm.

J. Leverett,

Better

Grade

McMillion

J 16.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

$1U0

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.
Albuquerque.

Realtor.
Phone 10. Office: Third & Goto
Salesman on Grounds.
L. C. HATTON. Phono 2410 J3.

New

&

Mexico.

1

INVESTIGATE

THESE

A

very charming
bungalow.
Five rooms and bath. Large
veranda. Large dining and living room. Open fireplace. Partly furnished. Oarage, cemented.
Nice neighborhood. Close In
price cut to $3,600 for quick
sale. Very best of terms. See
this at once.
JOSEPH COLLIER.
207 W. Gold.
Phone 744.

208 HARVARD,

.

Thone 410,

D, Keleher,
Realtor.

MORE OPPORTUNITIES

Home on Luna Blvd.

CANNON ADDITION
Just across Barelns Bridge, lots

For Rent, Unfurnished

mi

n.

EXTRAORDINARY
A tlx room home with garage on a corner lot, 100x142,
all fenced; chicken yard, fruit
trees and room for another
house,
This house Is easily convertible
into a double house nnd is
well located in the Highlands.
Trice only J2.600.
Money to Loan.

five-roo-

-in

Spacious and well lighted. Heat
hot and cold water, and janitor
service Included.
J. KORBER & CO.
Auto Department.

WANTED

SOME

APPLE. PEACH. CHERRY.
PEAR, PLUM. RHUBARB.
LILACS. ETC.
Free Delivery.
ALBTjQl'EIW'I'. NURSERIES

OFFICE ROOMS

garage

168.

.

West Central Ate.,
Second Street.
These houses are furnished.
Could give lease.
1110

80T North

--

-2

housekeeping;

Phono

r XWU

-

BARGAIN-

RENT

FOR

8D.1--

Oestreich, Realtor,
West Gold Avenue.
216
Phone 999,
I

Houth Arno.
FOR RENT

STARES

217 South Arno.

LOAN

is

BARGAINS

HIGHLAND

D. T. KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans and
Insurance.
Thone 907-ilO W. Gold.

iiujiMiMii

leal5r

Accident, Automilille assurance,
Surety lioi la. Loans.
No. Ill 8. Fourth St.
telephone 674.
Fire,

once.

JO

Five-roo-

ble fur two

LINCOLN ADDITION.
Located mi N. Fourth St., ideal
location, large lots, fine soil,
ditch water, wonderful view,
shade, fruit trees and a good
place to forget the landlord
on rent divs. SOLD ON GOOD
TERMS $20.00 cash balance
$10.00 per month. Call us for
an appointment and get your
pick ot these choice lots t

m

J.

A. Fleischer
Real Estate
Change
$5.500 Heven-roodwelling, modern, lot
100x142, corner, close In, Highland!;

in Highlands.... $35.00
Rooms, furnished,
$75.00
Highlands
furnished.
Rooms,
$45.00
Highlands
Rooms, unfurnished. .$26.80
Rooms, furnished,
lowlands. $40.00
apartment,
Rooms, furnished,
..$25.00
Highlands
Rooms, canvassed porch
furnished, Highlands. .$20.00
Rooms, furnished
apartment, Lowlands. . $28.00
Rooms, unfurnished,
$50.00
outh Walter
Rooms, nicely furnish$55.00
ed, Highlands
Rooms, furnished.
.....$40.00
Lowlands

MONEY

Fourth.

HAVE YOUR CAKE
AND EAT IT, TOO.
Stop paying rent and buy this
little suburban home where
you can raise chickens, feifalfa,
fruit, vegetables. You can make
your entire living and beat the
landlord out of his rent. Place
has good
cottage, good
and everything
outbuildings
convenient. Let us show it to
you.
A. ti. MARTIN CO.,
Realtors.
Fire and Auto
Real Estate,
Insurance, Loans,
I'lione 1B6.
223 W. Gold.

Inc.

.

TCOV CAN

Two rooms, twoo sleeping porches,
bath, well furnished, on a dandy
lot in the Fourth ward, $2,100.
Four-roobrick, glassed porch,
bath, shade, close in, 3,600.
We have some homes worth the
money.
SHELLEY REALTY CO.
Realtors.
414.
Phone
Phone 459-216 W. Gold.

five-roo- m

120 8.

rlOBe
5

GOOD BUYS

new
pressed brick
house, bath, sleeping porch, service porch, sun porch, basement,
features
harwood floors, built-i- n
in kitchen, buffet and bookcases.
New furniture mrougnout. Parties
must sell. See
ACHEKSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
A

FOURTH WARD.
Fine location, four rooms, modern, walks, shade, lawn and
a dandy for only $2,650 cash.
4

Home Furnished

Real

A

flr

FOR RENT,
Rooms, unfurnished,
new, in Highlands. ..
Rooms, unfurnished,

It is true today as It has been
the past, that Investors in
lots aro
University
Heights
selling lots purchased less than
a year ago at a nice margin.
If you have to go out a bit
to secure a lot do not fear of
being lonesome. You'll soon be
surrounded
by other homes.
Others bought out by themselves a year or two ago but
loday they are close In.
Resales of University neights
lots Is our best advertisement.
It's most gratifying to note the
sale of these lots.
The easy payment plan of
$10 down and $10 per month
makes It a NICE SAVING ACCOUNT as well as A SPLENDID INVESTMENT.
Secure one or more today from
ANY REALTOR.
In

feaHardwood floors, built-i- n
tures, modern, largo basement,
screened front and back porch,
and located in the Highlands
In an Ideal location for health
seeker. This is a real bargain
at Jj.OOO, completely furnished.

Eight
heat,
tures,
heater
tank

RENT.

Two $2,800 good
WANTED
loans S per
first mortgage
cent.

1JRIOK.

PRESS.:!

FOR

HELP WANTED

I'N'VERSITY II LIGHTS.
White stucco home Just completed, attractive design, convenient
arrangement, accessible car line,
Irving-dinin- g
school and store.
g
room, bedroom,
kitchen with breakfast table nook, two closets, bath,
rear
and
front
sleeping,
Oak floors (not veporches.
conneer), electric fixtures and
venient outlets; other features.
labor-savin-

$3,850,

Male.

R. II. KIRK, Owner,

Carpenter to work for part
Or iii-- k nny Realtor.
Phone 010.
payment on lots. Cell at Hatton's Store,
west of Unreins bridge,
Firat-clas- a
WANTGU
barber.
steady
Elks shop, For Rent-Roo- m
position, 2S guaranteed.
with Board
New
Mexico.
flnllun.
JFCRSALE-ultrr-Eg- irt
611 South Broad.
ROOM AND BOARD.
MKN Firemen.
DeKinm-rebritketner.,
ur
FOR RALE Bronze
ay.
$150; Inter $250; no strike. Increasing
eye&stiat
5.
hntchloK.
Phone 241
Close lo shops.
btislnpyS. Railway care Morning .Tnurnnl. ROOM AND BOARD
n. i. hta eKss, fur hatch- WANTED
a month. 702 South Third.
Htl
ton BAI.'O
Motion
picture operator at
Phone nss-W- .
ing. $1 ppr sttlnir
CANVAS Bleeping pori:h,
once i state age, where last worked,
with board.
1207 Rust Centra).
FOK HALE Black Mlnorqa esus, Too per machines. Address Box 824, care
$10 per week.
setting. CSS South Klrst, phone 1747-KOit ItK.NT
Two nice sleoulntr rooms,
S. C. Rhode Ishoanl if desired. 409 West Iron.
FOR SA1.K Pure-bre- d
WANTED Spanish young men to repreland Red hatch. ng eggs. Phone 1703-sent Insurnence company; splendid op- KOOM3 AND BOKD, men preferred,
Colombo
1027 Forrester.
$10 and up: no sick.
FORSAL15 Black MlnorpaTif7L25a portunity for right party.
setting; a a 100, Fred Eakes, phone hotel, room 81.
EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATION to take
UNION PLAHTEREliB
!40.,n.
the cure; private home: hlehlanda.
-t
n... m i . n- - Phona
1425-TJiOIiuuaH-LtKUWhite Leghorn lay- 4 WAVTirn a, ifning hens, 8uo If aold at once. 419 West -rclimate, four weeks' work, scale $10 FOR HEN 'Nicely furnished rooms with
goon meuie
unjr; ii'io ounKoouso;
first-claoranlte.
table board. 110 South Arno.
cents each; bring bedding. Call or
1.VJ7-FOR FALE S. C. nhoda Island Red forty
El Paso Office of R. IS. McKte. phone
telegraph
from
choice
Phone
pen;
hatching eggs,
U.AHA IIVISS haa sleeping porches for
Contractor.
rent, with excellent board and nurse's
WANTED
Man nnd KM! to work on
at 520 South High.
FOR BALE VVnite Wyandotte hatching
man
do
to
ranch
ranch;
work; care,
general
lOo each. must
eggs, fertility guaranteed,
be good milker; wife to help with fOH IE.NT itooiii ano s.eeping porch.
w. A. Massey. izzit south Broadway,
wltb hoard .'or fttntlemen convalesfurhousework.
Reasonable wages,
FOR 8.LE n. C. Rhode Island Reds nished house, wood, milk and a perma- cents. Phone I(I7 W.
and Black Ml.orca hatching eggs, $1 nent position for right party,
State FOR RENT Board and room In hlsh-land709 North Second,
per setting.
phnnt wages wanted In first letter. Seth K.
for aentleman employed, or
lSltl-Simmons. Valley Ranch-- N. M.
315 South Sycamore.
FOR SALE
Eleven months old pullem,
with
room,
FOR RENT First-la- ss
H. C. White Leghorns, $1 each.
Ely's
board. In private home, for one or
SUPPLY SAT.EMIAJf
AUTOMOTIVE
two parties, $45 for nno or $40 each for
Poultry Yards, (23 South Eighth, phone
1168,
THE AUTO EQUIPMENT COMPANY of two. 120 North Mulberry.
Denver, haa opening for road salesman JAMESON'S RANCH
FOR BA LE Hatching eggs, Shepherd
Ideal summer
territory; must be ex16
strain Aneonaa, heavy luyers,
eggs for New Mexico
location for convalescents; cool and
automotive salesman: do not
.r.0.
rhone 1213, or apply 1318 Soutb perienced
free from
from
two
mllea
town:
apply unless you have record above the shady;
1
2238-High.
Hestead at Combs dust and smoke. Phone
See Mr,
FOR SALE Eggs for natchlng; 8. C. average.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room and
Hotel.
R. I. Reds, c. P. Hay strain. S. C. W.
board with, sleeping porches, adjoining
aetSI
Mrs.
strain,
Leghorns.
per
Gentry
hath; private family; rates for two or
tlna. 1122 South Broadway.
205 South Walter, Phone
throe people.
1128-FOR SALE
6ixty
Qlrl for dining loom work In
MIltAMONTBS-ON-THB-MESBarron strain Leghorn hens; Hogan-lr- :j WANTED
Write M, M., care A SANATORIUM-HOTEL- ,
smalt sanatorium.
W.
and proven; very reasonable.
for tubercular
D. Campbell, postofflce box 256, Belen. Journal.
convalescents; graduate nurse In atN. M.
WANTED
Young Spanish girl for light tendance: ratee by the week or month-Cahnusework, half days. 215 South
ttOCJl.
FOR 6..I.E Pure ored S. c. White Leghorn hatching eggs, (1 per setting; $1 Ninth.
HKSUHVATIO.NS may now lie had at St.
per hundred; fancy table egga at market WANTED iClIrl for chambermaid work.
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal)! ratee,
Grand Central Hotel, corner Second $17.(0 to $24 per week; Includes private
price. V, 6. Wiley, bos 135. city, phonf
and Central.
room with Bleeping porch, connected to
women
for general bath and toilet; medical care, medicines,
FOR SALE S. C. Black i.ltiorca, 8. C WANTED
Young
Blue Andaluelan hatching eggs, $1 per
housework; good pay) pleasant work. general nuralng; excellent meals, tray
: arcel
service; no extraa. All rooms have ateam
post pre- Call 2400-.l- l.
setting of thirteen.
paid; IS eggs $1.25. 22S North Fourth; WANTED
with heat, hot and cold running water. Rev.
Young girl to assist
Phone
W. U. Slegler,
Superintendent
d
ohlld. 491.
ph,na BOO.
housework and
FOR SALE BUFF ORPINGTON egga 1114 West Central,
A
TO
NOTICE
HEALTHSEEKERS
for hatching, (2 and $3 per 15; from EMPLOYMENT
cook,
Woman
OFFICE
number of our guests who have reblue ribbon winners; special on beet
dining room girls.
good salary; ale
huff pullet In claaa. Phona 1472-Vgained their health, are going home; we
til
110 South Third, phone 3E.-now la your
will have a few
West Fruit.
WANTED
Woman to cook and care for chance to eecurevacanclea;
modern accommodaFOR SALE K. C. White Leghorn hatchmust be a good cook; tions and the right kind of food with
flveroom
house;
ing eggs and baby chicks, 120 per good wages. Call 802 East Silver, apart- goo', care and eotentlfia guidance; we
100; also few cocks and cockerels. Genment 7.
help you to fret well; It's not what you
try Poultry Ranch, poatofflca box S12,
pay-r-tiwhat you reoelve that counts,
Mule unci ppninlp.
phone naa-W- j
Cnsa de Ora.
SALE
positions
FOR
desiring
eggs, fertility STENOOJtAPHEHS
Hatching
are asked to register with employment
guaranteed: Whlta Orpingtons, single
UK SALE Livestock
Write for
Comb Rhode Island Reds.
department of Underwood Typewriter
120 South Fourth; no charge Is
Ban
company.
Ranch
Zlmmer
Company,
prices.
made for securing positions.
Acacia, N. M.
FOR 8AI.B Milking cows, giving milk.
Phone 240S-RFOR BALK Baby chicks; R. I. Reds,
FOR SALE Furniture
Black Mlnorcas. Barred and White
FOR SALE Four young pigs, six weeks
Rocks, Buff Orpingtons, Anconas, Buff,
ziv r.ast gen.
qui,
REPAIRING and upholster.
White and Brown Leghorns; every week. FURNITURE
Ervi Bedding Co. FOR BALIS Bucks and does; also fry'
Ing. Phone 1.-710 West Lead.
Ing
rabbits,
SALE
llavlland
china, piano,
TWK'NTt-NINHyears on the same old Full
820 NorWr Twelfth. FOR bA LE Large team of mares, five
household good.
White Leghorn chicks.
ranch, d.
and six years old, well broke. Phone
In all Its
120 per hundred. Twenty-tlv- o
yeara' ex- FURNITURE REPAIRING
Tott Poultry
office furniture a specialty. J402-Jphases;
perience with
. r .1inoubators.
.
In? nh..- FOR 6 A LE Fresh Jersey cow. Orande
Call Atwell. phone 127.
iorth Broadway.
. $10
Wagon lard.
FOR SALE Hatching eggs; four popular FOR SALE Three rooms of furniture, pnnne
IS5J-J- .
and
$150,
and
1.
.
rteas.
linoleum
range,
naynooa
h.
varieties:
Including
c
iiAI.E
Foil
Two .heifer Jersey calves,
strain, 15. $1.60; Famous Biker Cam-pine- house fur rent. Phone 603-about one month old. See them at 1601
16, $3.00; S. C. Light Brown LegFOR SALE Stewart range, combination South
Edith.
and coal; furniture and rugs and
horns, 16, $1.60; S. C. Dark Brown Leggaa
horns 11. $2.00. Robinson, Old Town, other articles. Call after 6 p. m. 823 FOR BALE Twenty-fiv- e
head of Jersey
West Mountain
1700
cows, cheap.
North Fourth.
phone 1388.
1074-ribbon
YARDS
Blue
RED POULTRY
FOR BALE Ivory dreasors, desks and road, phone
winners; 8. C. R. I, Beds, Barred
chairs, mahogany and maple dressing FOR BALEThreo Jersey sows with day
old oalvea, heavy milkers, cheap. CorRocks, eggs for hatching, breeding pens tnbles, large assortment of used furniture.
and cockerels; beat winter layers; fertility (let our prlcea. 325 South First.
ner First and Mountain road.
3
West AtBlets,
guaranteed. Wm.
room
set,
bed
AND - MULEB
SALE
for sale; will
Five
FOR
place
Holies
'
lantic, phone 1483-have carload ot horses and mules at
$60; three oak dressers, $15 and $20;
BABY
CHICKS and hatching eggs, two chiffoniers, $15; bed davenport, $261 S10 North Broadway, Albuquerque, April
Scott
Mountain View S. C R. I. Reds; priae sewing machine, $10; full slse brass bed 20. and thereafter
until sold.
wlnnere at CI Paso, Albuquerque and with springs and mattress, $20; three-quart- ttldenour. phone 1SRS-Denver; bred for the best In color, type
bed, $4; aanttury cot and pad,
and egg production. Order chlx In ad- $7; steel cot, $8; refrigerator, $8; round
FOR SALE Rent Entate
vance. C. P, Hay. 236 Nnrllt Hlah.
dining table, $7: four chairs. $1 each;
listed
"four hiie left of thiriy-twsmall combination Iron safe, $10; rock- ONLK
near
Park, $500 to $150; easy
WANTED Room
ing chair, $3.60; baby buggy, $j; folding terms. Highland
824 East Silver.
A,
J.
Hammond,
summer
man's
suit,
card
table, $1: young
YoUNU business
inmti wants modern
small ruga, onoklng utensils, garden FOR SALE Choice lot, 50x141, nine hunroom with home privileges, or room $3;
dred block, Weat Silver, $750, adjoining
carpet eweeper, electrio fani other
with kitchenette:
lowlands, close In. hose,
corner sold for $900. Apply 820 West
articles. 511 North Third.
Postofflce box ISO. city.
OO at a sacrifice, almost new
MATTRESS RENOVATING LETTING
TYPEWRITERS
beautiful bungalow; alx rooms, breakF VPeWhiTEHH All 'makee overhauled TAvr1iES"Tt1r7oV
fast room and bath; beautiful Interior;
and repaired. Ribbons for every
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, fur. hot water heat: will make terms to suit
ExU-.
nlture packing. Phone
Brvlo reasonable party principals, only. AdAlbuquerque Typewriter
!
Soutb Fourth. Bedding Company.
dress Box $9, car Journal.
change, phone 805-WANTED

CITY AND RANCH
Property for sale. Bee us for

J.

J

r

bargains.
Rcnl Estate.
IlO s. Third St.
354-Thone
or 2406-J-- 4
L. PHILLIPS.

BUSINESS CHANCES
321 i
Weal
HOTEL, for sale.
Central.
FOR CALK Two-stor- y
orlck building
216 South First; location good for any
kind of business.
FOR SALE (leneral merchandise store;
small settlement; good location; good
business Address C. P., care Jonrneal,
IF YOU GET my prlcea your money will
stay In Albuquerque. W. C. Thaxton.
Plumbing Fixtures and Supplies, 1111
North Fourth.
FOR SALE Dry cleaning establishment,
latest equipment, Including Ford delivery truck, $760. Have cash. Address
"Dry Cleaners." care Journal.
FOR
KALE Milliard
hall, leased for
twelve months. $50 per month clear to
owner; will take good car In tradtj. Ir
N. Riley. Helen, New Mexico.
to handle several
WANTED AGENTS
Ford accessories of merit In New Mexico and Arlsona.
Write or call W. V.
Pogue, 018 Park avenue, between 1 and
2, or after 7 p. m., phone 1J25-- J.
FOK BALE
Restaurant, opi oslte Banla
Fe depot, or will sell fixtures and rent
storeroom for other buslnese purposes.
Fixtures Include awell soda fountain,
which can he btiugnt separata.
ten
of
FOR SA1.E Boarding hliuse
rooms; well furnished, and filled; best
location on East side; Income $100 monthly; price $7,500; $3,(00 cash, bslance $75
monthly, including Interest, Address W.
N., Care Journal.
FOR SALSS OR TRADE One first-clas- s
steam
cheap for cash.
Thla merry-go-roun- d
made the fiestas
around Albuquerque for two years at a
or
big profit. Tor Information call on M.
write J, W. Harhold, Mountalnalr, N.
FOR "SALS Indian trading att re and
ranch, ten aores under cultivation;
fenced; one section land leased; atone
building, OOxiO feet) three living rooms,
storehouse, oorralla; fine well of water;
gasoline engine! three heavy horses, bar-neand wagon: twenty turkeys, thirty
chickens, one fine milk cow; twenty-fiv- e
mllea from Gallup, New Mexico; ten
mllea from railroad: a bargain, dissolvAddress postofflce box
ing partnership.
171. Altxioueroue. New Mexlso.

Lonns.

& Wood

Realtors.
V. Gold.

208

WANTED

Position

1S--

Laundry work, silks and
linens a specialty. Write or call 600
isortn urostiway
WANTED Work by young man In olty
or on farm: can drive and repair Ford.
B. F. Q., care Journal.
cDiANED
DAILY
OFFICES
Janitor
aervloes, house cleaning (wits vacuum),
floors polished; references. Phone lll-J- .
MAN desires work ot any
In
office work;
kind; experienced
speaks English and Spanish. Address
L. B. G., care Journal.
WANTHD Tounit man, A- -l bookkeepef
and clerk wants position with live concern, retail or wholeeale; A- -l reference.
Address J. H E.. care Journal.
WANTED Are you In search of a coin-peteoffice man or bookkeeper? If so,
give me an Interview before employing
others. Artdresa B. A. X., care Journal.
Middle-ageWANTED
American woman, like position In a
or
bakery
collecting: consider anything;
willing to learn. Address Box 18, oare
Journal.
onflnemeilt uasua, new mod-er- n
home, furnished nicely, everything
perfectly sanitary; excellent meals; also
milk diet given; two nursea In charge;
rates reasonable. Address Poatoftlc Box
884. city, or phone im-W- ,
WANTED Bookkeeper and general office man would Ilka to connect with
good live concern. Am reliable, steady
and not afraid of work; unmarried. Would
prefer to stay In city, but will consider
good proposition out of town.
Address
B, A, X., car Journal.
1UOH-CLAS- S

One-thir-

FIVE ROOM BRICK
ALMOST NEW

Realtor.
Third and Gold.
Phono 110.
Kire Insurance.

PROPERTY

CALIFORNIA

to trade for
Property
Albuquerque
Ell OF

TI7KSK

$2,-25-

Two-roo-

FOR

SALE

r'n'YiiuoDY'i mTlk

Miceflitieoua
,r'

best

in1

town)

Phono 24I3-R,
FOR SALE Toggenberg kid, very cheap.
Phone 1M8-W- .
FOR SALE High oven gas range. (18
North Second
FOR SALE "Douhle set work harness.
217 North Third.
FOR HALE Rcmincton typewriter, at a
bargain. Phone 1H40-Holier canaries.
FOR SALE
818 South
Walter, phone 1SS7-FREE DIRT Bring your wagon.
North Sixth, phone 1142-FOR SALE Gorman Roller canary and
brass cage, $5. Phnne 70.
FOR SALE Shasta daisies and other
perennial plants. Phone 1514-.FOR SALE Two full hods, springs and
mattresses,
tit Forrester, call
FOR SALE Howard piano; also good
collection of colm. Write Tete Uulllon,
Bernalillo. N. M.
FOR BALE Field-grow- n
Shasta daisy
and violet plants, dahlia bulbs.
308
North Twelfth, phona 4S2-TYPE Wit ITERS, all makes. $it and up;
$3 per month. Albuquerque Typewriter
Exchange. 1JJ South Fourth.
PINON8 Nice end largo In their natural
state, 15o per pound. Robert
1114 West Central.
a- -l a
FOR BALE Used tractors,
and
l'-8- 5.
with gang plowe,
Hardware
Department. J. Korber A-- Co,
FOR
SALE
Everbearing
strawberry
.plants, $t per hundred. J, M. Easter,
Boulevard road, Old Albuquerque.
FOR 8 A LE Fresh buttermilk and cottage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
lota.
Sway ne'e Dairy, phnne 191 5M.
FOR SALE Pianos and player pinnos:
pre-wvalues. Phone 106. Geo. P.
Learnard Piano Co., 214 South Walter.
SAXOPHONES and all band Instruments,
new or used. Private or class Inetruc-tlon- a
un above.
Fred K. Ellis. Ph. S02-FOR SALE Bath tubs, lavatories, sinks.
range boilers, pumps, pipe and well
1111 North
points.' W. C. Thaxton,
Fourth.
FOR SALE Simplex electric heater, new.
$9; dining table,
new,
$13: rocklnn
rhalr, $4.50. and five hens, call at 1702
East Orand.
MAXOTIHEK
carry the weight of your
air and will double your
Sol,)
at Broadway Vulcanising mileage.
Works, Z24
North Brnndwa y.
24 REFRIGERATORS
for sale; soma
slightly used; at wholesale prices; hurry
Amerl-ca- n
If you want to save some money.
Furniture Co.. .23 South Second.
SOFT SPOTf Heel and arch cushions
prevent fallen Insteps; curee all foot
troublea, $1. Plantar Arch Supporte. Thoe,
F. Keleher Leather Co., 40$ West central.
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, $1 psr gallon,
The Mansano Co., lift South
Walnut, phone 18S4 J. Try a built up
roof, will last aa long aa the building.
USE EFFECTO A"UTO TOP and seat
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vale-paValspar Enamel on automobiles.
Homestead
Plymouth Cottage Paint.
Floor Paint. Roof Paint and Cement. Satisfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Loath-Co- ..
40$ West Central.
Phone

LIVE

PHOP-EKTIE-

S

HE11E.

Fine
dwelling In
Glendale, Calif., in foothills,
sovcii miles from Iis Angeles.
Largo lot with orange and
fruit trees, desirable, beautiful.
Will trade this for dwelling in
Albuquerque. Value $9,500.

Realtors

Desirable lot In Walnut Park,
Los Angeles, corner Coal and
Long Beach boulevard. Value
Will
trade owners
$3,500.
equity of $1,700 for lot in Albuquerque.
Excellent building lots In San
Diego nnd Coronado. Value
VVfU trade for Albuquerque
lots.

$4,-50- 0.

Ten acres In grapes, fruit am?
truck in El Cajon valley, 18
miles east of San Diego on
boulevard, ono mile
paved
from El Cajon. Very desirable
for suburban home. Value
Will trade for Albuquerque property.

$8,-50- 0.

Ten acres of fruit land af
I,akesl(le, Oregon, to trade for
Albuquerque lota.

W, C. OESTREICH,
Itealtor.
Loans.' Abstracts, Insurance.
111
W. Gold.
Plioiio 990.

S3i

Insurance.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

t lOKSkiH
YVILSON,
A

Attorney.
and 19, Cromwell Building.
Phone 11 53-I'HYHK IANH AMI HIJHIIKONM.
Uli. S. I- - HI It I ON,
Dlaeaare of fas gtnmneh.
.
Suite.
Harnett Building.
UK. H. C.
I.AKKE,
Eye, Knr, Nose and Throat.
Barnett Hulldlng.
Phone HI.
Office Hours
to 12 a. m
and 2 to 8 p. m.
I)K. WAItliAltl.T CAIttWRifilltr
Residence 11.3 F.nst Central. Phone III.
Phone 671

II.

n.0"ms

W.

nine-roo-

17

SHERIDAN,

Wf.

lraloe

M. D.

Limited) to
GKV1TO - IIRINAKT D1SKASK9
AND MSFASi:
OK TUB KKIN
U'aseermno Lnhorntory In Connection,
Citizen Itnnk Ring. Phono HUB,

CHIROPRACTORS
fTTCTATtMENr'
4'hlroprnrtnr
-- 0
IS an
ArniUe Dilllfllng.

FOR SALE Ranches
BALK A small ranch,
lull
modern house.
mile west of
s

A.
bridge;
J. James.
12.10 ACRE UP. Cliama .valley dairying
atock and form lands. K. A. Heron.
Chama, New Mexico.
ALK Small ranch, fine aoil for
1'Ort
grapes and fruit, under ditch; terms,
$Jb. Call at Hatton's Sture, west of
Hnrt'lni brlt.g.
Full HA LK Four uorcs, two mllea trora
postof flep, on main ditch, dnuhle hous,
Karaite, milk house, noud chicken houmss,
chicken and turkey b, also f Mr nlture and
Phnne !4l
touli; lorm.
m
Flvo acr
FOK ft ALU OH THAUK
near
paved road; fine grape
Frultvale,
or chicken ranch; easy terini. to right
party. Phone Cy3, or apply room 18, Flrat
National Bnnk, or 11 in) fcjnuth Walter.
F Jt BALK TweMy-twoaor- e
ranch, part
or all of earn; on Old Town boulevard;
haute end outbuilding;
good
alfulfn; all kinds f fruit and berries;
owner leavln. account ot health. Phun
owner, 2417-1.FOK SA LE

f
1
V

or 848.

Hatich of nearly 500 acrei,
part heavily wooded, perpetual springe.
Innlda
Ideal
national
cuttle
range,
herd tit regiitered
fnrent boundary;
Hereford!, hursea, ehtckena; farm Implerouse, corral 1, several
ment!; lage
AUTOMOBILE
orchard. Illness In
small
It
makes
necessary to sell Price
Ft-.family
UK
new,
it
gAl.ti tor:! fiedat, Jim
Address L. E.
and
terms
reasonable.
0,
$r,50.
Phcne
box ill, Albu
Bowman, oare
truck (Graham); or quefqut N. M postofflce
Full BAM:.
400 care Journal.
trade for
6
W AlV'l fcD
FOR BA LIC
Miscellaneous
Bulck tour in f car;
firit-cae- a
Co.
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
AN Tli. U
Furmtur i
any
quaniuy.
city
fiO.VJ.
Pho
FOK
Sunm extra good usd cars; GET
and
paper
windows,
your
paint
311
eay terms. Mcintosh Auto Co..
cleaned, by the one day man. Ask for
Went Copper.
697-Bert,
FOH SA l.K Ford tourlnv oar, a bargain;
two-wa- y
Oeconn-iianfurca
owner leaving city, 114 North High, WANTED Phone
2409-Kpump.
phone 19R8-caut-of- f
of
Your
WANTED
all
furniture
EXPERT radiator repairing, new and
descriptions; pay all It la Worth, Call
second-hanKurd honeycomb radiators
11! 7.
Atwell,
phone
O.
K. Kheet Metal Works.
for sale
for rifles, shotFUK HALE liulik
model '"E PAT highest prices
guns, plstnls.
Wright's Trading Post,
Rood condition ? wire wheels, good Fourth
and JnM.
709
West
tires. Price 9376. Inquire
e
v HAVE seventl
first mortCentral.
gage loans. Who wants theraT Mo
5
FOH SALK
Light Bulck, $C0'1; Million
A Wood.
Htudebaker, five passenger, $260; Ford
and pressed, Si; suits
touring car, $50; Ford Koadster, ll'JU. SUITS CLEANED
11H
Went Gold.
pressed, 60a; no gasoline odor, Duke
era,
Clean
City
phone lift.
TWO CAItH Ford and Grant good condition; full equipment; great bargains. CLEANING, kalsomme ana paper, waxing and oiling floors; work guar
Se. these; must sell. 124 North Sec- John Oondsun, phone H34-nnd, plinne
To buy saddle pony; atate
Two used Dodge Bros, tour- WANTED
FOH SALE
price and particulars, to iJen Jones,
ings, Maxwell truck and touring, Ford
end speedster; terms can be ar- poatofflca box fit, Albuquerque, N. M.
ranged. J. Korber A Co., Dodge Bros, WANTED Three
heaUhSiekere
have
dealers, phone 783,
a good proposition for ynu; arrange for
Address W. o. F,, cars
SAVE 60 to 75 per cenv on Used parts. an Interview.
Journal.
besrln-- e,
heela magn tos,
tires
stock grows larger WANTED
To buy yuur Bryan Harvester
0ir
springs, eta
storIn
for
Parts
90,
Overlings.
daily.
Cumpany atock. Wire J. W. Juna,
80; Chalmers, Max Tell truck ar pleasure room 427, New
(Southern
Hotel, -- an
cat.. Chevrolet, 490, Paige 4, Ree 4, Stude-bilkUleo, Calif.
.
4 and
Mclntosb Auto Co MAX BARGAIN STOIte. at IIS Houth
511 Went Co p per
First, will pay the hlahest prlcss for
your second-hanclothing, shoes and
DTUVERLESS
TOHD CO.
furniture.
Phone SI.
FORDS FOR RENT Rrtes l5o per mile.
HUU CI.EANKR3
91 per hour minimum. Special rates
AND
WASH KU08
121 North WB VACUUM
week da vs. Ask for them,
ruKS
Phona
Navajo
specialty,
680.
Third, phone
1S-W- .
B. A 0. Cleaners.
BEAUTIFY
YOUH
HOME
1810
FOR SALE
Dodge touring,
HAVB your lawna, flower beds, shrubs,
equipped with an
etc., planted or oared for by experl-ence- d
around top; makes a fine winter car,
gardner. 101? Bomlr Walter,
rtont-up, nnd a nice open car In the
Four.
TEAKS In the crTyTcieanlnff
summer; paint and tires aim opt tiow;
paper and painted walls; twenty yeara
"ticlin' In excellent condition and can't
tp beat; owner must sHl at , a snap; price as a cleaner; ninety per rent of the pco-p- ie
will say Bert Ante
n',, nt the .Tnmlson Ranch-". "i:-"
RUO CLBANKRS
WHEN IN NEED OP
xl Rugs Cleaned, 11 .26.
TIRES, rims, rarburetors, springs, magnet oa. generators, wheels, gears, axles, MATTREBBE8
renovated. 13.-- 0 and up;
furniture repaired and parked. Ervio
bear! net, h orns, a ccessnrles,
H
BA
DARTERS.
COME TO PARTS
Bedding Company, phone H13-DQ
We have salvaged to date ti e followRAZOR H
cars:
Maxwell,
Chandler, rasor bladea resbarpened; single aafety
ing
edge.
Mitchell. Chevrolet 490 and P. B. ; Over 2t0; double edge,
Hav
lo per do-e- n.
lund, every model; Hup, Olds. Trow, Elkyour straight rasor honed and set by
hart, Reo, Dort, Eazon. Etudebaker, both expert
All work iv ranteed.
Knb
4 and 6.
Hros.. at Ruppe's t)ru Btore.
VIADUCT
2

1-

600 SOUTH

OARAOB,
SECOND.

Largest parte house In the stata.
SAVE upward of 60 per cent on tested
parts, Studebakrr, Dodge, Oldemobila.
Maxwell,
Overland, Chevrolet,
Grant,
W. M. V
Interstate,
Paige, Butck, Dort. Btoddard-pvo- n
and others, Engines for sttttlonapr ..ruck
and tractor use.
Any part or accessary for any auto,
ALRL'QCEQCH AUTO WRECKING CO.
Went Central,
Phona 4S4.
New Mexico's oldest wrecking house.
I'sed enrs bought aolt and exchanged.

PERSONAL
FRESH country butter, buttermilk', whole
DETECTIVE At. JNCT. Plrim. t)2-milk, cottage cheese, cream cheese,
cream cheese; delivered dally. LADIK- - shampoos. 5o and 66c. at lUalr
homes.
Phona 20F8-Vivian's Dairy, phone 2404-JMEN'S HAIRCUT,
60c: chlWrsn, Jio, (I
Phona lo.'.S-.their home.
FOR BALE Corn planter, nny rake, trao-to- rt WILL Klva muther'a car. to a fw chilthree botturo
tractor
dren In my own homa. 809 West
plow,
and
harr wa,
three disc
plows,
oowe;
three
three
horeea,
Jersey
1)11. CJRATOPP.
Vltapathlo Physician
harness: portable platform scales, counnervous and cnronlo atlmenu a apsclal-ty- :
ter scales and two wagons, one klfalt
examination free. S2H4 Wst Central.
cart,
renovator, buckboard,
double and single, harness. Apply at
LOST AND FOUND
Mann'a Garden.
LOST Package adilresttid la Vr. J. A.
Hrariforri, containing letter and alio
book entitled "Old Fashioned Wedding;"
return ta 100S Weat Centeial,

ORJENJ Mydlancous

840

CHAS, G. ZAPF & CO,

JOHN W.

WM, J, LEVERETT,

MUST

FOR SALE
now frame houses,
on corner lot 100 by 142.
for
Now renting
Highlands.
$47.00 per month. This Is a
23
cent
Investment.
net
per
Price $2,100: $350 cash and
$50 per month.
Four-rooframe house, lights
and water, reasonably closo-lLowlands, $1,750; $.0 cash and
$20 per month.
Four new Btucco houses, modern, and close to street car
line, three rooms and large
0
sleeping porch, Lowlands.
each; $150 cash and $30
included.
Interest
per month,
but quite large, frame
Old,
house on street car line In
Old Town.
Illg corner lot,
$850: $50 cash and $15 a
month.
framo with large
Bleeping porch, electric lights,
on
lot 50x142,
water,
city
South Walter street, Highlands,
$1,300; $300 cash, and $30 per
month, interest included.
Nine-rooand basement, new,
modern, adobe house, $4,500,
$350 cash and $45 per month.
Part of it now rented for $48
per month. Large lot and garage.
HEAL ESTATF, KXCHAXGE,
409 West Copper.

Phones

lai-R-

OWN

Four small,

Main Office:
Second and Gold.

Living room, dining room
kitchwith French doors,
en, two bed rooms, bath, maple
floors throughout, lots of closets,
front and back porches, garage,
outbuilding, cement walks, lawn.
Located close in Third ward,
l rlccd to sell.

Insurance

STATS)

WANTED Work by young man; can
drive car. H00 South Second.
WANTED Washing and Ironing, by the
durcn or rough dry. Call ilvS-BOOKKEEPER wants position by hour
or permanent, Addreas Box A-- J 5, care
Journal.
WANTED By competent woman, work
by the day; go home nights. Phone

AND
INCOME
brick rooming house
near btiKlness section. I,ot room
enouKh to build business house.
d
cash and balanCe like
rent.
J. A. nAMMOND,
821 F. Silver.
Thono 1522--

HOME

Two story

'

TIMS CARDS
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL)
COWGIRL PRIMA
WEEK
DONNA SAILS ON
EUROPEAN TOUR

CARELESS CAMPERS AND SMOKERS
LET'S GO
H Mgy
MCWIS

M

u tmai

la

A

Ralph Jnco Production, Featuring

T. MOREY, KATHLYV WIU.IAMS, FAIRE
MATT MOORE, GRACE VALENTINE, ROLAND

HARRY

and other Film Stars.

TOPICS OF THE DAY and

"FOX NEWS'

Harold Lloyd
In a

Comedy

Rip-Roari- ng

PRICES.

REGULAR ADMISSION

j

LOCAL ITEMS

,1

Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and 6.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
Phone !'!,
reHerman
Mohr, attorney,
turned last night from a business trip to Topeka, Kans. He
said the Sunflower state has been
having an abundance of rain
too much. In fact,
for spring
plowing and winter wheat.
Dr. Murray, osteopathic physician, N. T. Armljo building. Phono
741.

Tho

Glldersleovc Electric
211 East Central. Phone 707--

Co.,

NOTICE.
To Whom It May Concern:
The party that took my hat
from the K of P. hall Saturday
night, April 22, bv mistake, please
call at 323 South Fifth and receive their hat in return.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

r

Theaters Today

!

"B" Theater Joe Moore and
Eileen Sedgwick are still at the
"B" theater, starring in "The Wolf
Pack," being repeated today for
the last time; also repeating "The
Miracles of the Jungle" and tho
current Events' pictures.
,
House The Tay-Crystal ,
In. Utnnl, Opera
i ..
large crowd last night, rendering
"The Squash Head" one of the
best Toby plays. Tonight "Johnny
on the Spot" will be the attraction.
There will be a new program for
every night this week.
Iijrlo Theater "Little Eva Ascends," with Gareth Hughes as the
leading star, Is being repeated to-- j
nay tor me last time; tne uampoeu
comedy, "Monkey Shines," is also
being repeated today.
Pastime Theater "A Man's
cast, headHome," with an
ed by Harry T. Morey. Is being repeated at the Pastime today; also
presenting the "Fox News' pictures,
and the comedy featuring Harold
Lloyd.
1

all-st- ar

FEDERAL EMPLOYES
HOLD

SOCIAL

MEET

Government employes held a social Saturday evening at K. of P.
hall. Following the program dancing and cards were enjoyed.
The program follows:
Solo Lorena (Webster), by Mrs.
C. C. Davis
Clog dancing By B. F. Copp,

Jr.

Singing and dancing By Kath-erln- e
Needham and Sadie Marie
Norment.
Reading By Jessie Wolf.
Tenor solo Answer (Rubin), by
J. Gould.
Zither solo B. J. Regensberger.
Dance By Elizabeth Zeigler.

DEATHS

AND

FUNERALS

TRUJILLO
Short services were
at 4
held yesterday afternoon
o'clock over the body of Mrs,
Graciana Trujlllo, who died last
Friday morning. The body was
for burial.
Bent to Frost, N. M
Crollott was in charge.
SOTELLE

Mrs. Alice G. Sotelle

morning at her
after a short
illness. She is survived by two
lier
besides
mother,
children,
three brothers and two sisters.
Funeral services were held yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock from
the family residence to the Sabered Heart church. Rev. Father
J. N. Cordova officiated. Burial
was at San Jose cemetery. Crollott was in charge.
25, died Saturday

parent's residence

n
LUCERO The funeral of
Lucero, who died Saturday
at hiii annrtments on North
,Fourth street, will be held from2
Crollott's funeral chapel at
o'clock. Burial will be in Santa
Barbara cemetery.
Fer-mi-

tilvh

GARCIA Trinidad G. de Garcia, 88, died last night at her
residence, 1717 West Central avenue. She Is survived by two
wins and one daughter. Tht body
was taken to Crollott's funeral
parlors pending arrangements.

;

NOTICE.
The Coal Supply and Lumber
to announce to
desires
Company
the public and taxpayers of Albu- querquo, that while William R.
Walton Is a member of the city
commission that the said Coal
Supply and L,umoer company win
not directly or indirectly enter any
bids for city business, neither will
it make any requests to sell or participate in any way whatever to sell
the city of Albuquerque any of its
tirnducts.
(Slcrned)
COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER
Cd By
,,'
WILLIAM R. WALTON',
President and Manager.
'j
,'.

FOR MAY
HOW

m

SALE

Mail Orders Given

Prompt Attention.
Write for Free Catalog.

Roth MArs

PREPARATIONS
MADE FOR TOURISTS
AT SAN DIEGO RESORT

Music and Jewelry Store

117 South First St. Phone

ercise care with fires.
"The rangers find many camp
fires left burning, most of which
thoy extinguish before they spread.
Occasionally, however, one does
get away from them. In northern
Arizona, for instance, last year we
were troubled a great deal with
such fires. Only one or two got
away trom trie rangers, but these
cost the government about $500 to
handle, and the damage they did
amounted to about that much
more.
"In addition to the warnings
which we will not cease to give,"
continued Mr. Pooler, "tho ranges
are this year again being instructed to enforce strictly both the
state and federal fire laws. Now
Mexico has nn especially effective
law which prescribes penalties up
to $300 fine for carelessness with
fires. While the Arizona law Is
not so good, the federal law is effective there.
"Last year in the southwest we
had to prosecute about 100 persons
for carelessness with fires in the
national forests. This year, however, I am In hopes that this will
not be necessary, especially since
the dangers of forest fires are being brought so generally to the attention of the public, both through
the forest protection week idea and
otherwise."

Jf''H'

I

San Diego, Calif., April 23.
Summer vacationists throughout the
southeast are invited to avail themTHIS WEEK PROCLAIMED selves
of the wonderful natural re-- j
sources
of San Diego and surruund-'in"RAISIN WEEK" BY THE
country this year."
This city, known to thousands as
CALIF. RAISIN INDUSTRY
"the playground of the southwest,'"
prepared as never beforo to vis-be
Fresno, Calif., April 23. The is
to the throngs of summer
California
raisin industry, with host
itors who came to splash in the
headquarters here, have set aside '.cooling waters of bay
and ocean.
the week of April 23 to 29 as
the network of paved
"Itnisin week." Raisin growers in or motor over
resorts
numerous
highways to the
this section, who are constantly in- that
dot the upland country.
in
number, feel that while
creasing
for recreation out
their product has advanced in pop- of Opportunities
doors is afforded in perhaps
ularity in leaps and bounds for the greater measure around San Diego
past few years, it has yet to be in- than in any other west coast city.
troduced in many homes through- The city and environs ofler varied
out the country not only as a food attractions but none with greater
of unusually delightful 'flavor but nor more lasting charm than the
one of maximum health value!
numerous beaches that are within
Under this plan, raisins are to be easy distance. The placid Pacifi-featured In all leading grocery ocean, sparkling under warming
stores during this week, and the sunlight, gently leaves the clean,
hnilfcPWifi Will ha iirtrnd trt Bftrx'tt white sand of long stretches of
raisins often during
these days. beach.
Bathing and surf sports,
Makers will make special raisin together with fishing for the game
breads. TlipS mill nthpr nnatrina surf fish affords recreation, exerwith raisins, and restaurants will cise and delight for countless thouwhile other thousands find
prepare raisin specialties for their sands
occontentment and health-givin- g
patrons.
cupation on the verge of the water.
breezes from
The puri...
TAYLOR PLAYERS DRAW
the ocean possess wonderful health
values and unnumbered visGOOD SIZED CROWDS givingcome
each year for this defiitors
nite purpose.
seat
at
(he
Every
Crystal opera
San Diego's beaches are within
houso was taken last nigh; when easy reach
by motor or electric
the Ferris Taylor Stock companv cars.
Closest Is the Coronado
opened with their first ottering of beach, reached by ferry across the
their second week's engagement at bay and Btreet car to the famed
the popular play house, which Coronado tent city. Here the Silproves that these players are gain- ver Strand stretches miles away to
A record breaking In popularity.
the southward with a superb bathing week is predicted and the com- ing beach on the ocean side. The
pany will change their bill every strand incloses the southern pornight. I.ast night's play, "The tion of San Diego bay 2nd those
swimming,
Squash Head," was one of the best who prefer
As boating and fishing may use the
Toby bills so far presented.
usual Toby furnished the audience unruffled waters of the
with laughs galore throughout the harbor.
South of the strand. Imperial
with a
play. The story deals
to
wealthy man who marries a poor beach extends Its silvery length
mountain girl and is afterwards "Point of Rocks,'' the extreme
of
United
the
ashamed of her uncouth ways and southwesterly point
manners, but finally comes to his States, from where the rugged coast
senses when he realizes that be- line of old Mexico begins. Some of
neath her rough exterior there Is the best surf fishing In the south
a heart of gold. The play which is found in this locality. Northsuc-of
will be presented tonight only is San Diego city, the first of a
cession of popular beach resorts is
"Johnny on the Spot," a four-ac- t
found at Ocean Beach. A large
comedy drama, replete with comic collection of beach concession
situations and dramatic tension. All makes Ocean Beach the Coney Isnew vaudeville will be presented land of the district and merrysome especially clever
tonight,
delight In the varied atnumbers having been arranged for makers
of the resort.
tho quartette, which has steadily tractions
are MisOther beaches
gained favor among the music sion beach, Pacificnearby
Beach, and to
lovers.
the north. La Jolla, a seaside com
munity often referred to as "The
GENOA CONFERENCE Jewel of the Pacific." A few miles
beyond La Jon is lcl Mar, one of
MAY SPELL END the
most attractive resort commu
in southern California.
OF VVIRTH REIGN nltles
The summer season at Coronado
opens officially June 1. but long
before this time the season will be
in full swing. Tent City has been
enlarged and improved, and more
than ever is regarded as the premier summer resort city in this
part of the country.
For the convenience of prospective visitors who desire to obtain
full information regarding San
Diego and Its accommodations,
both in the city, in the mountains
and at the sea shore, the San
club is prepared
to assist in every way. This organization, unique of its kind, has
one main purpose to render a
distinct service to visitors especially in order to make their sojourn
100 per cent perfect.
Excursion rates from points In
the southwest to San Diego over
the San Diego & Arizona railway
were recently announced. Affording as it does the shortest and most
direct route to San Diego, and with
this railthrough Pullman service,
f
V
road is becoming more and more
popular with tho traveling public.
San Diego's second annual midsummer carnival will bo held tho
first week in August. During this
period of festivity many of the
larger warships of tho Pacific fleet
will be in the harbor, their crews
Chancellor Josepu Wirth.
taking an active part in the celebration. Adv.
Observers at the Genoa economic
conference see little hope of Chancellor Paul Wirth and the German I
delegation
aininjr any relief from
To replace that broken window
her reparation terms through pleas
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
before the conference. It is also
Phone 421. 423 North First.
believed that failure of Wirth to
accomplish anything at the meeting
will result in the downfall of nib
sail-lade- n

still-wat-

That business is improving In
the cast and that this condition is
spreading to the middle west by
degrees, is the opinion of William
Wrigley, Jr., president of the William Wrigley, Jr. Co., Chicago.
The good old American dollar
is coming back into its own. Peoplo from one end of the nation
to the other are getting around
to the Idea that the only basis for
real prosperity is an honest day's
work for a fair day's wage.
The United States as a whole
has been on a "business spree"
for the past five years. Prices, up
to recently, were out of all sense
of proportion
for the valuo
ceived.
The greatest cure
for hard
times, Mr. Wrigley says, is to
stop talking about hard times,
get to work and keep money and
.
goods circulating.
"The year 1921 was regarded
as a pretty bad period for lots
of concerns In the east and middle west," said Mr. Wrigley. "For
us it was the best year In the
thirty years I have been in the
chewing gum manufacturing industry.
"Wo are spending $11,000 a day
this year to push Wrigley'a Chewing Gum.
"The Judicious use pf printers'
ink is the greatest selling
force
in the world. Jf you do business
on a world-widbasis, or even
in the locality encompassed within a few tlocks. you have got to
keep the people interested
or
you won't sell them your goods."
i,

Don't forget the Auction Sale at 820 North
Twelfth St., Tuesday.

lar.d-lock-

Diego-Californ- ia

WANTED

cabinet

MY 8IIIM10 PINON
NUTS
Hill be delivered from the Fred

Hurvey Sews Slund. Albuiiuerque,
X. M., I, NTH, FLRTHKH
1 amile
8. Spitz, 323 Norlh
Tenth.

K

We pay good prices for fire
such as Rifles, Shot
Must he in
Guns. Pistols.
Acondition.
213 South first Street

n. n. o.

$1.00 SALE $1.00
Opposite Postoffice
118 South Fourth.

F1F.

SHOE HEP.UIUXG

Half Soles

...... ...'.40.

Rubber Heels, Goodyear
Men's Half Soles
Rubber Heels, Goodyear.
"

IFS.

WIOK

u,.l
Silo!?

Second St. Phono 587-Call and
Done While Delivery.
You
Walt

GUY'S TRANSFER

Phone

371

324 South Second.
Sunday Picnics a Specialty

Well Country Camp

For Convalescent Tubcrculars
the mountains. Rates $12.50
per week. For reservations
Phone 490-- J

In

FOUND
.get

real place
clothes cleaned
Give us a trial.
A

to
and

youi
pressed.

-l

Cleaners

DYERS AND HATTERS
RUG CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. Hlh ami Gold

I

THEATRE
LAST TIME TODAY

WORLD FILM CORPORATION Presents

Joe Moore and Eileen Sedgwick
--

in-

two-auth-

z

"The Wolf Pack"
A story of the Canadian Northwest Mounted Police and
the treasure of Timber Mountain.
ADDED ATTRACTIONS

i

"MIRACLES OF THE JUNGLE"
CURRENT EVENTS
REGULAR PRICES.

3.

2

Phone 939.

fw

...

Meadows

Mary Garden's famous protege,
Miss
whose
Mary
McCormic,
"Texas frreetinjr" almost caused a
in
riot
a fashionable New York
hotel, has sailed for England,
where she expect3 to pursue vocal
studies.

OFFICE
For Rent

hold-ups-

,,

The road to Santa Fe Is fine, but
tourists report many bad places between Santa Fe and Las Vegas, apparently no work of a useful character having been done since last
summer, according to tourists who
traveled the route last year.
From Albuquerque through the
Estancla and Pecos valley the
roads are genernlly good, a bad
stretch being reported between
Vaughn and Roswell.

For

In

(CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

STAGE

Johnson Coal Co.
'hone

Gareth Hughes
ADDED ATTRACTION:

If

"SERVICE

"MONKEY SHINES"

tg

COUNTS

A

FOR RENT

For Rent Attractively furnished at attractive prices.

1023

West Central.

High land Pharmacy
PHONE

30

THE IMPERIAL

ROAD SHOW OF TWKLVE PEOPLE.
With TOBY und Their Famous Qunrtette

"THE LAUNDRY

PLAYS TO BE PRESENTED THIS WEEKt
(Note We Will Change Every Night.)
I
Monday: "Jonney on the Spot."
Tuesdays "The Mountain Girl."
Wednesdays "The Girl IIo Couldn't Buy."
Thursday: "'Way Down East."

Dyeing, flats
Dry Cleaning,
Cleaned and Blocked,. Rug
latest
cleaned
process.
by

148

FOR SALE
SALE

One oak dining room suite consisting of table, six chairs,
leather seats, buffet; one 9x12
Axminster rug; one set tapestry chairs for living room; one
dark oak library table; one
fireless cooker; one
gas plate.
819 North Fonrth St.
Call 212 J for Appointment

and 449.

Friday: "Sputter."

t--

FOR. RENT
Unfurnished
No. 623 South Fifth Street.
Living room, dining room,
has
llneolum
and
kitchen,
range, pantry, bedroom, glassed-in
bath,
porch,
sleeping
front and back porches, outbuildings; J35.00 per month to
a permanent tenant.

Chas. G. . Zapf Co.

THIS WEEK
Seven Plays a Week

TAYLOR STOCK COMPANY

LAUNDRY CO.

Phones

ALL

CRYSTAL OPERA HOUSE

,

AT PRIVATE

Campbell Comedy.

rt

TONIGHT

OF QCAUTY"

Two Apartments

Two-Pa-

' REGULAR PRICES.

3H8--

Room for two desTs with window in our office.
CIIAS. G. ZAPF & CO.
Second and Gold." Phono 640

M )

dove-taile-

W1LI.ARD.
Dally Kxccpt Sunday.
Phono t!00.

2.000

000 N. First

P.

Is a romance of an Uncle Tom show. and the
throbs and laughs in it are
d
as close together as the logs in the immortal character's cabin.

ALBUQVFRQFK-ESTAXC1-

Gallup Lump Coal

Ponmls. $1100
Weights Guaranteed
Is Why Wo Lead. Others Follow

11

Starring

Fonr rooms upstairs,
900 North Fourth.

Ttent

unfurnished.
Phono 1595--

TO

MEWS"

B. H. CALKINS,

ir

1

EM

LITTILE

SPACE

Our Offlco With

General Engineering
Work,
Municipal
Irrigation.
Surveys of all kinds, Mapping.
120 S. Fourth
Phono 411.

FROM

LAST TIME TODAY

Window.
Or Will Rent Single Desk
Space.
CIIAS. ii. ZAPF & CO.
Phone 1140.

AUTO TOURISTS OPEN .
1922 SEASON EARLY
Flocks of motor tourists are stopping in Albuiiuerque from both the
eitHt and west, according to officials of the Chamber of Commerce
The road to the
tourist bureau.
coast seems to be in average condition, both the south and north
roads being equally used. Heavy
rains In Kansas and Missouri have
made tho roads bad for travel, although many cars have made the
trip without accident or serious

& Martinez,

1'ntlcrtnkprs and Funeral
Directors.
Private Motor Ambulance.
118 West Silver Avenue.
I'lxincs 55.1, Day or Klglit

Miss Mary McCormic waving farewell from Adriatic.

i

YmC THEATER

.

free

Work

ilni linn 'iAitfiii U'i'nti

We deliver any size anv
where. Henry Transfer Co.,

Saturday: "Tempest and Sunshine."
Sunday: Will Announce Later.
(NO RESERVED SEATS)
Admission: Adults, 55c; Children, 25c: Includes Tax
Doors Open 7:30; Curtain, 8:30.

ilaughattobye:

Auction Sale

480.

Tuesday, April 25th, at 820 N. Twelfth
St. Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30
p. m.

Rear end of Central Avenue
store room; suitable for sample

Five rooms of A-- l furniture to go to the
bidder for
cash. Note the following article, to be sold:highest
$500 piano red
gum dresser oak dresser and chiffonier, $125
phonograph,
beautiful dining room suite with leather
upholstered chairs
rockers, small rugs. bed. springs and mattresses.
kitchen range, kitchen cabinet, big lot of other Morris chair
articles not
mentioned on account of space.
Now if you want house furnishings,
don't miss
Take sawmill car and you can g& off car at the this sale as
place. Pon't
these goods are all A- -l and have nover been used
by sick
miss this opportunity, be on hand promptly and bring
your
friends.

dux's shop,
Phono

213 S. Second.

Phono 610.

Prompt Service.

FOR RENT
room, etc.

Phone

603--

FOR SALE
Gasoline Engines

DRUGS!
TOILET ARTICLES, PERFUMES, KODAKS,
SUPPLIES.
,
In Fact Anything Found in an Up to Date
Drug Store.
CENTRAL DRUG & JEWELRY CO.
Corner Sixth and Central.
Phone 581-,
Free Delivery
-

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

Second hand

and

INQUIRE

S50.00. $100.00
$150.00 each.
409 W. COPPER.

PRE WAR PRICED BUNGALOWS
Beautifully Finished.

ELMS HOTEL
rooms In the state-st- eam
cold
hot and
heat,
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, 14 to $10 week
Transient rata $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
nu
With bath $2.50 single
double $3.00.
Finest

WE HAVE AN

Four Now Ready.

arms

Come with the crowd,
Auction Sale, at 820 EMPIRE

North Twelfth street,
Tuesday, April 25th.

m.

The Jeweler

FOGG,

Mi

Let Us Send a Man

con,

C h.

Osteopathic Specialist.
Stern Bidg.
Tel. 701-- 1.
323--

I

1922-192-

:.

o

Pa,

ft

fJV

1

917-- J
I

-

No events of particular Importance are scheduled at the univer
sity this week for Tuesday and Saturday. The eligibility committee
will meet this afternoon at the registrar's office.
The schedule as announced yes
terday follows:
Monday Meeting of committees
on eligibility, 2 p. m., registrar's
office.
Wednesday Lecture: "A Look
ing Glass for London and Eng
land." A specimen of the method
used In studying a
play.
G. S. Hubbell, Ph. D., 1 p. m., room
25, Administration
building.
Medical consultation for women
students, Evelyn Frlsblo, M. D..
2:30 to S P. m., 313 2 West Central avenue.
Medical consultation
for men
students, p. G. Cornish, Jr., M. T).,
0
room
p. ni..
16, Chemis
try building.
T. W. C. A. meeting, Miss Hazel
Morris in charge, 6 p. m., Hokona.
Meeting of committee on stud
ents' affairs, 4 p. m., room 2,
Chemistry building; Dean John D.
Clark In charge.
Thursday Conference of state
health officials under auspices of
state bureau of heuiih, 5 p. m.,
Chemistry building.
Friday University assembly, 11
a. m Rodey hall. Installation of
Associated Students officers. Of
ficers for tne year
Frank Neher, president, In charge.
Junior Promenade, Mr. Walter
O. Bcrger in charge,
p. m.,
Elks' club. Dean and Mrs. L. B.
Mitchell, chaperons.
3:30-4:3-

PROSPERITY AS SEEN
BY
THE
WRIGLEY,
CHEWING GUM MAN

BIG

g

One can always toll when they
come in contact with a business
man whose home is on the
Heights. He has more vision and
more pep than the man that
sleeps in a smoky atmosphere.
Silver avenue is getting badly
cut up from the city limits to the
top of the hill and sadly needs a
little "flxin" and moisture.
Every permanent resident of
the city, whether business man,
clerk or craftsman, should now
select a desirable
lot on the
Heights for a future home. The
chances are the investment will
double in value within two years.
I

RECORDS

Carelessness of campers and smo-er- s
with camp fires and smoking
material In the woods is one of the
most fertile causes of forest fires,
to District Forester
according
Frank C. W. Pooler, of the local
forest service.
"It is surprising," said Mr.
Pooler, "how many peoplo still
toss away burning
thoughtlessly
cigarettes or cigars while they are
nut fishing and hunting, in spito of
the fact that tho forest service has
been waging a vigorous campaign
of education to stop this practice,
v "There is
another class, probably
composed largely of tourists from
the cities or from the treeless mid-- I
die west, where they do not have
to exercise care to prevent flics,
who still break up camp without
putting out their camp fires.
These people, oc course, are hard
to reach with educational material,
but we are going to try at every
opportunity, to warn them to be
careful. The rangers are going to
keep an eye on them and I hope
that the public will also help educate them.
"We don't want to discourage
tourists, or the local peoplo either,
from using the forests for recreation, because recreation is one of
the important reasons for the existence of the national forests; but
we must insist that the public ex

iniiiiif

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

BIX-NEY

iw i iVm

vii tin mm

IS ANNOUNCED

Large Number of the Careless Persons Come
From Sections Where There Is No Danger
of Forest Fires; Campaign of Education
Being Waged Throughout Country.

Home"

PUR!

j"'i;ai.-

AT UNIVERSITY.

FIRES Id THE NATIONAL FORESTS

J. SEI.NICK PRESENTS

ifa's

"fl

ARE TO BLAME FOR MANY. OF THE

TODAY

April 24, 1922.

Workmanship and Material tho Best.
Brick houses Living room, dining room, bedroom, kitchen,
glassed sleeping porch, bath and breakfast room, hot water
and furnace hca: Your .'hoice. The heat- - investment location in Albuquerque.
All are ready to turn on the lights.
Don't fail to see these houses this week. Priced right, If you
s
want a
house. Reasonable terms If desired.
first-clus-

C. M. BARBER
1100

East Central.

Or Sec Me On the Job.

ORANGE ICE CREAM
Of Superior quality.

Al.o Peach, Fruit Salad and
Regular Flavors.
ALBUQUERQUE CO - OPERATIVE

DAIRY ASSOCIATION

Phone
t

Ml

317-32- 1

North Second St.

PHONE 351

'
i

